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This thesis examines a number of topics related to international port

folio choice, behavior and asset pricing. The starting for the

first two chapters is the failure of standard portfolio theory to explain

international investors choose to invest a large fraction of assets in their home

countries. This is referred to as the home and several r."'IY'I'"Jl ...~"'ll_

tions for its existence have been suggested. One consideration is

that international investments involve on additional risk, ex-

change rate related risk. The of rate risk at a firm level

is analyzed in the third The final examines whether investors

can exploit the in returns on

Swedish stocks and bonds. All four are self-contained and can there-

fore be read in any order.

In the first chapter, "Direct Foreign Institutional and

Firm Characteristics," co-authored with Magnus we characterize

foreign using a dataset of ownership and attributes of Swedish

firms. The analysis reveals that foreigners show a for

firms paying low dividends, and firms with large cash positions on their bal-

ance sheets. When we further the for firms, we find

that market liquidity and presence in international measured ............ _ ...... ,...J!. ..

sales or listings on other exchanges, seem to characterize hold-

ings better than firm size alone. Foreigners also tend to firms

with a dominant owner. we demonstrate that most of the fea

tures associated with foreign ownership are driven by the fact that foreign

investors typically are mutual funds or other institutional investors. Hence,

xiii



xiv Introduction and ~U~mnrlaI'V

SUj~gE~St]m.g that risk

we "I1r'1.r"1i"'II1l-"I11l-TT an institutional investor bias rather than a investor bias.

ATA.:r1l4i£:lI'1l"'C!!''''IIlr1l data on a we conclude that the results
l"11""il"{)roct'A'1l"'C who the

.....!.LII.... L.J'lI..~..L will appear in

are 1>--' , ,

tions among "''''"'''''~'''~l'''''

£CC)nOJmlC~Sg vol

In the second Trades in Asset: An Assess-

ment of Investment Behavior and " co-authored with 1\./0"""""""'''11''11£''1

J!>..-' ....., ......... ''"''! ......JLU' .. p we examine the in individual stocks.
r\ll''1l'''~hl':::lict.:lIC and sales to various firm and find that

A"V'''Ii''''lIR':::li'l1'il'''l''l1'il'''lrtr TA1I"'O'lll"1l~ ,n.'YAT1I""O"ll"',Cnllr1l also to characterize ~'""',""",,~,rIr

we find that investors seem to in

short-term more than domestic investors. the
tf""II'U'n'::ll1rY\"II''"''C of flows and returns. The results that are mo-

mentum increase their net in firms that
have stems from i't"\ll1'1"d""'lhl'::l\ct.:lIC

of stocks with return and less from sales of stocks with

ative return shocks. We also find that the of the Swedish

market led to a to a reduction in the

cost of of two on an an-

nual basis. of investments
little evidence of informationa11l'""Il"'':::li·('''lJ11nlrtr

CIhl~I1"lInlrr is the force behind the r1l01141rY\'-::ll"ll""il'::lI"II""il+ increase.

The third Rate ~"'Y'''l'"''I'll1Y'.n. and Firm Char-

..,. ..... {l-.n."II""il£"l{l-1"...C''' co-authored with l'IU""~''\l"ll'''' JJ-J'lbAL......... ""1l,Ilw<l.....L.',lI./ has its in the

failure CO,,{T01""~ a '1I"-\TY£"11£"l{l-11 ,nr"",+'"'l,,",~'\£"1 to document rate

sure. We that this is ......"" ............ Iv". because too economic measures

have been used. In in a of 352 Swedish firms the

1988 to we find rate for 40% - 70% of

the increases with the horizon. We also

..... .I'"~./'lJ..:;'IUI.Jl.'.... 8 across industries and firm and find

and firms with
o .../,'""n~I~l'1rO rate fluctuations than other firms.

in these show both """'''l'"'''il{l-'I''II"Y''''''

and "II""ilOt'"i"':::lir1"{TO exposure, C'''I1''ilt'''r'Ir£''IIC'+lI~r'Ir that the of these firms do not
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necessarily show significant In line with we find that investors

are not rewarded for rate related risk, and we conclude that
r'1I"tf-.h":'Jl1nln-o rate can be eliminated diversification.

The final chapter, "Conditioning Information in Tactical Asset Allocation,"

shows that returns in Swedish stock and bond markets pre-

dictable components. I the economic significance of

dictability by implementing dynamic asset allocation strategies based on a

conditioning information set. The realized returns on the dynamic str,atelgI€~S

are then compared with th.e returns on several ""''''''' , ,.." """ , ..u. ..""'" uncon-

ditional efficient strategies and a market 1I-'''-'.lL U' .........,.,. I find the
"1"'\011"'i-n11"'"1l'Y\·::lln.r·o of the dynamic strategies to be superior. the statistical

significance of the return is only the economic signif-

icance of the superior be
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1

It is well documented that the proportion of foreign assets held by domestic

investors is too small relative to what is implied standard Il-'~" .A.~

This finding, referred to as the "home bias," is typically analyzed by compar

ing the aggregated holdings of investors in foreign markets with their domes

tic holdings (see Lewis, 1995, 1999, for overviews of the home-bias puzzle).

Kang and Stulz (1997) take a different route and study the shareholdings of

foreigners in individual firms in a specific market. They find that foreigners

investing in Japan tend to underweight smaller and highly leveraged firms.

Moreover, they find that holdings are relatively large in firms with large ex

port sales. The overall evidence is consistent with the conjecture that foreign

ers invest in firms that are better informed about. Thus, it can be argued

that the home bias is driven informational P

a number of articles analyze the behavior of various in-

vestor categories. Grinblatt and (2000), for that

o We would like to thank Campbell Harvey, Bertil Naslund, Peter Sellin, Patrik Safvenblad,
and an anonymous referee for helpful comments and suggestions. SIS Agarservice has provided
us with the data on foreign ownershi.p.

1



2 1. Direct Foreign Ownership and Institutional Investors

firms can be seen as a

C'rt.,."h"llC'+"Il ..... ~+·Irt.'l!'""I matters when investors in the Finnish

that domestic less C'rt."I""iI"'II,IC'+-t ..... ,.,.Jl-.r"rIl

take the of that of more foreign investors. This

1H\'l!'""I,f"11"11""1,l"l" holds for both domestic institutional as well as individual investors.

Seasholes (2000) discriminates between domestic institutional and retail in

vestors in Thailand and and documents that both categories trade

against the flow generated by foreign investors. Choe, Kho, and

Stulz (1999) the trading on the Korea stock and show

that Korean institutions generally behave like foreign investors.

This paper deepens the understanding of holdings of foreign investors and

the h.ome bias. By analyzing a rich and detailed dataset of ownership,

and studying the determinants of foreign in Swedish firms, we

various firm attributes t11at are common to foreign ownership. Fur-

we that the type of investor is an to ana-

lyze, with regard to and Our dataset allows us to compare

and contrast foreign ownership with the holdings of don1.estic investors

category. This feature proves to be for the of our

We are also able to of individual coun-

tries and relate foreign ownership to the structure of international

investments.

The paper proceeds in three steps. In the first we characterize ag-

gregated foreign in individual Swedish firms for the 1993

to 1997 using such as and current ratio.

We further consider various measures of risk as well as the rehlm on the firms'

shares on the stock market. We the null that invest
,.,. ..... /',rt.1I",~"Il1n".". to the market seems to be "il"'\If'jt"""Il+"Il''i"YAIYY

related to the market capitalization of firms and the amount of cash on their

balance sheets, and related to dividend

The investors for

for firm and information ':::lIC'T~,rna+'1"'i1I.:JIC For lr'..s't~~:r"\l,..c'eJ' in a

domestic Coval and Moskowitz find evidence of a '1l'"'\'1"'i~+.n1iA.nl""''''''.n

o'"\1l"'V'!,,........,.rw- u.S. investors for tnrA"--....,,..'1l'·'"'ll"il"'\l,!k'll ...... ""ilIII"i"Y close investmentso We therefore in-

"'TaC~+lIn-'':::lI+a this in more detail variables that ..... ~1"',.1I-ii1l1l"a

firm 1I"A/"1'rt...."...n1+1'f''l!'"''I as well as investor influence. The shows c11"'l1""1l"'\llih ..... -:~'l!'""I1r'



1. Introduction 3

lirLks between and the new variables. We for exam-

a relation between and the market n1r11'111l'1lrll'1li4:T

of a firm's and to its in the international and services

...Jl. .......LJL ...............IJ, a relation between and con-

.....................................,......, and a relation between and firms that

are listed on international stock This evidence is consistent with

Merton's (1987) in which rational investors firms about which

are better informed. Huberman in terms

of a behavioral that breeds investment."

In the second we discriminate between and institutional hold-

by alternative benchmark the

investors in Sweden are institutional on domestic institu-

tional as the benchmark. The reveals that and in-

0t-"'I+~"I1t-'1Irt."IY'\'':lID rt.·'[AT"&""~a1l"lC'h'1l'1l""'ll can be characterized similar attributes. Our t-"'I1l"\IrIIll"il''IIIf"lrC'

~.,.,.,""",.""".,,~+ the results in Falkenstein and and Metrick

Falkenstein documents that U.S. mutual funds tilt their to-

wards and and Metrick find that American insti-

tutions invest in firms that are and have had low

returns the These nurror our of t-rt."i"O'1lr'ln"\_

ers in Sweden. we conclude that we do not find a +rt."i'·Olllf'~£~1l"

bias se, but rather that institutional investors in deviate from hold-
the market '1l""'III""I"'1t"irrlol!l1A

In the third we at a rII'1IIC""ll"",""""il"",• .".t"l\·+nrll

I"'TAT"Ml,oI1l"CIY"1IlI'1"'\ data on a basis. The -::ll"Ml'':lI l\tl'CilC C'''lI""...".rbC'+C'

that the to firm attributes varies across different re-

Our results seem to be most for the of North

the U.S. Since U.S. institutional investors

are the this our view that investor

size can determine the extent of the deviation for investors from the
market 1"'\A11"'ii-+r"I1A

In summary, the overall results the in and Stulz

(1997), that investors tend to have a for firms with certain

attributes. It can be that many of these attributes are for firm

~nrl,,",rrnll+·nA"'l"\l and investor influence. our results show that the hold-



4 1. BTAT11',,o"f"coh'll'll4l and Institutional Investors

of are similar to the of other domestic investor cat-

As we are able to and contrast this

paper a new on results. We that

the bias we find is actually an institutional investor bias rather than a .... ...,.... ,.... ....,.".......

investor bias. In the results seem to be for the u.s.
investors.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss theoretical ar-
.nMI"'II'~~"'II"'l>+-C' for determinants of and formulate ,o"n"'l~ll'll"lr"'::::Il

Il-'...., ..... ""-'\,.1"-'-1 to test. Section 3 contains a description of the ownership as well

as the firm attributes that are used in our In Section 4 we character

ize foreign ownership and document the relation to the various attributes. We

also compare the holdings of foreigners with the holdings of domestic investor

categories in Sweden. Finally, Section 5 our conclusion.

In this review some theoretical for the deter-

mination of level as well as at the firm level.
......."'.JL..JL ...... ....,... ''-'J' based on these we formulate ,o1l"'ll""rt.1·t"1r"'~ I h'lI"T1rIlA"t-h,,oco£:llCO

to test.

1

The home which observes that investors show a "1rIl1l"g::Jli-01l",o'll""lr",o for

"1I"'11"'l>"i"Tf),CM1nr'lr in their home is well documented. 1 Most stud-

ies of the horne bias have used data leveL

One exception is Coval and Moskowitz (1999), who find a,

home bias at a regional level among U.S. investors. like and

Stulz (1997) we a dataset of the n"'lrI"1I""r'lrC of foreigners

in Sweden in the ·tl'1at this information will us understand

holdings in general, and the home-bias in

1 Although some recent studies (including Bekaert and Urias, 1996, and Errunza, Hogan, and
Hung, 1999) suggest that the home bias is not statistically significant, a large part of the literature,
starting with Grubel (1968) and Levy and Samat (1970), shows that investors gain from holding
more internationally diversified portfolios.



2. Benchmarks and fHrY'.,.,."1·lI""1 ..... ,-:Jj6 ~''CT1I4IA.,.I4I£:llC'L::llC' 5

In the' analysis the of

foreign investors with the Swedish market The use of the market
""",,...,..++r,,',," as a benchmark can be from an international version of the

_"""-I>o-".JI. .............. Asset Model as considered below. when

discussing the home-bias no obvious reference 1l-'_.......... '..,.JL.L•..,,1 .................... , .............~Ul. ..,...

the market exists. For this reason, we our analysis

constructing a relevant benchmark We compare foreign A"CA:rnO,1l"clr"'1r\

with the holdings of don1estic mutual other institutional and

individual investors. This comparison makes it possible to discover the pres-

ence of a foreigner bias while for other effects, such as the lI..'~L1U'.A.IU'.A..A.

ity that institutional investors deviate from the market

Several for the home bias exist. Most fall

into one of the two categories. that international investors

face barriers in selecting and in firms' shares. deviations

from the international CAPM affect foreign investment While

have the investor's choice of assets

across others will also influence the choice at the firm level.

These arguments help us to formulate hypotheses to test.

The first involves both barriers. bar-

riers include exchange taxes, and other ....... .lLA. ................ y

observable obstacles. In these obstructions have

been reduced over the last French and Poterba

(1991), Cooper and Kaplanis (1994), and Tesar and Werner

that explicit barriers can no the observed

allocations. This observed absence of barriers holds true for Sweden

the since the last investment restriction that to 1rA1i"OlC'rll""'Il_

ers was abolished in 1993. in this paper, we focus on that

are related to implicit barriers.

.B.Jl..lI.I.VJl..I',-.A.l!. ..........................,"L~ include risks and informational asym-
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if non-resident investors meet ....... ."..,..... kH'"'."......~n associated with the of

income and Due to Sweden's we will not argue that

this factor is when investors allocate their wealth across

Swedish stocks.

An aversion towards international inveshnents may also be due to infor-

mational behveen and domestic investors. That for-

investors may find themselves less informed about a and its

firms. These also include the that and domes-

tic investors information due to intellectual or ernotional

biases. For if investors in are more ex-

returns on the domestic nlarket than on the observed

home bias is an of this in Merton

(1987) and Huberman argue that investors know

about. It seems that investors invest in Swedish firms about
which have some ..r'lV"\\ ......TAYHr\/"!."..n.

We test different versions of this various ~."..r'''''ilI!''''C' for

some firms are better known to investors. In the first set of i"\TY1i"'11""'"*"h..-..co.n.co

we that measured market are better

known abroad than small firms. TItis measure a coarse proxy, since

size could be correlated with several other that may ap-

11-""'1"'011011"1I investors. as an we that firms with

sales are abroad. firms which are listed on

other stock are more to be better known.

We also whether issues related to influence affect +"....."..'.n.........""IV"\\ investors.

If investors want to influence the a

r\1i"d""\\I'"'.c~arll in two Investors can either use their votes at the share-

holders' or sell their shares and their Tesar

and Werner document that the turnover rate on international

investmellts is both when witll the turnover rate in the in-

vestor's home and when to the n1.arket of the secu-

Their that market is for

iI"~1t"'01n"'1Y"ll investors. For this reason, we check to see whether this is

our data. if investors have an interest in the

1'Y1lo;~n'::llo-.oI1'Y1l4:)ln-t we 1Nould them to avoid firms with concentrated
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.JL ......~_ ... ~.L'"'... '..... , we use a measure of ATA'M4Il:l~'1"'C'."II'1I1l""\ concentration to test
whether i"A'1"'010Il"'l\01roC want to be able to rllll"1l"•..,. .....+IITT influence the of a

firm.

Finally, we investigate the geographic structure of foreigners' holdings.

The is that investors know more about firms that are "..,.1"11"',,..,..,..·<"\1'11"\1-"111_

cally close to them. Evidence of this conjecture has been Coval

and Moskowitz (1999) in a domestic setting, using data from the money man

agement in the U.S. Since our dataset allows us to study the holdings

of investors from different countries, we test whether geographic distance is
related to AT'" 'T1I"'II £'l,"1I"C' '-"11'\1'11"\

In the second category of explanations of the home-bias puzzle, deviations

from the international CAPM have been forth. Under the maintained

assumption of perfectly integrated markets for capital and goods, the usual

CAPM can be extended to an international setting (see, for ..a..JLII.V".......Jl.IU........ '

and Adler and 1983). The international CAPM then implies

that the world market is the right benchn1ark for investors' over-

all portfolio holdings, and that each local market portfolio is relevant for the

holding within a local market. the literature has emphasized that

investors do not hold the world market In extensions of the inter-

national the optimal for investors also includes a

component which relates to a hedging demand.

In principal, it is possible that investors want to against any kind
of state variable. it is to test the "1I'"i"II"'II"t"'III'\I ..... ~i'·l1A,...'\C'

of a demand without a more idea of what investors want to

For if investors want to in the return

on their human could invest in securities that are cor-

related with their human Assets in industries other than the one pro-

ducing the investor's labor income are then natural candidates. Since correla

tions are lower between countries than between different industries

within a assets a

in the return on human Baxter and (1997) this view

and show that U.S. investors should short the U.S. market """",....'ll"'<l-+r~llI,....

because of its correlation with the return on human It can also

be that investors are better off the return on human
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capital by investing in industries other than those in their domestic markets.

We do not, however, elaborate further on this issue.

3

1 A

Stockholders of all listed firms in Sweden are registered at Vardepapperscent

ralen, the Security Register Centre. Since many registered owners are custo

dian banks, additional research is needed to identify the actual owners. In

Sweden, this research has been undertaken by SIS Agarservice.2 Our dataset

includes all Swedish firms listed from 1991 to 1997. For each firm, we can see

the share of total equity held by foreign investors at the end of each year.

In Figure 1, the white bars show the aggregate market capitalization of the

firms during the period 1991 to 1997. During the sample period, the of

a U.S. dollar (USD) has varied between 6 and 9 Swedish kronor (SEK). The

market value increased by a factor of four, from SEK 535 billion in 1991 to SEK

2, 136 billion in 1997. In Figure 1, the cross-hatched part of the bars illustrates

foreign ownership. As we can see, during this period foreigners increased

their holdings more than 15 times, from SEK 44 billion to SEK 692 billion.

In other words, the portion held by foreigners increased from 8.2% to 32.4%.

The total number of firms is given above the white bars, while the number of

firms with positive foreign ownership appears above the cross-hatched bars.

The total number of firms during this is 352, varying from 176 in 1992

to 282 in 1997. In 1991, 126 firms, or 70% of the total number of firms, had at

least one foreign owner. From 1995 over 99% of the firms had some

foreign ownership.

The increased interest from foreign investors, reflected in 1, is partly

due to regulatory changes during the Before most Swedish firms

had two classes of equity, restricted and unrestricted shares. the latter

could be held by foreigners. The proportion of unrestricted shares was limited

by law to 20% of the voting rights and 40% of the equity. The restrictions were

2 We thank Daniel Fristedt, Anneli Sundin, and Sven-Ivan Sundqvist at SIS Agarservice for
providing the data, and for sharing their insights on international data collection.
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Figure 1: on the Swedish Stock Market
The figure shows foreign ownership Sweden on a year-by-year basis over the period 1991 to 1997. The bars
depict the total market capitalization of the Swedish stock market as well as foreign ownership in the Swedish
market; both of these measures are reflected on the left scale. The market value and foreign ownership are
expressed in terms of SEK billion. The numbers above the white bars represent the number of firms while those
above the cross-hatched bars show the number of firms, with positive foreign ownership. The fluctuating line
in the figure shows quarterly observations of Sweden's weight in the world market, reflected on the right scale.
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formally abolished in 1993, but many firms were allowed to

convert their restricted shares to unrestricted shares in 1992.

The line illustrates Sweden's in the Financial Times

World Market Index at the end of each This index only includes stocks

that can be investors. Sweden's in the

world index increased a factor of four in this investments

more than 15 times. the increased share of in

Swedish stocks cannot be investors simply the world

market index.
One with our measure of 1t'n,..,'Olllilr1n n'TAY1r'~O'll",C'r""lI~ is that no

information is available on foreigners' use of investment
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vehicles. we have limited of the use of foreign in

vestment vehicles among Swedes. Since we only have access to data on direct

rt..T.A'r'Y"il£:lI'1l"'CIt"\lI'Y'\ in firms we cannot, for instance, discriminate between a domes-

tic and a foreign investor investing in a Swedish mutual fund. If foreigners

invest in Swedish mutual funds, we underestimate true foreign 'OJ"'<f""L................ '...... II-".

the foreign ownership that we cannot observe only affects the re

sults if it is tilted toward investments in specific firms. For the same reason,

we can overestimate foreign ownership if Swedes invest domestically .."" ...... 'OJ ......,,..,""L

firms located outside Sweden. we have quantified the use of foreign

investment vehicles among the Swedish owners and corrected for this

in our ownership data. As an example, the Swedish family controls

the Spendrup brewery through a Dutch foundation. Technically speaking, this

holding constitutes foreign ownership, but we have classified it as a holding

a Swedish investor.

We have classified the firms into nine industries

Affarsvarlden. Table 1 a summary of ... 'OJ ...........,.." .... L ....,l1" .... L'...........lLlLIl.!-'

"Il'1l"'llr"'I"II"lIl'"'il-1't"TT at the end of 1997. The first two columns the number and

the market capitalization of the firms in different industries. The in-

category far is Engineering. It accounts for about 39% of the total

market capitalization in our The second and third largest industries

are and Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals, at about 14% and 13%,

LJJl.IL.II.LJ'IIJ,.LJLlL&.. is clearly the smallest Columns three and

four is also the in the
t"rt..'1l"'t010""'ll"'ll investors. Almost 45% of their ~"""I"++r.. H"II,,",

Engineering and thus have a 15% in the
aln-,ntO,I"C are also in Chemicals and WJh'~'1l"'ir"Ir'\-:ll..... t0111t"1""'-:lllc

and industry. It appears that investors are not keen on

construction firms in Sweden, since have an of about 50%.

One reason for this could be that Construction is a local

business as a investors know little about the firms

in this It is also clear that foreigners are in Retail and

Consumer Goods, and Miscellaneous. Our of the of "'r-."..,,,",,,,,,,~

investors over time shows that the mix has been stable r'lt1l1l1l"1I"1nltrr

the sample period. The only exceptions are that foreigners were systemati-
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Table 1: on the Swedish Stock

Firms in industry Firms with Averages of
foreign ownership foreign ownership

Industry N MCAP N MCAP Equally Value-
(in %) (in%) (in%) weighted weighted

Engineering 50 832.9 50 310.2 20.0 37.2
(39.0) (100.0) (44.8)

Paper and pulp 13 175.9 13 61.8 28.2 35.3
(8.2) (100.0) (8.9)

Retail and 37 114.7 37 26.7 19.2 23.3
consumer goods (5.4) (100.0) (3.9)

Construction 32 13.3 16.6

Shipping 13.2 12 22.2 27.8
(0.6) (100.0)

Financial 11 28.6 30.3

20 20 19.6 37.5
(100.0)

IT and services 43 20.4 30.6

Miscellaneous 64 18.6 20.9

All 282 19.7 32.4

and then

Constnlction to for Fin.ancials. When the va.lU€~-Wreu~nt:ed.

averages, we summarize tl'1.e market value of all shares held

investors and divide this number the total market of

and that

1991 and 1992.
last two columns of the table 1""II1"c.~CQ1t·1d~ the and value-

TATrll1lrl"lht-,o,r\I ~'\\TQ;Il"~iI"\rQC of These colurrL.~s illustrate

tant characteristic of the data.

shares owned

firms. As seen the LUE~-V\Te]l12:rl.teaaverage is than
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its This indicates that investors

seem to hold firms in terms of market

value. We also checked this feature the data for the 1991 to

and found the same in each the for firms

seems to be robust both over time and over industries.

the year divided

......'Ut::'ihcJ\''II'"Ir'"il':ll1l"'1Ii''' risk is the beta coefficient for the market

VAT"...,..-..I'!VT returns. The market is the value-

In this describe a number of attributes

used in the To enable we first choose

the same attributes as and 5tulz These are:

(i) Size. This variable is the market of the firm at the year-

end. the we consider the of the market "-"""'-il'''' .........,.. .JL.ll.''''-'' ......JL''-'JL ...

Dividend The value of all dividends

by the market value of the firm at

Return. The return on the shares of the firm is calculated as the

cumulative return returns the

For firms with a shorter than 52 the dataset

contains a "Y'!r"lIlC'C'lI'114ir'lr value.

~lI~;tenf1atlc risk.

TATC.~l{"dhihC:llrii ~"""1iA1l-'II-"""111""" in our C~1"Y"ll'Y"llIID

lazoSt,nCratlc risk. This variable measures the residual variance in. the

market model returns.

Book-to-market. This is a valuation measure of the firm. "Growth firms fP

have low book-to-market while firIns with ratios are

referred as "value firms." The ratio is as the book value of

divided the market value at \\"[jl',~-rr_,,_n""'Ir"

Current ratio. We use this as a short-term financial distress.

It is calculated as current assets divided current liabilities at and
measures the of the firm meet short-term 'Y"ll~"Il:71"Y"ll,O'1l4ill· ~lt'ar'll1l1lil1"'a1l"V'Ila1n1l"C'

"','H."AI."'«. ratio. This is a measure of financial distress. It is

defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total

Return on Return on is measured as net mcorne divided
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to be familiar

sales divided

the book value of at "TC,,·~-.r_Cl\""'C'"

As mentioned we use firm size as a first proxy for how well-known

a firm is abroad. When we further the for we

consider alternative variables that for firm and investor in-

fluence. These variables are:

(x) Export rate. Firms with large sales abroad are more

to foreign investors. The export rate is measured as

total sales.

(xi) Turnover rate. This rate is a measure the market ~:':;;~.1~.~.::.t'V7'of the

shares. It is defined as the total value of stocks traded over a divided

the market value of the firm.

(xii) Concentration. This measure of I""\"'II'AT'1l""'il£:lI"t"Cll'''Ill-r\ concentration is defined as

the of votes held the shareholder coalition.

Foreign Listing. This variable takes a value of one if the firm's

shares are listed abroad. the value is zero.

Stockholm Information the data for variables to

(xi), while and (xiii) are from SIS and Stockholm Stock Ex-

made institu
1-.......1r'A'l1nri"\h individual investors.

~-'-,,"--'-'-L"'" ·"-'-ClL and Mattias Nilsson for ......~~1}'"'h1-nl.". 'l-nr'ir£"ll'l-ha"1l" the data on OWl:lers;rup

rII"t"c.~COil'''II+ evidence of 1-1""\1i"'r.,..an.14I A''CATr'O"t''IC!lhll-r\ in Sweden. We

l"h£"lI"'II'AY111l"'\l.n- the relation between and the different

firm characteristics used and Stulz We then our un-
rIlo·rt'Ci/"'':ll'1l"'''il/""'llll1nlrr of the determinants of further

variables that serve as for firm and investor influence.
we demonstrate that most 1-A""'l.-ll-llll·ll"In..... associated with 1-.......1,.,'AlIn~ 1""\''CA7'1t''OTt'IC'lh1r11

are driven the fact that -Il-.......?"nlltnl-nl

tiona1investors or muw_al
we consider .n-nr"'.n-"7i""'Sl"lY"ll!hll .... "'SlC'-z.-"'O .... ·!l-C' of 1-£"lI"Il"'£'lI1ItnI-nI h,,",,Ud"4i1l1l"'\l£1I"C'
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1

4.1

year of

1993 to

exclude 1991
restriction on """''''''''J""\\'lln__ l1l'''l\\T,cllCM''lt"IlQnf-c ~lere still

years. Let denote the TA71f"""~"11tr'irII4l+tC' of

relations while A'"''''"'1i41i-"l'i'',n.iU'Il"l1'4ltr'ir

mllitivariate 1l"tI""lIrr"l'i"tI""lIf,:"C'1!If""'",""!C

estimations are ,'--CUt. R..1L'iL."'''<~

median

To illustrate the relations between 1'"A1l"'01!I"'ll1"'\ A"liA7'r'L"lI1l"IC'nll'li4l and firm charac-

T01l"lICTl1A'"'C we first construct on firm characteristics ;n1"IC;)cD'n-lhc~rlI

~"ll".nTT'I"'"'il"'C' u~... """ll."''-'Jl.Lp L"lI"""A'"'U"'lIlIr!"1!"Y'llr.r the variations on variables

all firms listed at the end of 1997 are ranked ~,r'Ir''''"ll'',-i"\i~.r'r

characteristics and sorted into Table 2 we

the characteristic and the for each /'1111 ""I '1I"Y'll +"11 10

the table illustrates a between JoI-"'"ll",("'l;""IIf"'iJ-rIl ff"'.,,nr<lff'''~__

1i"Dl"'T1i".oICC11 A-(,,~ C since

of the firms
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Table 2: of Firms Based on Characteristics

Quintiles

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Average N

Foreign ownership 9.99 17.06 15.16 26.87 29.20 19.66 282
Market capitalization 0.11 0.34 0.90 2.67 34.07 7.62

Fore~ ownership 25.73 20.03 20.41 22.90 17.67 21.35 216
Divi end yield 0.00 0.57 1.67 2.71 5.21 2.03

Foreign ownership 18.29 18.73 25.80 24.25 18.65 21.14 210
Return -31.12 -1.61 15.54 33.61 87.69 20.82

Foreign ownership 24.04 17.82 20.44 17.59 25.84 21.14 210
Beta 0.18 0.46 0.62 0.77 1.13 0.63

Fore~ ownership 21.98 23.89 20.99 22.03 16.83 21.14 210
Resi ual variance 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.38 0.14

Foreign ownership 24.54 17.06 21.33 19.97 15.50 19.68 263
Book-to-market ratio 0.11 0.24 0.40 0.59 1.05 0.48

Foreign ownership 20.47 20.70 19.32 16.95 20.39 19.57 257
Current ratio 0.63 1.29 1.66 2.10 6.72 2.48

Foreign ownership 22.71 19.64 21.24 23.54 18.18 21.06 203
Leverage ratio 0.25 0.93 1.36 1.99 3.69 1.64

Foreign ownership 19.51 22.31 17.70 24.27 17.07 20.17 196
Return on equity -26.79 5.36 12.75 19.87 34.88 9.21

The table shows the ranking of firms based on characteristics for 1997. Firms are ranked according
to a characteristic, sorted into quintiles, and averages of foreign ownership and the characteristics
within each quintile are reported. The five quintiles are labeled Q1 (low) to Q5 (high). Average
refers to the equally weighted average of foreign ownership and the characteristics. N is the total
number of observations used in the ranking. Foreign ownership is expressed as a percentage of
the capitalization of the firm. Market capitalization is expressed in SEK billion. Dividend yield is
defined as the ratio between the yearly dividend and the market capitalization of the firm at the
end of the year (in %). Return is the yearly return on the shares of the finn (in 0/0). Beta is the
slope coefficient from a market model regression. Residual variance is the variance of the error
term from the market model regression. Book-to-market ratio is defined as the book value of equity
divided by the market value of equity at year-end. Current ratio is the current assets divided by
current liabilities at year-end. Leverage ratio is defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total equity
at year-end. Return on equity is the net income divided by the book value of equity (in %).

firm i in year t in the portfolio of foreign investors and the market re-

In the regressions, we characterize relative to

the market portfolio, and employ Yit == w~ / wf{ - 1 as the dependent variable.

Note that the ratio of foreign investors weight in firm i to the

of firm i in the market is to the ratio of the +r.."lI"'oll.nnn owner-

in firm i to the average of .Jl."-'..L ..........~...... O·'\."l:rtfl~r.IS.Jl.i'V.JLr".,. A 1'"\\r...C"I1-hI"ll:TO

Yit implies that foreigners invest du)t)Jt~c~t~c~rtJ.c~nla.b~l"ll:Tmore in firm i relative to

the market while negative values of Yit that foreigners invest
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less in firms relative to the market portfolio. The regressions are given

Yit = at + (3'Xit + cit, (1.1)

up

un-

where Xit is a vector of firm characteristics associated with firm i in year t,

f3 is a vector of parameters, cit is an error and fixed year effects are

represented in the intercept at.

The regression results are reported in Table 3, where constants and fixed

effects are not shown. The positive relation between foreign ownership, size,

as measured the log of market capitalization, and current and the

negative relation between dividend yields and foreign ownership, are appar

ent. The regressions for each year reveal that foreigners invested significantly

more in large firms, in firms with more cash, and in with low

dividends. In the regression, there also to be a negative rela-

tion between foreign ownership and the book-to-market and leverage ratios.

in the individual years, these results are only statistically Cln'"1nl1l'l1-l.f"'-::~"II"'II+

in a few cases.

In the pooled regression, the estimated current ratio coefficient is about 7,

meaning that a unit increase of the current ratio, all else held is related

to a 7% higher foreign ownership. The coefficient for the logged market capi

talization is about 15. That is, foreign ownership in a firm with a market value

approximately or e times, larger than an otherwise identical firm is on av

erage 15% higher. Since the magnitude of cross-sectional variability of

size and current ratio is almost identical (not firm size contributes

to about twice the in foreign with the cur-
rent ratio, and is the most determinant of 1l"rt.'li"" ...... 'IIn,-,n A·tAT1r.a~c~hllil"'\

among all the attributes.

We several robustness checks on our results. we con-

ducted the estimation for each industry as well as in a regression

over industries in which variables were included to
11l"'1l£''''I1I1Il:''1l''"II''...,T_C'"1V'\\ ...........11l''11.f"' fixed effects. These estimations C'1'111r"1."1V'\\,n.1IAt-

"1V'\\rt.C'1I1l"1I'1rTr1I relation between ~~~:~:IL.Z'.~ C·\A~rr.l.e'.r:..q!".J.ryt, firm and

and the relation between foreign '\.Jv.' .......... .&.u......... 1I-' and divi-

dend yields. The weak relation between ownership and the
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Table 3: of on Characteristics

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Pooled

Market capitalization 15.80 17.48 13.23 15.90 16.47 14.57
(3.14) (2.52) (2.61) (2.68) (2.76) (1.17)

Dividend yield -16.28 -9.29 -3.94 -4.29 -1.88 -4.30
(4.24) (3.09) (1.98) (1.60) (0.97) (0.90)

Return -D.Ol -D.06 -D.19 0.06 -D.22 -0.01
(0.05) (0.14) (0.16) (0.11) (0.08) (0.04)

Beta -3.66 -26.98 -3.63 -1.42 -36.19 -7.45
(7.74) (12.68) (12.04) (12.04) (13.33) (5.04)

Residual variance -4.06 19.88 42.82 -21.60 -16.88 2.49
(5.38) (45.01) (25.88) (16.50) (26.74) (5.82)

Book-to-market ratio -5.85 -8.22 -31.94 -15.14 -14.62 -12.45
(14.2) (5.70) (12.80) (12.31) (10.46) (4.81)

Current ratio 8.92 17.17 9.45 8.58 5.90 7.48
(5.03) (4.49) (2.88) (2.86) (1.91) (1.53)

Leverage ratio -1.36 -1.05 -3.42 -3.64 -D.41 -1.82
(1.30) (1.42) (2.27) (3.26) (2.59) (0.75)

Return on equity 0.12 -D.OO 0.31 -0.37 -0.21 -0.08
(0.12) (0.23) (0.31) (0.19) (0.12) (0.09)

AdjustedR2 15.59 26.68 20.87 22.16 18.39 20.05
[0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00]

N 154 161 184 184 185 868

No 10 2 2 0 0 14

The table shows the results of multiple regressions of foreign ownership on firm characteristics
on a year-by-year basis, as well as on data pooled over the years from 1993 to 1997. The pooled
regression allows for fixed effects by year. Constants and year-dummies in the regressions are
not shown. The dependent variable is the ratio of the weight of firm i in the portfolio of foreign
investors to the corresponding weight in the market portfolio, minus one. The definitions of
the regressors follow the description in Table 2, with the exception that market capitalization is
logged. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. The adjusted
R-square in the regressions is reported (in %). P-values from a Wald test of the joint significance
are given in square brackets. N is the total number of observations available, and No is the
number of observations with zero foreign ownership.

book-ta-market ratio seems to be related to a tendency for foreigners to un
rII.o'1l",,{ATD1Ct"ht' construction since the average book-to-market ratio for con-

struction firms is almost twice as as that of the aggregate market.

We also checked whether our results are affected outliers in the 1'''--''''''''--'11''_

dent that firms with zero or heavily rI\'tT,01!"""{/\T.o1Ct"ht'.orll

firms. Since we are a truncated distribution of owner-

the model is a censored a Tobit

model. To limit the of we also considered a

transformation of the ratio of portfolio as the ........"-i-'''-... L ................ L ..
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that Yit = In (1 + w~/wff). The estimated model is thus

(1.2)

where Yit = 0 if Yu ::; 0, and Yit = if Yu > O. The results confirm that
i-""1l"'.rlI1I1!"Ir"'ll"ll.rll'1"C' hold a of their 'lI'"\\""I"1l-1l-r"h",

in firms with a high current and in firms paying low

The preference for firms paying low dividends can be motivated by the tax

advantage investors may fall with to the cap-

ital gains and dividends. In many countries, this case holds, at least for

term If foreign investors find themselves less JL.LIU..'-'Jl. ..'J1.L..... "-AL

about firms than domestic they may firms with

ratios since this is an and easily measurable that carries in-

formation about the financial of a firm. The bias toward firms

has a number of explanations since size can be a proxy for

ferred firm attributes. Thus, in the subsection, we further character-

ize ownership and firm size is a characteristic

among foreign investors. More we test based on the

conjecture that size is a for firm ............ _s-.,..............._ .... L.

4.1 Firm UI1""1,tI"n.r"u·'II!'tlt"'l~n

do foreign investors like firms? Could it be that firms are

better known, or are other such as the market U'l1/"llll"l1l1rl1l1+TT of the shares,

Merton (1987) and Huberman argue that investors

firms with which are and which they may have

about. A for our analysis would then be to

consider firms that are covered analysts and media. These firms

are likely to be the firms in the financial market. An alternative way

to recognize a firm is markets. an investor may be more
TAY1I 1111l1l""llrr to invest in well-known and firms that are listed on

....... L""-.Jl.Jl. .... L'-'.!L·"-' Tesar and Werner (1995) docun1ent that for-

investors trade more than their colleagues investing in domestic markets.

This demands market of the firm's shares. Fi

nally, we consider a measure of ownership concentration as a regressor, to
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the of investor investors.

The results from in Table 4. One obstacle

that arises when the results froln these with earlier find-

is that we have far observations on the new variables. To limit the
.. _ ......"""''"''~..,+ of this and enable we re-ran the of

dividend book-to-market and current

which are the most variables from the on the

subset for which we for the new variables. ra.te is the
variable smallest number of nhCa1l'''1[7-:::1,Mr~nC

with arld TAT... 1l-k".'...... +
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x) (xi)

Market capitalization 13.72 11.01 15.30 11.08 5.60 4.59 13.93 15.40 12.65 10.39
(1.73) (2.06) (1.73) (1.99) (2.91) (3.17) (1.02)

Dividend yield -4.74 -5.47 -3.16 -4.84
(2.01) (2.12) (2.04) (2.00)

Book-to-market ratio -41.93 -35.73 -37.87 -37.58
(12.80) (12.64) (12.23)

Current ratio 13.47 10.79 13.39 15.06
(2.59) (3.02) (2.70) (2.38)

Export rate 38.46
(14.68)

Turnover rate 46.32 32.05
(10.58) (10.68)

Concentration -76.05
(14.81)

Foreign listing

Adjusted R2 17.73 18.88 22.27 23.52 22.08
[0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00]

N 317 317 317 317 317

No 1 1 1

The table shows the results of multiple regressions of foreign ownership on new characteristics
Constants for fixed year effects in the regressions are not shown.
are defined as in Table 2. Export rate is measured as export sales
and the market value of the firm. Concentration is defined as the share
dummy variable for firms listed on a stock exchange abroad.
adjusted R-square in the regressions is reported (in %). P-values from a Wald test of
the total number of observations available, and No is the number of observations with zero
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versus

__ r-. .... 1I+o1l,....."'!t"''\C' in Construction.

.... ....,JL .........,...,....... investors deviate from the market ~r-.'I"il"1i"r... llIr-.

firms with certain attributes. As stated the
1I"n"'il""1I"£l,C"alnt-~t-l"'Jra il"r"'11"""i~ investor is an institutional investor. we would

then like to construct a domestic benchmark investor with characteristics as

similar as to those of the investor. This construction

would enable us to two and domestic.

addition to deviations from the market we use infor-

mation from various domestic investor and contrast the ~1I"'~~ln1l"t-laC"

of their with those of 1".nll"101CM"'IC.l1l"'C' ~r-.·1I"t-t-",,,,I'\l.r,,,c

An examination of investors reveals that the "ft'a1l''''"ft'£'lICaln+-~IJ,l'"1l''l\Jrail".r'"ft'a·!~

investor is a institution.4 These institutions can, in be divided into

industrial investors and investors. Investors in the first group

have a few wlrule investors in the second group hold di-

versified We have access to three of domestic investors

for 1997: mutual other institutional and individuals. We fo-

cus on the of the institutional investor and use them
dorl1.estic benchmarks investors. To we also ~"ft'c~ca1l'''\\+- re-

sults for individual investors.

A first of domestic benchmark different industries
domestic institutional investors also hold a r{l1lC'~1I"r-.~."",,1I"_

,r,.TA:r1l'"'la,1l"C"!l''1l1l~ .n"{7101l"'"{)~7.ollo-ht',ori1 in firms.

domestic instihltional investors tf"'\''(T,01l'''"{'AT,ol n-1r"llT their

that Construction firms local

well-known
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Table 5: on 1997

Foreign Mutual fund Institutional Individual
ownership ownership ownership ownership

Market capitalization 11.43 11.72 13.83 -54.87
(3.31) (4.90) (2.52) (6.40)

Dividend yield -2.24 3.40 0.15 1.81
(1.28) (2.24) (1.28) (3.11)

Return -0.18 -0.09 -0.24 0.88
(0.09) (0.16) (0.07) (0.19)

Beta -29.82
(12.28)

Residual variance

Book-to-market ratio

Current ratio

Turnover rate

Concentration

Foreign listing

Adjusted R2 20.68
[0.00]

N 173 173 173 173

No a 19 0 0
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returns. we find some differences between and

those of domestic institutions. The main differences are that foreigners

firms with current ratios, and that domestic institutions invest rel-

more in firms with low turnover and less in firms with idiosyn-

cratic risk. The latter result suggests that domestic investors seem to more

distinctly avoid the most firms, as to foreign investors.5 The

holdings of all large investor categories are negatively related to £YCA:rn.ClI'1iAct"'b1'l1'"

concentration, but not always significantly so. all investor categories

deviate from holding the market portfolio as indicated the from

Wald tests of overall significance. The R-squares for the regressions are about

21%, 15%, and 31% for the foreign mutual fund ownership, and

institutional ownership, respectively.

The table also presents the results for individual investors. As this cate

gory is residual, we can the results to mirror those of the other investor

categories. The main result is that individual investors, with the

JI..JI. ..""'-JLJI.,,......... , seem to large firms and firms with

and low turnover. they firms with con-

centration. Note that, in many small an individual person is the domi-

owner. With regard to the attributes risk and return, we see

that a emerges. Individual investors show a preference for firms that

have past returns, and firms with high both
systematic and 1f"11AC'(Tn.""'1"''.:lI1Hr

The results for domestic mutual funds and institutional investors can be

rt"'1I'''Il''"lI1''''II':'ll1l'''.c.rt and contrasted with those found in other studies. Falkenstein (1996)

finds that U.S. mutual funds have a stocks with high

as measured by coverage in articles. In particular, funds

show an aversion to small firms. and Metrick (1999) show that large

institutions, with other prefer to invest in
stocks that have low returns. Hence, our results £"'"'il"1l"l..... "I""','""'lI"'+ "I""''lI''','lI.".Y""....."1I ... C'' evi-

dence on the of institutional investors.

When. comparing the regression result for .... ....,..............,......... and large domestic in-

vestors, we find, in some cases, that the of the differs across

5 This behavior is revealed when grouping firms into quintiles according to their firm charac
teristics. For the sake of brevity, we do not report the findings from this procedure.
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ini-,Ch1"'C,ci-l"nrl"III"{T the size effect seems to be common to all three institutional

investor 1lo..l\A.~."'-~'-'.Jl..I.,,,,-U'. While these three are the

the two regressions. there is a of in the pa-

rameter estimates. It that the main between and

domestic institutional with to their for certain

firm characteristics, is that foreigners like cash whereas domestic institutions

11nl"1.o"FCA7'.oll"l"t"\t" firms with idiosyncratic risk. We also see that domestic

institutions less emphasis on firms with high turnover. To test

whether this is true, we regress the difference the portfolio mixes for for

eign and domestic investors on the firm characteristics. We run (1.1)

again, now using Yit == w~ /wtf - wfi /wtf as the variable. An al

ternative would be to let Yit == w~/wfi - I, that is, to the

direct ratio between the foreign and domestic 1lw"'lJ... II. ... "", ...J1.'lJ lA7{:.)10"Int'c;;:

this introduces a when the domestic recorded

in the are to zero.

The results are in Table 6. As the are

to the difference between the coefficients in Table 5, but the standard errors
allow us to test the the in The most lC'"IIrIl~1l~l-nrtr,1I"'lI+

1f'"'rt.£:lIt-T11f'"'1.oni-c as to the domestic institutional are those that

are associated with turnover and These estimates reveal that

the main difference between and domestic benchmark investors is that

domestic investors hold less in firms with turnover, and that t"rt.1"'.olo-na"&"'c

have a for firms that are listed abroad. The latter result lC'"II"II"!\',,~rl\"!I"'+lC'

our that information be an factor when
1i"'rt.1"'Q10"'1""ll investors deviate from the market ~_,...++r.. h'r"I\

+_""""'"11 """~"""I"C' have a r"II'll"~:lI"'.o'll".o1l"'.f"'a

'f4Irt.C"IIT"trt.1I"'\C and firms small dividends. As r"111"'l::ll"'l:Tlrt.1 "IIIC' 0"'1:7 ""'-J1.j............. ,

i-Jl""'h1"'Q10"'1""ll investors for firms low dividends can be ex-
~rII.,'T~""'1i"'~jn-QC in for to divi-

both forms of income are taxed at the same level.

The bias investors towards firms with cash

tions on their balance sheets can be understood in terms of infor-

J1.J1.LII..J.LIl...Il.1lJ ..LL; that is, firms with a measure of
financiallC'+?"'f1>.1I"'lI £1r1i"'il"'Il
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UV\lnE~rsjlip versus Other u,,,,ner~»nlpL:atE~g(JlnE~S

Foreign ownership versus

Market capitalization

Dividend yield

Return

Beta

Residual variance

Book-to-market ratio

Current ratio

Turnover rate

Concentration

Foreign listing

AdjustedR2

N

No

Mutual fund
ownership

-0.29
(6.94)

-5.63
(2.91)

-0.09
(0.20)

-51.70
(26.50)

89.07
(54.80)

28.47
(20.05)

6.74
(3.61)

26.37
(14.15)

-3.86
(36.15)

70.48
(28.20)

6.60
[0.00]

173

19

Institutional
ownership

-2.40
(4.82)

-2.38
(2.07)

0.06
(0.13)

-30.67
(18.65)

30.22
(40.43)

-30.27
(15.84)

8.80
(2.69)

25.37
(11.71)

6.86
(28.26)

45.34
(26.21)

8.81
[0.00]

173

o

Individual
ownership

66.30
(8.43)

-4.05
(3.74)

-1.06
(0.24)

-67.85
(29.86)

-109.13
(72.26)

-26.23
(27.63)

12.89
(4.49)

-36.36
(21.48)

-198.25
(52.63)

17.36
(33.83)

51.13
[0.00]

173

a
The table reports the results of multiple regressions of foreign ownership versus other owner
ship categories on characteristics for 1997. The dependent variable is the weight difference of
firm i between the portfolios held by foreign and domestic investors, divided by the its weight
in the market portfolio. The definitions of the regressors follow the description in Tables 2,
3, and 4. Constants in the regressions are not shown. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard
errors are reported in parentheses. The adjusted R-square in the regressions is reported (in %).
P-values from a Wald test of the joint significance are reported in square brackets. N is the total
number of observations available, and No is the number of observations with zero ownership.

cant differences among investors are to be found when them with

individual investors. The latter show a much preference for small

and firms with returns. In these investors do not

avoid firms with dominant owners. The similarities between the three
""IY"IrIM"M1 "I1M."...."IY"I''"'l> I investor and how differ from individual investors

are confirmed the of the The in the re-

JO=..Jl.. ...~L.J'L.J' '"'JLL of foreign versus individual as 51%, whereas the
,.., ,,,,.., for mutual funds and institutions are about 7% to 9%.
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In the analysis, we found that serve as a for firm

Ji.'-'-'-"fi-.JLLJl.II..I.'-"JLII. in markets. This finding that investors from coun-

tries where Swedish firms have large sales potentially know more about the

firms compared with investors from other countries. Swedish

firms have large to the Nordic countries, and to several other Euro

pean countries. In general, export sales seem to be negatively related to the

geographic distance between Sweden and a In this subsec-

tion, we explore a corresponding relation between owner-

ship and the geographic distance to the investor.

In addition to the aggregate foreign ownership we have access to

ATA:rrl\.cl~".cil'''l1''\ data at a country level for 1997. The exact distribution of A"'-'JL ...... AJi=o'l.A ..

'-"VVAII...... Ji.V... LJl.!I-' is given in Table 7, which shows that ownership is

concentrated to a few countries where investors from the U.S., followed by

those from the dominate.

In Table 8 we statistics on foreign by """ ........J""".......... I-"' ... LJL..... Ji. ...... Ji....A'-".J1.II.V.

Investors from North America account for about half the total owner-
The market value of their is SEK 338 billion. The "Il"'\A,!"'{l-i-rlli1A

of European investors is of the same with a market capitalization

of SEK 283 and the Nordic investors make up the rest of

the investment It is that for all the Nordic

,-,-,,\,AJl.1I.1I..Ji.Ji.'-U, the average of foreign than the

This is Swe-

den's geographic in the Nordic region. This result is in a sense re-
lated to Coval and Moskowitz who find that the closer the 1I-rt'\'\\·TL"'I\C"1i-vtv\,'"\.-rt'\+

the less evident the for firms becomes. We further investi-

deviations from the market portfolio in a framework in which

A 1-'" for regions is variable.

The results from the regressions of for re-

gions are in Table 9. The are not undertaken for the Far
East and Other as include too few observations of 'li'"\,,",C""I11-,I,\\TL"'I\

Ji.1I.'-JLUJi.'Ul.I!-'. Investors from and North Alnerica seem to

and firms with large cash The for firms

is for North American investors. Since
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Table 7: on the Swedish Stock

Foreign ownership Positive holdings

Country MCAP in 0/0 Country N in%

1 United States 330,002.6 47.7 1 Luxembourg 261 92.6
2 United Kingdom 134,800.4 19.5 2 United Kingdom 238 84.4
3 Luxembourg 32,101.7 4.6 3 United States 232 82.3
4 Germany 31,264.6 4.5 4 Switzerland 227 80.5
5 Switzerland 30,682.7 4.4 5 Denmark 222 78.7
6 Finland 24,542.1 3.5 6 Norway 165 58.5
7 Belgium 23,180.1 3.4 7 Belgium 148 52.5
8 Norwarc 22,312.3 3.2 8 France 128 45.4
9 Nether ands 18,043.1 2.6 9 Germany 120 42.6

10 Denmark 17,752.0 2.6 10 Finland 85 30.1
11 France 9,616.6 1.4 11 Netherlands 81 28.7
12 Canada 7,658.1 1.1 12 Canada 62 22.0
13 Japan 4,675.4 0.7 13 Spain 35 12.4
14 Ireland 1,524.5 0.2 14 Japan 29 10.3
15 Singapore 768.2 0.1 15 Ireland 29 10.3
16 AustrIa 752.9 0.1 16 Austria 28 9.9
17 Australia 631.2 0.1 17 Italy 26 9.2
18 Italy 372.4 0.1 18 Umted Arab Emirates 18 6.4
19 Greece 310.8 0.0 19 Greece 17 6.0
20 Hong Kong 286.3 0.0 20 Gibraltar 14 5.0
21 S . 137.3 0.0 21 ~rus 13 4.6
22 cP;us 80.6 0.0 22 ongKong 12 4.3
23 Botswana 68.3 0.0 23 Australia 12 4.3
24 Seychelles 44.1 0.0 24 Singapore 11 3.9
25 Malaysia 41.4 0.0 25 Israel 7 2.5
26 United Arab Emirates 38.5 0.0 26 Seychelles 7 2.5
27 CaYman Islands 38.3 0.0 27 Botswana 4 1.4
28 Bermuda 33.9 0.0 28 Iran 3 1.1
29 Gibraltar 19.5 0.0 29 Ethiopia 3 1.1
30 Portu~al 17.8 0.0 30 Portugal 3 1.1
31 New ealand 6.3 0.0 31 Bermuda 2 0.7
32 Taiwan 3.4 0.0 32 Malta 2 0.7
33 Ethiopia 3.3 0.0 33 Liberia 2 0.7
34 Russia 3.2 0.0 34 Thailand 2 0.7
35 Israel 2.8 0.0 35 Estonia 2 0.7
36 Thailand 2.4 0.0 36 ~t 2 0.7
37 Estonia 2.1 0.0 37 ew Zealand 2 0.7
38 Malta 1.6 0.0 38 Colombia 2 0.7
39 Liberia 1.4 0.0 39 Czech Republic 2 0.7
40 Saudi Arabia 1.2 0.0 40 Russia 1 0.4
41 Iran 1.0 0.0 41 Ca1:an Islands 1 0.4
42 Egypt 1.0 0.0 42 Ice and 1 0.4
43 Iceland 0.9 0.0 43 Malaysia 1 0.4
44 Czech Republic 0.4 0.0 44 SaudI Arabia 1 0.4
45 Colombia 0.4 0.0 45 Taiwan 1 0.4

Total 691,829.3 100.0 Total 280 99.3

The table shows foreign ownership by country on the Swedish stock market for 1997. In the left-
hand columns, the countries are ranked by the market capitalization of their holdings (in SEK million).
The right-hand columns present the rankings of countries by the number of firms in which they have
positive holdings.
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Table 8:

Region

Nordic

Europe

North America

Far East

Other

World

on the Swedish Stock

Firms with Averages of
foreign ownership foreign ownership

N MCAP Equally Value-
(in%) (in %) weighted weighted

252 64.6 4.2 3.0
(89.4) (9.3)

276 282.9 9.2 13.2
(97.9) (40.9)

234 337.7 6.1 15.8
(83.0) (48.8)

46 6.4 0.1 0.3
(16.3) (0.9)

48 0.2 0.0 0.0
(17.0) (0.0)

280 691.8 19.7 32.4
(99.3) (100.0)

The table shows foreign ownership by geographic regions on the Swedish stock market for
1997. Market capitalization is expressed in SEK billion. For further details, see Table 1. The
regions are the following: the Nordic countries, including Denmark, Finland, Iceland, and
Norway; Europe, including Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, France,
Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Russia, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom; North America, including Canada, and
the United States; Far East, including Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand; Other, including Bermuda, Botswana, Cayman Islands,
Colombia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Israel, Liberia, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, and the United
Arab Emirates; and World, including all countries.

the average size of the U.S. investors is, among all foreign

investors in our sample, this result is not our that the
"Il'"'\1l".l:ll1hC~1l"o-r"llrta for firms is an institutional investor bias. It is also

"Ir'iI",.f-aTAY"'"1Afoh"rr that investors from and North America show a in-

UI.Lh,JI. .....Jl.~L...........I1, .... 1I-'_....... Jl.'_.I1. ...... JL ........... for firms with high market while the JL ..""JL ........I1..I1.LhUl

of Nordic investors are related to turnover. The relation to owner-

concentration is "Ir'iIOi1r'-:ll·f-1I,,(7'Q for all r~~~~lc'.r..lis, but

in the World regression.
u,.P"..."...............r"'I11V"l'r'Ir the overall the 1l"al1r1l"oc:'C"IIr,,"lr'ilC reveal that the results

are largely North or "Il'"'\1l""II1 "Ir'iIrt'11""II ":ll, Uhrr

the _L'KlO-.-.',-.rK..B for North America is about 30%, which can be ""'''''1l'''V'II1''''II~''''''''',1'''iI to 6%

for .L..l1l.Al•.L'lJII-'''''. Dn+,O'f"D,ct'11no-ll'A'T the of Nordic investors do not C''\lre''''''''il''"'1''''~~+U''T

deviate from the market as indicated the from a Wald test

of the overall is less than 1%).
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Market capitalization

Dividend yield

Current ratio

Turnover rate

Concentration

Foreign listing

Adjusted R2

N

No

29

of on

Nordic Europe North WorldAmerica

-18.55 12.98 11.70 9.40
(23.41) (5.13) (2.41) (3.08)

-15.31 -0.95 -0.17 -1.93
(9.65) (2.02) (0.91) (1.33)

5.63 4.70 7.88 6.27
(10.99) (2.17) (3.70) (1.81)

-46.21 19.48 3.01 5.24
(54.85) (11.54) (8.89) (7.37)

-230.52 -12.06 -22.93 -38.48
(115.23) (32.21) (17.85) (20.11)

121.55 4.80 22.19 24.11
(153.42) (25.65) (14.15) (16.98)

0.30 5.67 29.93 19.48
[0.38] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00]

173 173 173 173

13 0 17 a

The table shows the results of multiple regressions of regional foreign ownership on characteristics for
1997. See Table 8 for the countries that are included in the regions. Constants in the regressions are not
shown. The definitions of the regressors follow the description in Tables 2,3, and 4. Heteroskedasticity
consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. The adjusted R-square in the regressions is reported
(in %). P-values from Wald tests of the joint significance are reported in square brackets. N is the total
number of observations available, and No is the number of observations with zero regional ownership.

By a rich dataset on and we

are able to characterize in Swedish firms in detail.

We find that investors allocate a share of their

funds to firms. firms with

cash on their balance sheet and firms that pay low dividends. Fur-

~{i-+n'1l4r"'rII+ to understand investors as

size may be a proxy for many sources, firm JL .........~"-JJi-.I.......... '..Jl.'lJJL ...

We find that market seems to be an force for this

The evidence also suggests that is related to

firms' in the international sales or
11IC'+'1I'1141r,,"C' on other investors seem to firms

with a a which again is most to be

fulfilled firms. The dataset that we have utilized has enabled

us to compare and contrast with other domestic investor
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We hence 'll'lnlTY...."C'Hr'Ir'"'lli'-A whether the 1""\\1I"l:1l"'a'1"a"lr~,("'IClI for is a

pure bias to that of domestic mutual

funds and other institutional investors. these investor groups
__ r-.,~i'-1i"r"!,,r-. 1""\\1I"iC.:ll'hCJl1"ar.'"\l"'ac as /"'lr-.?"'It"1>"ll"\\'"'lI1l"'r1l.r"'\! to i'-""'~I""'I1r'1l~ investors. This

1""\\1I"d:llf-a1"a"t'''Il/'''la for firms is common

to all institutional investors. our of il"A"ll"'£:lIlIn"1l"'1l A·'iI"A.T-r~£:lI'1"IC'hll"lr"\ on a

regional level indicates that the results seem to be driven of

U.S. investors.
In this we have focused on the ,("'Ih'~1I"~1/"'lf-£1I'1"1r:7~t-nAn of owner-

and how it relates to institutional Further issues that are

worth include how have relative to the gen-

eral what determines and sales of and

how flows are related to returns. We to be able to address these issues in

the near future.
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1

The relation between portfolio flows and market returns has recently begun

to receive increased attention. This can be traced to two but Jl.",-,.&.ll,.i.",, ;

strands in the international asset literature.1

The first strand of the literature on international asset deals with

the well-documented home bias, which observes that investors prefer to in

vest in their home countries (see Lewis, 1995, 1999 , for overviews of the

home-bias Most studies of the home bias use data ag-

gregated on a level. and 5tulz (1997) a U'II-""'~'-..IL..IL..IL'-

I '"'llr"l,~"V'l\,nC'L:h 't"'Il"'ll~"II"'VL:ll1i'" and find that also reveal

erences for certain attributes. In investors pre-

o We would like to thank Peter Englund, Peter Sellin, and Patrik Safvenblad for helpful com
ments and suggestions.

1 Articles analyzing the relation between portfolio flows and market returns include Warther
(1995), BOM and Tesar (1996), Brennan and Cao (1997), Bekaert, Harvey, and Lumsdaine (1999),
Choe, Kho, and Stulz (1999), Edelen and Warner (2000), Kim and Wei (1999), Froot, O'Connell,
and Seasholes (2000), and Seasholes (2000). Stulz (1999b) provides an overview.
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fer the and well-known firms. and Roberts
son (2000a) find similar -r'\1l"d'"'II+l'"blli"'l'"b"ll""ll.r"'ll'"bC' "':'ll1l"Y'l1,r,.'1I"'I\rr 1I-r"1l"""'~d.nMl"'ll investors in the Swedish

1'V'Il "::l11l"Vl/:"'II+ but attribute this to the fact that are institutional

investors. Seasholes (2000) studies the of foreigners

in and finds that the of traders to is related to

the firm's market and the of its

shares. He suggests that the firm-specific prE~te]~en,ces of investors de-

scribed and Stulz (1997) and be due to their desire

to own the firms in which have a informational advantage,

in other firms which offer them the to make 1M'l"...,.rIlll"\l"'l,,,.,,.

its.

The second strand of the international asset literature is concerned

with the consequences for the domestic market when it is up to
11-"'1Y''-''1'''''~ investors. on how new information is -r'\O"Il".r"'Ial1"iTclf'1

investors could pursue that would result in stock overreac-

tions to in fundamentals. This could lead to excess

have a effect. On the ar-

gues that a stock market liberalization reduce the
~BD"",,"iA711"ll""llrr for risk between domestic and investors.

Bekaert and (2000), and conduct studies of

market liberalizations in and find that the cost of is

reduced when markets are up to investors.
In this we to shed further on the behavior of +,r,.1i"'l'"b'Wn"li""'ll'"b1l"C'

1"11""11"1l"rrt.C'M1I"'Il"'" in Swedish firms. on the results in and Roberts-

,""' ...../v'U, ....... ,J1we assess the and consequences of trad-

a rich dataset of and flows. This dataset

enables us to the and and sales for-

investors in individual and relate them to attributes.

We the from 1993 to 1998 on a basis. This is the
lI1nr"'\\·Il"'V'lI~lrilll"':l1'"l'"bn"ll"T after the liberalization of the Swedish market when the

restrictions on investments were abolished.2

2 The relation between flows and returns in the Swedish market has previously been ana
Sellin (1996) and Safvenblad (1998). Safvenblad (1998) considers flows and returns in

income instruments rather than equity flows and returns. Sellin (1996) focuses entirely on
aggregated flows and returns and investigates a very different period when there were severe
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investors have access to new

a decrease in the cost of

can be motivated risk benefits of a

We are interested in two main how do the
characteristics of the domestic market affect investors? In """' .... ,..ofl-.. "..' .... n"" ....

how are and sales related to returns? A

~r;.C'1ii"'I'l:TO relation between returns and current net can be inter-

~r.. ...... 1HITT.". feedback that investors assets

have risen and sell when have fallen. This is also referred to

as momentum or return chasing. Since several studies have found that

firms with certain we whether these

different behavior in firms with character-

istics. "'-"''-''~-';..Il.ll.'IIoA1 how does the presence of investors affect the domestic

market? This i'"V11,1'"'lC' ....Ur.1t"II can also be addressed in both a time-series and a cross-

sectional with the net may raise stock

market due to

"'-1!A.1l-,/J!.. ...~L.J!,.. A effect

market or if for-
r111+'....01l".Q1l""Il·t-\ information on Swedish firms

+r......"... r..""I1"II.".,"'C" +1I"'''''Ilr'il"S1t''llr'ir 3 If are

1I"'1A'"!,r;J1i._ ........ on their informa-

"'JLII.<l.'IroAlJULIL;;" !I-''-'JL..Il..-.;JL.ll.JLIl.'-ll..lI.II....... '-' to gauge the relative

1rlr"'1l~d'"'Il....t-r:llnr'.Q of the risk and informational motives. The cross-sectional

effects of the trades made investors may be since

these investors firms with certain characteristics. For the re-

duction of the cost of may differ among firms on

that is "1l~r'''''''''\I''''IIr;.1I'·-:Il+r,r'iI

better "111t"II+,,, ....""""'IIr.r'iI

The main results in this paper can be summarized as follows. We find

that attributes that also to characterize trad-

sales). we find that for-

investors trade much more than domestic as documented in

Tesar and Werner for other international markets. our anal-

su}~gests that are momentum th.at seem to

restrictions on foreigners' ownership. We relate our results to those obtained in Sellin (1996).
3 It is often argued that foreign investors have an informational disadvantage compared with

domestic investors when analyzing firms (see, for instance, Brennan and Cao, 1997). However,
although foreigners may be less informed about the details of a domestic firm, they can be better
informed about the general conditions of an industry, or when analyzing international competi
tors of Swedish firms.
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increase their net in firms which have well. This

..... '1l'1l"1$'''''~r.......... Jko ..... the of Kim and Wei (1999), and Seasholes

(2000), Grinblatt and and Seasholes (2000), who that

international flows are strongly influenced past returns. In addition, we

find that momentum stems from of stocks with ~""'C'I.,1l-ITTn

return shocks, and less from sales of stocks. We also find

contemporaneous effects of flows on prices, namely that net purchases are

associated with significant increases in returns. These effects are not

pressure effects, since do not reverse, suggesting that additional

net have led to in the cost of A

crude measure of the effects indicates a reduction in the cost of

of about two percentage on an annual basis. This is in line with the find-

ings of and Lumsdaine (1999). In a similar t"1I"'::l\1l"'lt"\C.TA7tf"""V

find that increased flows decrease the cost of in emerg-

stock markets. We also find that the the

effects of the cost of equity vary across firms. of

the market affects the industrial structure of a ""''''''11''11''i1''''lih'oT7 in that

it alters the relative cost of of firms. the lr\\lLl!l........"""Ir'_

mance of investments little evidence of informed 1i-1i"'':sl,rII1'lnlrtr

is that risk is the most ~D"-:~11C'1ih1llL:l> L:l>'v~II~1"'ll,':sli'"1""'1l"\for the

reduction in the cost of

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 the

data in detail and provides a of trades This

motivates the of how flows are related to returns. Section 3 describes

the discusses the identification and mea-

sures the relation between flows and returns. Section 4 the '::3n'~IT1"ClC

of Section 5 summarizes the main results and con

clusions.

covers the

of shares made

In this we use stock market data from Sweden. Our C'':sl1l'''V\l~nL:l>

from 1993 to and consists of gross and sales
t"n1l"010"1l""l101l"C in 322 listed firms. we use returns on
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individual stocks as well as several firm attributes to OV"i""II H""'-11"0 the determinants

of and to characterize the cross-section.

1

On a the central bank of the collects re-

from all the banks and other financial intermediaries that are

involved in securities with We data re-

ferred to as investments in Swedish listed

access to gross and sales for all listed at an individual basis.

.JL.B.. ................ '''-, we have the to trades by ... .....,............Ji-.,...........JLlJ at a disaggre-

level.

The flow some Portfolio investments

include all flows direct where the latter are transactions

made by investors 10% or more of the or votes in a firm. .JL ........... lL ..... '''-1

if a investor holds 10% of the in a and then de-

cides to increase his ,,",-TA'T-r'ilL:J.1I"CIi'''II1I1I'''\ this is not reflected in the investment

data.4 data on direct investments in

Sweden are not available. This is
+~ 1,,"0,,",-"'{7.o1i"'«:' since these events im-

For if a investor bids on

a Swedish the response is that a number of other ac-

the bid and sell their stocks. These sales are reflected in the data since

are classified as investments. the firm is

definition a direct which is not included in the data.

.JL.JL ............... '.... , when a Swedish firm is the ""Jl""\,....'...++r~U"I""'-

investment data show are net sellers of stocks to

Sweden. To limit the we the observations

that we know are biased. we discard the last three nlonths of

data before a firm is de-listed Another is that we un-
derestimate the true volume for firms listed on '1l'V'II1I'1U+1I'I''',dO QV,"'h'-~1n"'\'"QC

since our data include cross-border transactions.

4 At the end of 1997, 43 foreign investors hold 10% or more in a Swedish firm. Together, these
holdings have a market value of SEK 64.7 billion, which corresponds to 9.7% of total foreign
ownership.
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1: Trades 011 the Swedish Stock Market
shows monthly trading by foreigners on the Swedish market for the period 1993-1998. The long

........."'.LL............ .L.L.Ll..... shows the cumulative net purchases by foreign investors expressed in SEK billion (reflected on the
left scale). The short dashed and solid lines depict normalized gross purchases and sales, respectively (both
reflected on the right scale). Norrnalization is performed by dividing the monthly gross purchases and sales by
the contemporaneous market capitalization.
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to be dominated for-

...., LJ _LJ and sales of

in Swedish stocks on international av,,....I4l,.:llrll,(~ac

investors. Since our main aim is to

Swedish stocks made
lI'1i"'V'l~arlll':l1<t-al·Trrelevant.

rt..".,""'ll/"t·t-C'O the and sales of Swedish stocks in-

vestors for the from 1993 to 1998.5 The dashed line shows that

there were cumulative net of stocks worth SEK 100

billion the first half of the As a total market

5 Throughout the paper we use the term net purchases as a measure of purchases minus sales,
while purchases plus sales are referred to as trading. Since purchases and sales are non-stationary
variables, we also employ normalized measures by dividing the raw variables by the contempora
neous market capitalization.
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IHn1"'OlllYntCl't'"C' turnover rate

Cal)lt(1112~at]lOnwas SEK 545 billion at the of 1993. This interest in

Swedish stocks reflects the or that took in

late 1992.6 Between 1993 and 1995, ownership of Swedish listed firms

increased from slightly below 15% to almost 35% of the total market value

.Jl. ..... ~,....,JL .............'I. The latter half of the shows a The cumu-

lative net level off, that net are close to zero.

the share of foreign in Swedish firms seems to stabilize around

35%. The also shows the gross and sales of stocks. To facili-

tate a comparison of the flows over we divide them the total market

'-'I.Al..,/.ll.II.II.....JL.ll.L............JL'-'JLL and refer to them as normalized purchases and sales. Again, we

see that accumulated Swedish stocks between 1993 and 1995

the short dashed line showing purchases of stocks by foreigners is above the

solid line that sales by On average, and sell

stocks for an annualized value to 20% of market r".:li1""l11;r'::ll11r:7~t"·1nn

Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional distribution of in 1997.

The solid line the cumulative distribution when firms are sorted on

the basis of with the most traded stocks on the left

'1l"Qil-!art~arll on the left scale). The dashed line shows the mea-

sure for the market. As seen in the the 30 most traded stocks

account for about 88% of while the same stocks account for ap
r\'t'"4""\V11"Y'1l~1t-.aR,{T84% of the total turnover on the Swedish market. .lL JiL..... JLL..... ''-1 1rr"1l"n,l~

""..........,.., .. ~.rr seems to be more concentrated to fewer stocks when com-
""llrvrl""'1l"Arvr""ll~f-A market turnover. The bars show the Jf"'l:.11"'11"'A'C'~....'"t"II~'ill"t"ll~

turnover rates for ;;..I'"'I.....""'".....,,1"lI investors as well as for the ..... rvrl.".1I"'.n.rvr ,~A market

is defined as

JL'-'JL ..... JL:;..JLL JI.ll.\lJJL.......JL.ll.ll..F\U' at the end of the year;

is defined as total turnover

......... Il'-"JL ........ JLJL""-, ............ ...,JLL at the end of the year. The

average turnover rates for of five stocks. The first bar from the left

shows that the average turnover rate for the five most traded stocks abso

lute is about 1.3. The turnover rate is around

6 Before 1993, most Swedish firms issued two classes of restricted and unrestricted
shares. the latter could be held foreigners. The of unrestricted shares was
limited by law to 20% of the voting and 40% of the These restrictions were
abolished in January 1993, which is point of our sample period.
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Figure 2: The Cross-Section of Foreigners' Trades
The figure shows the cross-section of foreign trading in 1997. The 222 firms with complete turnover data are
sorted according to the amount traded by foreign investors (most traded firms on the left). The solid and
dashed lines depict the cumulative distributions of foreign and total trading, respectively (both reflected on the
left scale). The white bars show (in groups of five firms) the distribution of turnover rates by foreign investors,
that is, foreign trading divided by the value of foreign holdings at the end of the year (reflected on the right
scale). The cross-hatched bars show the corresponding distribution for the total market, that is, total market
turnover divided by market capitalization at the end of the year (reflected on the right scale).
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0.5. The level foreign turnover rates seems to be uncorrelated with the abso-

lute amount of foreign in a stock. This indicates that .L~.i.~.L~,J\.Il.~JLU'

trade more in firn1s with market and less in smaller firms.

............"" ......... v ....JWl. ..;;...... '1, the turnover rates for exceed the ag-

o-1".olo-~'l-tO rate in all cases for the four groups with the least ............. '...,...lI.JLI"J"o<,

This confirms the results from other 1l"YllO::::'1"l/at-c

Tesar and Werner conclude that the turnover rate on international

investments is both when with the turnover rate in the

investor's home and when with the market of the "'A~'alnl"1l4l
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to be familiar

divided

The return data are based on closing from the Stockholm Stock

Exchange (SSE), with the standard adjustments for stock dividends and

cash dividends. Hence, returns are generated by prices from the last trade on

the SSE even if a stock is later traded on another exchange, as is typically the

case when the stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or other

later-closing exchanges.

We also use a number of firm-specific attributes to explore the determi

nants of foreign trading. They are:

(i) Size. This variable is the market of the firm at UP;llT-f,:»TIn

In the regressions, we consider the log of the market capitalization.

(ii) Dividend yield. The value of all dividends during the year divided

the market value of the firm.

(iii) Book-to-market ratio. This is a valuation measure of the firm. It is de-

fined as the book value of divided the market value of equity.

(iv) Current ratio. We use this as a proxy for financial distress. It is calcu

lated as current assets divided current liabilities.

(v) Export rate. Firms with sales abroad are more

to 't""'1I"'.ollt"l"1Y"ll investors. The rate is measured as

total sales.

(vi) Turnover rate. This is a measure of the of the firm's shares. It

is defined as the annual value of traded stocks divided the market value of

the firm.

(vii) Concentration ratio. This measure of concentration is de-

fined as the of votes held the shareholder coalition.

(viii) Listing. This variable takes a value of one if the firm's

shares are listed abroad. the value is zero.

Stockholm Information (SIX) the data for variables (i) to

(vi), whereas variables (vii) and (viii) are from SIS and SSE, re-

Table 1 shows son1e results of 1/-,,",,1l"""lln~ investments

in Swedish firms. The two columns related to some of

7 We thank Henrik Cronqvist and Mattias Nilsson who supplied us with the data on ownership
concentration.
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Table 1: OwnershiVe lrading, Net Purchaseseand Characteristics

Ownership Trading Net
Purchases Ownership Trading Net

Purchases

.S
~

'"0
~R

C'\i

Market capitalization

Dividend yjeld

Book-to-market ratio

Current ratio

Export rate

Turnover rate

Concentration

Foreign listing

R;dj

N

No

4.59
(3.17)

-3.95
(2.16)

-34.5
(13.2)

11.0
(2.97)

22,4
(15.3)

32.0
(10.7)

-57.5
(14.2)

37.2
(12.8)

29.3
[0.00]

317

1

9.73
(2.63)

-2.98
(1.50)

-23.1
(8.18)

0.74
(1.74)

2.19
(5.86)

52.7
(7.78)

-12.0
(6.17)

0.74
(3.72)

33.5
[0.00]

317

30

-0.51
(0.85)

-0.34
(0.37)

-0.94
(1.98)

-0.34
(0.27)

-4.05
(2.19)

0.84
(1.99)

-3.20
(2,48)

2.01
(1.50)

7.9
[0.08]

317

30

10.9
(1,48)

-3.81
(0.86)

-12.7
(4.79)

8.27
(1.43)

21.6
(5.13)

-32.2
(9.61)

27.2
(8.53)

26.6
[0.00]

841
12

14.8
(1.49)

-2.30
(0.58)

-12.0
(3.50)

2.05
(1.35)

53.4
(11.2)

-3.91
(5.33)

-3,46
(3.37)

34.5
[0.00]

841

136

0.80
(0.52)

-0.27
(0.14)

-0.78
(0.96)

0.00
(0.60)

0.94
(1.59)

-3.42
(1.87)

-1.40
(1.30)

1.6
[0.14]

841
136

N
~

The table shows the results of panel regressions of foreign ownership, trading, and net purchases on characteristics pooled over the
period 1993-1997. Foreign ownership is defined as the ratio of the weight of a firm in the portfolio of foreign investors to the firm's
weight in the market portfolio. Trading is the annual value of foreigners' gross trading (purchases plus sales) in a firm divided by
its market value, while net purchases refers to the annual value of foreigners' net trading (purchases minus sales) in a firm, divided
by its market value. Constants for fixed (year) effects in the regressions are not shown. Market capitalization is logged. Dividend
yield is defined as the ratio between the yearly dividend and the market capitalization of the firm (in %). Book-to-market ratio
is defined as the book value of equity divided by the market value of equity. Current ratio is current assets divided by current
liabilities. Export rate is measured as export sales divided by total sales. Turnover rate is the value of the annual trading in the
firm's stocks divided by the market value of the firm. Concentration is defined as the share of votes held by the largest shareholder
coalition. Foreign listing is a dummy variable for firms listed on a stock exchange abroad. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard
errors are reported in parentheses. Adjusted R-squares are reported in 0/0, with P-values from a Wald test of the joint significance
in square brackets. N is the total number of observations, and No is the number of zeros in the dependent variable.
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touches upon

investors Call11.ot be net
out the obvious A"V:A71nlCI1"Ci!''\1I1''''\1

",.,h·':l\1"-::JII""i'"£Jl1f'1l'7111nlr'ir the net ,t"\\1111"..... ~h~~:'oc

and relate them to the ,?"l"'-l!-~ll1:A...."'.., of the '14\'5\1'fl-lhl ......l1JU~1l'"

the results in and Robertsson \4=>VVV ....L/.

to their is related to several of the

attributes that characterize also seem to
-ll-.r...1l"'....,.1I.n~ lI.......... _ ..........J-,. The table relation between {l-.r...1l"'rl..lln-1n .Ijoo1l"I~.rlI,a-n.1f"!l'

and the market and to th.e market of firms'

'-' ................ "-'-'1 and a relation to firms' dividend and to the book-to-

market ratios. In the with rate as a a cllnr"1l"'\\lI"i1""1I ..... ~-n.-ll-1"V:7

1nl£lld"\r~{l-·1l'{70 relation is also found between and con-

centration.

The fact that similar attributes characterize A"'A7'Y'\lCI1"C~''il1l''ll'''\

see

can
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and returns, whereas current returns future returns and flows. This

~C'C.~111'1".....,~,i-1In,1t"'l is consistent with the view that current flows contain information

about the value of firms.

1

The riI'C7"n""ll1"V1l11 .....C' of flows and returns are assumed to follow a bivariate first-
vector ~ 111·ti"A1I""iOO"ll""iOCC1 d111"'ll

Yt == fJA + A1Yt-l + St,

where Yt is a vector of flows and returns at date t, fJA and Al are and

Ct is an and distributed error term with E(Stc~) == n
for t == 8, and zero otherwise. This could be extended to al-

low for autocorrelation form. How-
ever, the results do not when it is ","""'.f1"»,,,",,~.ri!r1,ri!

and the first-order VAR formal statistical

tests. For this reason, we it its first-order VAR form.

We estimate the of the VAR least squares, and calculate

Im.DUllS(~-r~~st)or\se functions via and method as

described in Hamilton functions describe the of flows

and returns to a one-time in flows or with the

other variable held constant. To be able to understand the ..!Ul.A. ....... 'I,.Al.l~,e·_1I"'nC'"iY"\."1t"'l'='a

functions and effects in the VAR, we have to make additional as-

U\\A.A..!!.II..IVIl.JI."'-JJLIl.U. Consider the structural model of flows and returns

where

Yt ==
t'

It PBl

J-LB2

"vith otherwise.
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each side of by I the result is the VAR model in

with J-tA == Bol tLBt == BOlBI, and ct == a VAR

can be viewed as the reduced form of a structural model.
1\lIlr\1"'O~"Tr£Jl1l" if Bo is a exists from the reduced-form

'Y"I1lt:J)""':B1I"'lr"'II,.ot-01"'C' (tLA, and 0) to the structural and D),

il1I"'lr"'II1""\ITr·U1rIl1'ir that the structural model is identified.

The critical assumption in our model is that we restrict b~~) == O. In other

we allow net to affect the re-

turns as well as future flows and whereas current returns

future flows and returns.

affect

3a-d. TheThe main results from the VAR

the .JLJl.Jl.LlI-' .....lt'A:~-1"'£'\\·lC''Y''I1l,n."1l4I,lC'£''lICto innovations net pur-

chases and returns when the of the shocks is one

Cl"'r"\\"_of""Il''"i:l'1l''of"''Il deviation. The are shown with confidence bands that

are derived from a simulation. The horizontal axes are in

months.

and

1I"cdl-"'!!l1l""''llC is shown

feedback is also documented
O'Connell, Seasholes (2000),Wei

(2000).

3a shows the response of net ~"",,,"'.IL""""."""''''''''~'''''

cll.ases. A flow is followed another ~r>.Cl"1lMITT"'"

flow is followed another and the is for

up to four months. This is consistent with the results found in

_"'J.Il.IWl.L·'I....Jl.Jl.1 and Seasholes who also in the

"iY"\r>.1l"......rI1!1""" flows of 44 countries from 1994 to 19980
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J.mlu1Jllsle~l~tesID(J;nS'eFunctions with Net Purchases and Market Retums
onp ~t::lr)(1,;::rrc1 deviation shock with 90% confidence bands

sV~;teln ,"vltJn agg:re~;ate flows (net purchases) and returns on a value-weighted portfolio. The identi
ncc:l.ti()n ;assunlptlorus thclt tlorE~igJ1.eI·s' flows affect contemporaneous returns as well as future flows and returns,

future flows and returns. The horizontal axes are expressed in months.

Responses of flows to a shock in flows b) Responses of flows to a shock in returns

0.16 r--------------------,

c) Responses of returns to a shock in flows d) Responses of returns to a shock in returns
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rate of return, or a reduction in the cost of

Second, foreigners does not seem to have market since

net are not followed returns.

The effect on prices and cost of can be measured economi-

cally considering the The shows that the

immediate of a one standard deviation shock in flows is a 1.3% increase

in prices, while the long-term effect is about 1.7% (not reported). As seen in

a one standard deviation shock in normalized net corre-

sponds to 0.25% of market This is to about SEK 3 bil

lion using the market capitalization at the end of 1995. Recall that the Swedish

equity market was liberalized in 1993, and net purchases totaled about SEK 100

billion for the period 1993 -1996. Given the of SEK 50 billion

can be as flows, the SEK 50

billion as a shock. the cumulative of these shocks can a

28% increase in 9 To measure this in terms of the of cost of

........... I}-".a. .......c.a./ further are needed. We follow Stulz (1999a) and utilize

the dividend discount model with the additional of constant div-

idend that is, the Gordon model. the current stock

can be as P = D/(R - g), where D is div-

idend R is the rate of return (or the cost of

and 9 is the rate in dividends. the same rates in div-

idends and after the we can express the relation between

the rate of return before and after the liberalization to

Rafter = _l_Rbejore +~9
+~ 1+~ ,

where ~ is the change in before and after the liberalization
(Le., 1 + ~ == pafter / pbejore). Assume an annual nominal rate in divi-

dends of 6% and a cost of before the liberalization of 15%.

the observed 28% increase caused by investments a cost

of after the liberalization of 13%. That is, the cumulative net
-r'\llll·'II"~h,~ctC.::llCresult in a in the cost of to two

9 This estimate is conservative since we use the end-af-period market capitalization. Using
the period average yields a one standard deviation shock of less than SEK 2.4 billion and a price
increase of 35%.
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percentage points on an annual basis, a non-trivial reduction. J>.J' ....................... ,..JiOq, in mind

all of the caveats about the change in cost of this ex-

is instructive and highlights the economic of the effect of

foreigners on prices.

The positive correlation between flows and returns is consistent with the

evidence provided Sellin (1996). our results differ from his in one

important aspect: He concludes that foreign investors tend to be noise traders,

affecting prices temporarily, but that they reverse so the effect is

zero. What we find is a permanent but no reversal. It is worth noting

that Sellin (1996) considers a different period, namely 1983-1995.

In other words, his analysis covers more than ten years before the deregulation

and only two years with significant and trading. This is the

most reason for the difference in results.

When the results, it is 1'1'Y'111nn1"ir~""IIir to recall that the correlation

between flows and returns is measured on a basis.

and Seasholes (2000) explore daily data on flows and returns, and show that

the contemporaneous effect using a longer horizon can be broken down into a

series of daily effects. They find that the correlation

between flows and returns on a due to the fact that

returns lead flows on a horizon.

The response of market returns to an on market returns is shown

in Figure 3d. After an immediate response the

in returns after controlling for the effects of no effects are found.

This reflects the low serial correlation in returns.

The relative of the various innovations can be assessed

the forecast error variances We find that about 90% of the vari-

ance in net purchases is due to the variance in net in itself and 10%

is due to returns. The of the market return shows that about

5% can be attributed to innovations in net and 95% to returns.

The results above are for net and the return

on a of stocks. Our data enable us to·consider the ef-

fects for purchases and sales as well as for individual firms.

Some of the effects of analyzing and sales are shown in

Figures 4a-b. The figures show in the responses of and
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Figure 4: Impulse=Response Functions with Purchases/Sales and Market Returns
The figures show the impulse-response functions of a one standard deviation shock with 90% confidence bands
from a VAR system with aggregate flows (either purchases or sales), and returns on a value-weighted portfolio.
The identification assumption is that foreigners' flows affect contemporaneous returns as well as future flows
and returns, whereas current returns only affect future flows and returns. The horizontal axes are expressed in
months.

a) Responses of purchases to a shock in returns b) Responses of sales to a shock in returns

0.16 0.16.--------------,

I \

-004

0.12

0.08

0.00 '-:---------\ _--\ ,,-
-0.04 \ "

\,,/

sales to innovations in returns. Returns purchases and statis-

whereas sales are negatively not signif-
this a and effect on net 1I"'ll"il111"'rolhl-::ll,~ac

1--' ..... .J!.U'Jl.~,Il. ..... Jl.Il........... is found to vary in both ""-'_.IL ......... "......., ..... ...,

and sales, but ilfllT1lITLlll1-_ill',/Llllfli in sales. and Seasholes (2000)

find similar p,a·t,te~C'YlS in II-' .......JL ..... JL .............~..., and sales when using international flow

data.

As a to the VAR based on variables, we also con-

sider normalized net purchases and returns for individual firms. enables

us to cross-sectional in the of flows and returns. In

~""1~i-1r""11i"".~ we whether net affect the cost of

rll1i'i-a"&"a"l"lli-I'irT across firmso We find that the and con-

C"'n/''11l1l1r~"\I'''\i-II'irT the reduction in cost of varies across firms.

we are unable to find any clear relation between the of the

J\....JLLIV .... ·....... ..., and any of the firm characteristics in our dataset.
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+"",,,'Il"r\1 n"'ll""ll investors. If for-
'1I11"'11"""A"lI"'1i'",n't"'-::lIihc.rll in the

1l""1l'O'"!I."''Il1Y''l,~ on this information.

such effect that +"",,,'Il"'n"ln"'ll""ll

investors have on Grinblatt and (2000) that +"",,,'ll"'r\lIn"'ll""ll

investors the donlestic investors in the Finnish stock and

Seasholes (2000) that in markets are better
informed about asset values than their local.,..n'1l'1l1l"'lli-O'i"1i",\-::lI'i"';-c

We the relation between net in month t

and returns individual stocks s months ahead. This enables us to observe

whether act the way informed investors more of fu-

ture stocks than of the stocks. We also the cross-section
rlh-::ll"ll"'-::lI,,....i-a·I"''1I''71111'''11.r'l1" the firms in which it'A-rO'1l0'"1t"\01I"C

the data on own-

, ..... 'V·V'VIlA.', we are able to calculate

'Of "'-LlI· .......JALlI. and to1Y'V'I\r~'YII1I"G,",ITT returns on the -::lI1f"'r{~1"'olf"'r-:liihn 1I"'\""",'i"++,,",,,11In

evaluate its "l'"'I.r\1t"+-n11"'''t"'lt''I\''''SI'YII,,''Q "'3lt""''''3l'1l"Il'''lIC'+

1

As a we follow Grinblatt and and whether

t-n1"'O'1l0'"1t"\01I"C act the informed investors act. More for each

month and for each of the 322 firms in the we record the value of
il-n1"',n'1l~no1i"C" 1I"'\·'Il'1lli'"t'·Ih-::llcoc divided the value of their total +'Il","".rII'Il"ll"l,""" ''Y''\\'1I'i1i'4,rtn-::llC£:IIC

This is referred to as the ratio. If the ratio of a firm is
above investors are net of the firm's stocks. For Q-V-~~1I"Y'iI11"'\IQ

recall fronl 1 that accumulated Swedish stocks the

first half of the while net were close to zero in the

second half. This behavior to ratios of 0.552 in the

first half of the and 0.499 in the second.

We how net are related to future returns ex-

'"'!l'YV'l,ll1Y'llll1Y'll.r'll" whether the ratio of future stocks exceeds that of future

stocks. we collect the ratios for all stocks in month t
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and the returns on the stocks month t + s. firms are ranked on

the basis of their returns in month + s and divided in two .nnIr"r'\\'1l'1l"V'''C'I

future and future stocks.

ratio for the two groups and record their difference. A

difference in Inonth of the stocks

with the returns s months ahead. We for

months t 2, ... ,72 - Sf and calculate the average BRD for various hori-

1,2, ... ,6. We also consider the difference as
..... rl>lI'"V11V"',IQ'1l'."...,Q·nii'"-:~1""{T measure. This nleasure
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Table 2: Cross-Sectional Performance Ratios

Buy Ratio Difference Return Difference

Lag/Lead Average P-value Proportion Average P-valueof Positive

Panel A. Buy Ratio Differences and Return Differences

-6 -0.35 0.57 0043 0.36 0.44
-5 -0.02 0.98 0.46 0.28 0.29
-4 0.60 0.21 0.58 0.56 0.02
-3 0.38 0.42 0.54 0.38 0.14
-2 0.83 0.15 0.58 0.02 0.95
-1 1.97 0.00 0.67 0.91 0.00

0 3.24 0.00 0.75 1.10 0.00
1 -0.01 0.98 0.44 0.24 0.35
2 0.38 0.42 0.51 0.40 0.13
3 0.77 0.26 0.61 0.30 0.13
4 0.28 0.55 0.53 0.01 0.97
5 0.08 0.90 0048 0.16 0.32
6 -0.07 0.91 0.42 0.32 0.18

Panel B. Buy Ratio Differences and Cumulative Return Differences

-6 1.03 0.11 0.61 0046 0.00
-5 0.91 0.17 0.57 0.51 0.00
-4 1.51 0.00 0.58 0.56 0.00
-3 1.64 0.04 0.64 0.52 0.00
-2 1.75 0.00 0.62 0.56 0.00
-1 1.97 0.00 0.67 0.91 0.00
a 3.24 0.00 0.75 1.10 0.00
1 -0.01 0.98 0.44 0.24 0.35
2 0.66 0.23 0.59 0.33 0.08
3 1.12 0.02 0.62 0.27 0.08
4 0.79 0.19 0.56 0.20 0.14
5 DAD 0.49 0.52 0.17 0.15
6 1.12 0.02 0.53 0.18 0.10

Assets
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returns.

suIts differ from the +'\l"ff"ll~1'1i"~""'C"t

that t"A1t°O, ('"ni"'\\l~1r"C 111l4!"iI"70Ct-1I1l4!l"'Ir

respectively. We as we did for the BRDS, that the ~",{TIOrYr"'::lllirO

RD is close to zero for all horizons s == 0 and s == -1. The stocks that

to realize on average a 1.10% return the con-

II- .............. Io-" ..." ..........JII. ..'-' ..." ....... ..., month and 0.91% in the month compared with the

less. the average RD is

itive for all future horizons that a positive relation exists between

... ..." .............j""'.... u...... JL..., purchases and future returns it is not IJlI..q..,i!.II..Il.~,lI..Il.'-.tr.A..L.Il.

cant for any individual horizon. in

':l\"{T,OI1r"'::l1 n-o BRD and RD for the relation between ratios and cumulative returns

on various horizons. Our main result is reinforced: are momentum

traders. The averages of the BRDs are positive for horizons from

-1 to -4, that more of the stocks that did well in

the This is not that the cumula-
1--l...,.,,...I/'TA7..,.·l;'l~__ Ur..i..... B/'1I'V\tf"'&" horizons include the month's

+r...'t AY'.."."..,.~. D".",r...I.r'\l'1'l"'llr!r" horizons now reveal weak of informed

!-'1!.A..Jl."' "'_\>Al.....VL... ' when are ranl<ed to their future three
and six months cumulative we find that t"If'"'ilI1r"OllO'''1Y''Il01i'''C

more of the future stocks. An of the RDs reveals

informed The two to six months cumulative differences are

a statistical sense. Our

who
1i""IIIf'"'ilI",oi-t"If'"'ilIUl1AC held

"iAlhere and cross-section.al ~ \l:7tC:ll1r"-::lllnroc ancl
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A beta estimate 'fiis means that for-
"&".l"lI1~1I-""'T.l"lII'l:T more of firm i when its return is than the

U' "" J average s ahead. The average beta fis is and statis-

different from zero for s == -1 and s == 0 which confirms

our results based on differences in Table 2. We now want

to the relation between the estimated betas ~is and the characteristics

the firms. Several for this relation are For ll"il"'llC"1l"'"'lI"Il'"II,f"'l""

one can that earn more which

or in firms in which
studies 332 firms the Taiwan Stock ll-I'/.''''1l''\r::~1Y'\\.nI'"{'"\
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that investors are momentum investors. we find no evi-
dence of market among foreign 'tl~1rTrt.iC'·"""'1Y'iC'· the betas are close to

zero for all horizons.

We conclude that no clear relation exist between foreigners' net !I-' .....JL ...............U"'_u

of Swedish stocks and their future returns-neither on an aggregate level nor

over individual firms. the analysis based on ratios is limited to

a study of the of marginal investments, in other words, changes

in the portfolio. To gauge whether foreign investors the

market in a more general context, we need to study the realized return of

the aggregate portfolio held This is the scope of the following

subsection.

stable over the sam-
1""II,,",'I"1"1l"rld1lr. is A",{Tj01"'"tJ~TtOln-hll-tOri in......... lLJ""'.LJl.._..... "....,.JL ........ lL;~J and inIn

We the data on in and Roberts-

son (2000a) to calculate return series for the aggregate portfolio held

foreign investors. Since we have data on the exact share of Swedish stocks

held by at the end of December each year, we the il'-'- .." .....~....... -

TIl.Tc.nn-Ihi"c on a montWy basis the data on trading presented

in this paper. the data do not include exact dates; for this

reason, we make the that the transactions take

in the middle of the month and earn, as an half the

....... lL"'-'.... lLlI........... y return in the month. For we ignore re-

turns earned on stocks before the middle the but include

returns earned on stocks sold before the middle of the month. we

are unable to account for any intra-month that when a is
n"'tl1ll""rIr'''IIil" and sold within the same month.

The allocation across industries is

chemicals and rtlh':ll1r'1I'''lI'"Il':llA.... tOl1·11t"14'"'''':llIC 11-nri01MIl.TdOln-hlhCl\rI in ,...""'"1Io"'iC' ...·1I"'tl1l ...,-!l-'tlr~~ paper

and and in the miscellaneous The iC''''''"lIh1lD1l'''TT in allocations leads
us to with an of the returns on ......... 'U"Y_"',,,r'1' ...... ,r"'.rIt .,......"' ....-i--i-,"U"ll ........ 1f"'I over

an annual horizon. The third column of Panel A in Table 3 1I",o,"t"'1or.1I""!l-C

lio return of the investments foreigners conditional on the ll.<\.1..,..JIl.ALJl.Jl.Lt-/II.JL"'-J'Jl.lL
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Portfolio Returns

Bu~-and-Hold Market
orHolio Portfolio

56.6 70.3
15.6 15.1
22.8 26.6
49.0 55.4
34.5 40.8
19.5 17.1

-0.02 -0.03
(0.03) (0.12)

1.01 1.00
(0.01) (0.03)

59.8
16.1
25.8
53.8
41.1
41.1

Rebalanced
PortfolioYear

Alpha

Panel A. Raw Returns

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

Panel B. Regression results

Beta

56

Table 3: Performance An.alvrSlS

Panel A reports three return measures (in %) on the aggregate portfolio held by foreign investors,
and for the market portfolio, for the period 1993-1998. The return on the buy-and-hold port
folio is calculated based on the assumption that the allocation as of December 31 in one year is
unchanged in the subsequent year. The return on the rebalanced portfolio is calculated when
portfolio weights are adjusted to the net purchases on a monthly basis. The return on the mar
ket portfolio is calculated as a value-weighted average. Panel B reports the coefficients from the
regression of the rebalanced portfolio return on different benchmark portfolio returns.

increases for

are less .rlI1lC"~"''IY'£"'!A

the allocation as of December 31 in one year is Ib.<l..ll.a.'... .JI.LIL-<L.JI.Li=<..... 'IoA.. in the UlMIVUlII........ II..4.II."...ILIU..

year. In realized a 56.6%

most 15% below that of the of Swedish stocks

The the was the extraordi-

nary turn-around OV1nOl"101l"'lI"'Clril by the Swedish ............J.JI.Il. ....J.JI..JI.L The devaluation of

the in November 1992 resulted in
firms in "....... rr·u1J ...... -:lI n ..., .............JI..L .......J ................. , while in\.r\1n_6'"\\Y6'n1Jr"'':).uC'

the construction index r'\\1l1Jiht'\,~"IJ"f-r'\\"IJ"1n"\£)lrll

while chemicals and "iY"II1h,'::ll"lJ"·lYY'il~~ra,1l1lf-1Ir'::lllil::-111lY1lrlla"il"'1na11"'f-r'\\"IJ"1n""laril

ter the return deviations from the market are much smaller.

This is not because the allocation of is closer to that of the market
II-''U' ......... ,..., ........." but rather because the returns on the different llY1lrl1lllC<il""iI"'"'irr 1I""IIr'\\1l"il"il-,,,UllA"",,C"

Column two shows the annual returns on the of
.... "....'... """1l1l~1i-d't"'ll....,... for The returns are similar to

those of the lr"'\\l1l1"'_"-'>'lr" ]1_1<11" "". _r..,,,,il-il-r... Ullr.. TTll"",Ur'll1ll~rr "lJ"OI'::llf-lI'[r£:hl ... r low returns in 1993. In-

in all years, the rebalanced returns than
1r\\1l1l"\'_~llrll.r1l,_lrlllr,nK1 "iY"IIr'\\11"'il"il-r\UlIr'\\ l1Y11ril1lr~IMY1I,rrthat the add value
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to the portfolio performance. To test this formally, we regress the re-

turns on the rebalanced portfolio on the returns on the

The estimates, in Panel do not suggests any U'-.o,./ ....., II'-' .....,J _.....

of the rebalanced portfolio. In fact, the alpha is negative although not sig-

'Y'\lIi-lI ..... ~-rlil"H ... T different from zero. Panel B also the result from a test of

whether the rebalanced the market portfolio; the result

is the same-the alpha is negative, although not significantly different from

zero. foreigners do not the Swedish market.

using a rich dataset on cross-border transactions, and firm charac-

teristics, we analyze the investment behavior and performance of trading

.Jl.'"'..II. ..... .Jl.~,.......... J.. u in individual Swedish stocks. We find that the (purchases

sales) investors is related to and

that the firm-specific attributes that to characterize n'CATn,ol"1"'ct"'1r11

to characterize We find that the turnover rates in +A~·allr~£)..1I'"C'

lios are in other seem to engage in short-term ............. '............,,...

more often than domestic investors. this evidence of short-term be-

we observe in net This

is

reversals are AhC~£:ll"1l'""II:T£:llrilno

pe]rSl~;teIlce is in the sense that a shock to -n11·11'"..... h,':llc£:llc

associated with purchases (sales) over a

more, our analysis suggests that are momentum
i-A1I'"al1r1r"ll'"\a,r"C' increase their net in firms that have "1I'"a .....~a-rl+hT -na"1l'",hn,1I'"rIt"\aril

well. In 11-" -. ,Jl./ this feedback stems from of stocks with

~AC111'"'I"'Ta return U' "'-.......U'8 and less from sales of stocks. Fi-

we conclude that up Sweden's stock market to investors

has a This effect seems to be as

SUj2.:g~~st]ng that the cost of for

Swedish firms is reduced. A measure indicates that the

size the cost reduction is two on an annual basis. How-

ever, the reductions vary across firms and in turn, affects the relative
rn1l'"Y'll1nI,c!i-lIt-n7·onocc of firms. a rIIn't"nr1r'411l1'-,1I'"1rl.'Y'\ of the market has a di-

rect 1l1Y"lt"\\.",...'""' ..... 'l- on the industrial structure of a in that it alters the relative
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cost of capital of investors show almost no signs of being able

to the Swedish market, that do not have access to

superior information. Risk sharing, therefore, seems to be the

behind the permanently higher prices.
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n

1

In recent years, rate exposure has been under the of em-

research. with (1990), studies have been undertaken on

U.S., Japanese, and Canadian data to how stock market values are

affected changes in rates. studies have failed
to find relations between in market values and C}...../"... h-:ll1nliirCll

rates. These studies include Bodnar and Bartov

and Bodnar and Kaul (1996), and

(1997), and and Solt among others. In (1990),

10% of U.S. multinationals show exposure at the

10% while He and Ng find a somewhat link

between stock returns and rate for multinationals

about 25% of the

We argue that the main reason for the lack of rate ex-

~~.C'''II''II'1l''ClI is the use of too economic measures. There are at least

three sources of the The first source is the use

a We have benefited from discussions with Patrik Safvenblad.
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exposure. For .........................&.,..'-'-, the "..,""........... "'il"Il""""""\l.... a .... ,..

tra.ae'-w'eH~nt:ea OV,,"'1i'\'"'l11l"lln-n rate index can out relevant

JLJLU!.~"""''''''\\A.'''''~~''''''since firms and but

to different currencies. The second source is the use of return on

de-

and

O""1t""\r'lo«::""'1I1l'
Q

O to a tra,ae-w'el~~ntea ex-

In the first

vestigate the ..... /"-I!-/"V'VII"A..ll.. .....

an aggregated .t , ji-'i\ rate

to the

fined have the same rate It seems

likely that positive and negative exposures are simply averaged out. The

third source stems from the documented time-variation in risk and risk pre

mia. A zero unconditional exchange rate exposure does not that the

exposure is zero conditionally. Dumas and Solnik (1995), and De Santis and

Gerard (1998), for instance, focus on the time-variation properties of exposure

to foreign exchange rate risk. find a significant ""f"l('IlO_'[T~-r·l1~t-l1nn

and their analysis reveals that exchange rate risk is when time-

variation. is allowed. we argue that the U.S. economy is not neces-

sarily and that an of a small open economy, such as

that of Sweden, is warranted. Sweden's total and measured

as a fraction of the GDP, is about three times than that of the U.S. It is

obvious that higher is more among firms active in a small and
... 1't"ll1l-,nror"l'·'"ll1l-.....\tf""iI stock market.

these to in-

C-:ll1t''II''Il1t''\'Rn of 352 individual Swedish firms to both

and to individual currencies.1 We choose

between 1988 and 1998, which offers the to

two different rate for the Swedish

krona (SEK). On November the Swedish krona started to float. Before

it had had a unilateral to a basket of currencies in the l>-Ill1l'1l"'r'lo"1l""\O""ll,1't"ll

System. Next, we take the rate as

its cross-sectional variation. To be able to understand its "iI"iI1't"ll,rlOlll"hrT1lI1't"lln.

sources, it is to the or at least the character-

istics, of rate exposure.

We find the 10%

1 Nydahl (1999) studies similar issues in the Swedish stock market. However, his analysis cov
ers only 47 firms over a shorter sample period than the period studied here. Further, we employ
industry data and a different set of firm attributes to characterize the exchange rate exposure.
Finally, we also study the existence of exchange rate risk premia.
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change rate index for 15% - 30% of Swedish firms during the C-:llTn1l"'\lla

from 1988 to 1998, on the return horizon. the ex-

posure into the three currency blocks-the German

yen, and the U.S. dollar-strengthens our findings even .

the firms to at least one of these and

the fraction is positively related to the analyzed return horizon. The magni

tude of exposure shows large variations across firms, and we find both posi

tive an.d negative exposures to the exchange rate index as well as to individual

currencies. We sort firms into industry portfolios and find that industries in

which a large number of firms show significant exposure do not necessarily

show exposure at an industry level. A natural explanation for this is that the

degree of homogeneity of an industry determines whether or not we find ex

posure at an industry leveL Within most industries, however, rate

""'<U'11"'~t~'II'II1I'""" is reduced when of firms. We also

relate exposure to various firm attributes and find that large firms with

high and firms with large ownership are more exposed

to exchange rate fluctuations than other firms. However, within these groups,

we find positive as well as negative exposures, suggesting that exchange rate
""''V"11'''''''t::'''II'II1I'"0 rt·"IIC-:'lI1I"\'Y'\O-:'ll1f4C even when of with similar at-

tributes.

In the second of the we gauge the influence of rate ex-

on Based on work Solnik (1974), Sercu

(1980), Adler and Dumas (1983) among we consider alternative

fications of a linear factor model with rate risk as one of its factors.

The results show that either the world or loca11l"'Y\':l,1t"Vt~'"

is associated with rate risk are 11nC'llrMnllM_

cant and close to zero, that is, rate exposure seems to be eliminated
-Il-ih>""·~'II'II. ...,..h diversification.

The structure of this is as In Section 2 we discuss ~""''''''''''.ll.''''''''''

IiJVII,..llI!.'-'L:I' ...... Q on rate exposure and and how to measure ex-

d""ir·M:"'i""1t"·D1I"\ ...·DAn of the Swedish institutional as well as the stock

and rate is in Section 3, while Section 4 the

results from the estimation of exposure, and discusses the robustness of the

The of the exposure for risk are in
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Section 5.

ing remarks.

3. H'V'....h~ln{),..Q Rate 1l-I'f'.......... l~'II'11,..·.,.,. and Risk Premia

Section 6 summarizes the results and offers some conclud-

In this section, we give a brief review of different forms of exchange rate

sure, and how may affect the value of a firm. This provides the basis for

our test specifications and interpretations of the results in the work.

We also discuss and hypotheses on the cross-sectional variation of

exchange rate exposure.

Note that we do not discuss whether or not a firm should hedge the ex

change rate In the spirit of the irrelevance theorems of ... v ......." ............""' ......." ..............

and Miller (1958, 1961), firm values cannot be increased ac

tions that investors can themselves. This result is, of course, based on

market notion. it has been that firms want

to in order to reduce the of because: (i) the structure

of the tax code makes it and 1985), (ii) it the

underinvestment caused by costly access to external "HT"iI~1l"\.""'lInrr

...., ..., •• "-.lUL, .., and and it better conveys information about ex-

~""'i"'I""'I\""'" and to shareholders and With

we will not elaborate further on this issue.

1

The on rate exposure of a firm is vast. a textbook

1l..L ..... ,.Al.1l..JI..A.1I...... .Jl.1...' it can be into economic and translation expo-

sure. Economic is defined as the effect on a firm's cash and
can in turn be divided into transaction and ......__ ,n"l'l..,,+"lI-n~ n"V"ll"ll."£"'l"ll"l1"1l"rI>

Transaction is the that a firm is £"'l'l'l'l'lIl-"'I'InL""+

entered a contract denominated in a which is to be settled

at a future date. A of the domestic currency means that the value

of a future inflow or outflow will increase. This is an measure,

and does not reflect the total exposure of the firm. it

is this of exposure that most firms it can be far
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'-'t-"·..... JI..""'.....ll. ....P ... I......~JJ.J "...,""'~'Il-I!4"l1"...1!-'"' is the

of a cur-

from "'-JIIJ ..A .A to the transaction of total exposure.

"-' 11-' ,..,. exposure, which is related to the effect that rate A ..j."' u

have on the value of a firIn's financial

other of economic Since the rate is the

rency, it determines the of domestic II-' ........,""""" .....c.......u

the domestic currency of domestic

will decrease relative to a firm can
+h£:ll1""ah.,..T achieve a

on the other
"...,."I1"11"ll""...~"Il'"llc·""ri1 1I,Al.J!J.!L,'-J'bA.'oA, its cash will suffer

from a and sales 1~""·'lrT""lI,.,.'\Ill .....,.C'

are done in the same the effects may cancel and
sure is reduced. If """''1I'''A'''.rlI''I1''11'''''1!--'''''''ll''Il and sales are denominated in different +""'1"'0110'1n

,.;a'i""'I\a"l1"'11r1l ...~~"l- on the relation between these currencies.

translation exposure arises as a reSlllt of
.g.'\IA"'''I1'''Ilcdl''!l.g.'Il~rII'' the financial statements of a into the Tt'''''1't',r-.""M''II''I\rII''

currency of the company to prepare consolidated financial statements.

it is the effect that rate have on the translation of for-

assets, such as on the balance sheet of the company.

This is not a real exposure in the sense that it does not affect the current or
future cash flows of the firm. that investors stocks "lI"...r''''''1'''','""'ll1''ll''1l,rII''

to future cash translation exposure should have no effect on the

of a firm's stock.
Even firms with no transactions are to "",,,...,.,n1l"'''!Iihl''ll''ll,rII'' a"v""'II''1l''ll1l'''''rII''£ll

rate two reasons. The first reason is that is al-

tered w11en This affects for firms that have
+""'1l""Ollr'll~ "-'J'JJ.J1.~.II-''''''I!.J1.''''''-JI.U', I """'Il,..-ii"l"l1"1l,rII" to an increase in firm value when a A"'1011"'\1l"'£:b"...1I":I+lIr\"ll"Il

of the domestic occurs. The second reason is valid even for firms

that have no since rate affect the

of For if the domestic currency the
'Il"l1"1lrU,I"l1C"1!-'Il"'''IrT does well. This means that firms have a demand

JI.1l."Il>."~l!.lJ6 which may result in Since firms in indus-
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tries share the same sources of the of increases for

them as and declines. This effect means that the A1r"\.Q'1I"-::l\t-ilntrr

'lI"'\£:\lt"ll"t":l\1!-''''1"T£:\l that is, a of the rate has a nOd~'5\1!-l""TO

effect on the cash flows of the firm.

on

company

If the exposure of firms differs depending on their then '-.........'.... JicI, ...., .... ..lI.L.I

firms according to various attributes could lead to more pow-

erful and results. we the or

at least the characteristics, of rate exposure. As a """', _

we follow previous research and how exposure varies across

industries. As an most Swedish firms are active on in-

ternational while firms in the retail business il-TTW"''lI"lU''''"ll N I'1"T

act on the (less domestic market. these industries

differ in rate exposure. Since our data cover individual we

the individual firms within different as n1r"\'nnc::,orl

to average exposure, and for this reason, we will not suffer from the
~rrd'Y'1I".c~tr1r'5\1!-l.f"'1\n """Il""'-~"N",'~C" as in studies.

In the next step, we focus on firm-specific characteristics that affect

ov,,"h':'lnrlrO rate For instance, since nlultinational with

'lV~"""""""''''''''''''''''1 exposure, firms, we that

firm size nlay be related to exposure. we test whether a re-

lation exists between the market value of firms and their

rate A related is that firms with a number of con-

tracts denominated in currencies have

to movements in rates. detailed data on the

'\Y"\\""",rt"1l"lllf"'i-1''''-"Vt'II costs are not ""-,_"-Cl"Cl'.Jl.L.'.Jl....... , and we are restricted to investi-

whether the share of sales is 'lr"'lInlr"ll1!-l''CTO!''I\T related to OVd.... Il4I':'I"in\.n~O

exposure. If such a relation does that firms with
sales are affected a rla,n'1l"£:'.~l':llil-l""'"Vt'II of the Swedish krona

(SEK) and vice versa. Another is whether the owners of

a firm affect the rate For aV-::lI1""Ir"I\'nia consider a Swedish

owned domestic and 1!-n'1"'Ol.nnn investors. An appre-
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ciation of the SEK induces a for the firm relative to

its and in turn, may cause a in the of the firm's

stock SEK). This is unfavorable for domestic owners of the ex-
1I--Ir..TATI""llTTIf"\"¥' since owners translate the SEK value of the

rill""ll1'.... 'Il"'l""Il ..... "I1"'l1·t""l'i""ll.,."., home will not be as off

as domestic investors. In the firm's may be a

the exchange rate exposure faced who invest in Sweden. Al-
1I-l""Il'll"'i""II"'l·1I-1~T.""'Iln"'T the investor can rate n",~...... ,::''lI'l11'·l''''Il

currency or by in the same as the investment.

'If ,-.Llo.JI,.L"-',.J,.,,-,U'U', this illustrates that owners of a firm may want to influ-

ence the in different on their national

We test the relevance of this the relation between
the exchange rate exposure of firms and their fraction of t-......"¥"Q'lIl"'iir"'1l""ll .('\,,{ATT\Dl"Cb!h'1l1"'\

As a we also test whether firms listed on ~ll'~U-1i-1l1""'.l""Il 1"I111'"\\1I-Q1I''1n~il-1'''''''n'''lD

stock show different exposure with other firms.

Most studies of rate are undertaken on economies-

most the U.S. There are many differences between Swe-

den's economy and economies like that of the · in Swe-

den's economy is more As a measure of consider the

"I1~'_"""'lA'Ir to GDP ratios the 1988 to 1998. Sweden showed an

average ratio of about 67%, from 63% in 1988 to 84% in 1998. _...,..I....IL ..~ ...............

th.ese with the values of 49% for """-""-' ........... ,..............

for the and 19% for This indicates that Sweden is very ~""I!J'-.Jl·II.~I\,~..I..1I.1\.

on international and is therefore to be more to ,("lh!~nl'l"DC!

in rates than and the U.S.

The use of Swedish data offers the to to

'-"....~_JLu.,."... Jl. ..~,~ rate exposure under different The Swedish

krona (SEK) was fixed to a basket of currencies from the 1!../~j>;"'Jl,...J,.LIl.\UL.JI.'L~

of the 1980s, and fixed to the Unit \~.lI-Il.'''-''~.J,.u.',"".l!..

basket of 1991. The SEK was then devaluated on

Noverrlber "'lIrr"~"I1'i""11''''+ all currencies since
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then. the 1988 to October and 1~1Y'II'W"ll~1I""T

1993 to December 1998, it is to see whether there are any LJ.JLfii-'.Jl.lUl.JL 'I. 1l.

differences in the of exposure under semi-fixed and Jl..JL'-'II.""'l.Jl..LIL,.., "'-.' ........Jl. ..IbAL ~"'-

rate We assume that rate is constant within a

v Jl....'-" ...A., and therefore the unconditional for each of the sub-

V .ILJl.'-"\~U'. Intere~stlngjlv: the start of the second coincides with the

ulation the Swedish markets. In investment restrictions

for were lifted. The of investors to the r'lA'l"An'''II"llU,''II_

tion is further in and Robertsson \k.'U'vV'U,,1IJ

We consider data on rates between the SEK and the three

currencies-the German mark (DEM), the yen (JPY), and the

U.S. dollar (usD)-as well as an index based on the Total _'lV'....JL .. e.............JL ...JL

\1\/D.'lInrh1l-c (TCW) calculated the International Fund. The TAT£)l'lInrh1l-c

are based on the trade balance of and third effects

,r1I"II "I1I""I'ln\tr!l" the 1989 to 1991. We also considered a scheme based

on the Multilateral Rate Model. The two indices have a correla-

tion of 0.96 and thus for the sake of we

the results based on TCW. The three currencies account

for about 40% of the TCW while other currencies D.CC~£)l1l4,1l-"II~

make up the rest. We use the market index calculated

as a proxy for the local market and the Mor-

gan World Index as a for the market Both

indices include reinvested dividends. To test cross-sectional we

consider the firm characteristics at the end of each

(i) Size. The market of a firm.

Rate. The share of sales to total sales.

(iii) Foreign The fraction of held investors.

(iv) with a value of one if a firm is listed abroad.

(v) Ratio. The book value of divided its market

value.

The data on stock returns, and firm characteristics come from

the Information the data on how-

ever, come from and Robertsson 'I.....,.V'....,V'II.Al,g.

~'ll'1l·;r'V\\'rI""'~'Y'TT statistics of the rates and stock returns are 'Y'\1I"£::lIC.c::l\·n+Cbril
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Table 1: Statistics of the Benchmarks

Local World TCW DEM JPY USD

Panel A. Means and Standard Deviations

Sub-Period I

Arithmetic Mean -7.35 -6.05 -0.66 0.63 0.15 0.24
Geometric Mean -9.29 -6.98 -0.68 0.58 -0.18 -0.23
Standard Deviation 19.64 13.66 1.87 3.15 8.23 9.70

Sub-Period II

Arithmetic Mean 18.58 12.38 2.11 1.82 4.46 2.83
Geometric Mean 16.90 11.34 1.85 1.46 3.48 2.29
Standard Deviation 18.56 14.46 7.12 8.48 14.19 10.37

Panel B. Correlation Structure

Local 0.63 0.07 -0.30 0.03 0.27
World 0.64 0.14 -0.28 0.41 0.43
TCW -0.19 0.32 0.53 0.39 0.15
DEM -0.25 0.17 0.91 0.00 -0.40try 0.01 0.45 0.65 0.60 0.42

SD 0.15 0.59 0.65 0.43 0.50

The table presents summary statistics of excess returns (in Swedish kronor, SEK) on the
equity markets and the rate of changes on foreign exchange rates. Local and World
refer to the Swedish stock market and the world stock market, respectively. TCW refers
to SEK versus a foreign exchange rate index, where currencies are weighted according
to the Total Competitive Weights calculated by the International Monetary Fund. OEM,
JPY, and USo (the German mark, the Japanese yen, and the U.S. dollar) are individual
exchange rates expressed in SEK per unit of foreign currency. Panel A shows means
and standard deviations of the benchmarks for two sub-periods. The moments are ex
pressed in % per year. The first sample period covers January 1988 to October 1992, and
the second period covers January 1993 to December 1998. Panel B presents correlations
between the benchmarks. The numbers above (below) the diagonal refer to the first
(second) sub-period.

in Table 1. Pane'! A shows means and standard deviations the excess return

on stocks and the rate of for the currencies. The first "--'1!""'\\_lr"'L'~"""8"81!

is a bear market for local as well as The mean of the

excess return. on Swedish is about -9% (-7%) on an almual
basis. The DEM while the USD, JPY and the TCW index r«n'\t",..""',....'1I~~l-o

somewhat with the Swedish krona. Recall that this is a

.... ,,'-'-.JI. .........JI. •.f-t, ..... rates as a consequence, in the

"",,,,... n"'"'II1nn"o rate should be smalL2 The of the TCW index is below 2%
on an annual and t11e DEM also shows a low of about 3%. The

second is a bull market Local excess return is

2 The TCW index was mainly affected by the large depreciations of the British pound (GBP),
and the Finnish mark (FIM). These currencies taken together lowered the index by about 0.63%
on an annual basis.
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about 17% (11 %). All individual "..,lIl1'11"'II"L"lI-r\,.....lIL"l1C'

in other the SEK is weak the

the rates that of the TCW index and

the DEM, while the volatility of the USD is less affected. the semi-fixed

'll"L"lI.n..1I11"V1IA seemed to tie the SEK more to the OEM.

The structures of stocks and currencies are in Panel

B. The numbers above (below) the diagonal to the first (second) sub-

The correlation between the local stock market return and the TCW

index is close to zero in both sub-periods, that is, 0.07 and -0.19, respectively.

This suggests that there is no overwhelming exchange rate in the

aggregate. there still be substantial individ-

ual firms. The correlation between local returns and individual currencies is

somewhat stronger in magnitude, the first sub-period. As

'I-.A..I-''I-''~II.'I-'.A.Ithe correlations between DEM, JPY, and USD are in the second

since the SEK is no a of the individual curren-

cies. The correlation coefficient of 0.91 between TCW and DEM in the second

is likely to reflect the effect of the for

the European currency.

1

Adler and Dumas (1984) the view that rate exposure should

be measured as a coefficient of the stock an i'"'II'F"... II4\,..l-r\r'lri'"'ll

rate since it offers a measure of the firm's exposure from

the investor's of view. while we are interested in 'll"nr'll"'II"AC'C'"ll-r\r'I!"

stock returns on in rates, we want to control for common

moven1ents in the stock market in as in a Asset Model

world. In a the relevant market ~"""'l"++r"n'l!"""

would be the world market To allow for at least

tion in we follow Person and (1993) and also control

for the returns on the local stock market.

Let rit denote the excess return on firm i at time t. ru and rwt
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are the excess returns on the local market and world stock nl~~.r'.K~... i.~S, respec-

let s1 denote the in r'lI"V'A,""In\'"'lI-r\t"'Il"A rate j \.JL.L ..... "' .................

......... Ji-. average of For each of the N we consider the

following time-series regression:

J

rit == f3 io + f3 il rlt + f3iwTwt + f31ss1 + cit,
j=l

(3.1)

which

where cit is an error term. The exchange rate exposure is measured as the
"il"A.r"""iI".f""I,C'C''1IIr..-r\ coefficient f3{s. We define the rate in Swedish kronor

unit of the foreign currency. This means that a positive increases

(decreases) the market value of the firm when the krona rla"lI""\1'r"£:l,/'l'l1~."'aC' \tulL-'I!J'JL'ib...LJl

ates), and vice versa for a coefficient. This is

later to account for exposure to individual currencies.

Chow, and Solt (1997) that the return horizon has an effect on

the measured economic exposure. In the choice of a horizon with

few observations may be another reason
studies have not detected We data on a TAYAAV"iTY

but consider rate exposure over horizons in the range of one

week to three months.
Since we are rlIA .... 1111"11~ with returns and in A"V'A'""h'"'ll'l!"'llr'l"A rates, it is

that ha~l-a1'r"r..C'I/tC'JJ'1~C~""llr'1nTis in the data. we want to

........./~..... "....'... 11"'·A for various return horizons

induces a average process in the error term. We deal with this
the tr1T'LJllnLlllir~l-i':;Ll'''ll method of moments framework Hansen

We scheme and West

an

We first whether individual firms show to an av,,"'h'::l11nlnra

rate index (a of the j we run

the with the of the TCW index

as the regressor. The results of the estimation are shown in Table 2. In the first

............ .JI• .L ......n •.A.' the average exposure coefficient is which means that the

average firm loses value when the SEK the rate
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Table 2: A ~u:mnllaIV of .tXl,os·ure Coefficients for the hxc:hClLn~~eRate Index

Sub-Period I Sub-Period II

Return Horizon Return Horizon

Mean -0.46 -0.90 -0.38 -0.08 0.03 0.22
Std.Dev. 3.33 2.77 3.30 0.90 1.39 1.50

Minimum -9.46 -10.04 -11.66 -6.86 -4.65 -6.08
Quartile 1 -2.33 -2.36 -2.50 -0.46 -0.49 -0.55
Median -0.64 -0.90 -D.40 -0.08 -0.04 0.20
Quartile 3 0.81 0.58 1.62 0.38 0.57 0.95
Maximum 17.18 12.28 9.75 2.94 14.32 5.86

FX 31 47 54 57 49 70
(17%) (27%) (31%) (17%) (17%) (30%)

R;dj 0.16 0.26 0.44 0.15 0.22 0.30
#ofFirms 180 176 174 333 287 235

The table summarizes the exposure coefficients for the TCW index (the t3t in Equation (3.1», for different
return horizons and sub-periods. The reported return horizons are one week, one month, and three months.
The first sample period covers January 1988 to October 1992, and the second period covers January 1993
to December 1998. Mean and Std.Dev. refer to the means and standard deviations across firms. The cor
responding minima, first quartiles, medians, third quartiles, and maxima are also shown. FX refers to the
number of firms (and percentages within parentheses below) where the null hypothesis of zero exchange
rate exposure is rejected at the 10% significance level. The last two rows present the average adjusted R
square across firms, and the total number of firms.

index. At first this {l-d1l"\,~ ........, ......

of in Sweden.

did not allow large variations in the exchange rate index. A of

the SEK was offset the central bank interest rates.

in tum, is associated with lower stock prices. The cross-sectional variation

of the betas is as seen the standard deviation of about three. Using

a one month return 50% of the firms have coefficients from

-2.36 to 0.58. This variation indicates that firms with

sure coefficients firms with to in the TCW

in exist. The row labeled FX the number of firms
r\Q'll".f'"Il:l11l"'li-'::Ill1rtC.:lIC within where the null of zero is

.".."..,... ,.""...,-Il-...,,1'"'lI at the 10% level. At a one-month return we find

47 firms 27% of the total number of with C'1l"~1MlC'1i-U.f""~111\\7 C''1I.n-n'1l1l"1I.f'"1~'t''''1l"

exposure. If the coefficients were this would

be almost three times more than we could
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Recall from Table 1 that the correlation between the return on the

':llrtr"l"irll"O("ir-:::\-Il-o stock market and the TCW index was close to zero, the fact

that 27% of the firms exposure to that index. This illus-

trates the of conclusions for individual firms based on th.e

inference from of returns. When different re-

turn we find a distinct the the
the number of firms C'hr"-TA71111"1ltrlr C'11"1l"1l"ll1-1hl""'':1I11''1l-ll- .o"V',;-"nC'·I1l ....'O

the that

the .n."V'~l""'l.nl:"'1111l'·n I""'tI""n-li-hI""'1n":'/"I\·1l-1C"'

ficients rr"-:::\1l',\("ir1111"1l("ir
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let 81 denote the of currency j, with j = DEM, JPY,

USD. In other in the the rate index is re-
with individual currencies. In this time-series ,.,A.n...,.,A£,'IC""IIO'.'1I""II

the coefficients f3~EM, f3fsPY , and f3~SD measure the exposure for an individ-

ual firm to rate movements. The results are in

Table 3. Panels and C coefficients for the DEM, JPY,

and USD, In the first the of the coefficients

is for the DEM than for the JPY and USD. For the one-month hA"i'""i'7r,n

the cross-sectional standard deviation of the coefficients is 1.60 for the DEM,

and 0.52 and 0.78 for the JPY and USD, The DEM coefficients are

less the second that the variation

in the TCW coefficients the first is driven the DEM

i'""A1I'"Ir"'!l"l""\lAn,~"Il"'iij-of the index.

The share of firms with DEM exposure varies from to 38%,

i'4IA1l'"\r'!I"Il"'l\i'4I1'11""11""" on the horizon. The DEM has the same order of 1I"'IT~·CJI.;rlr"_

tude as the to the TCW index. The share of firms with iC""IIrrll"'l\1IiHlI"'t'4l"\'r"'\"·

""" ...'.,..... "",(""I"ll1l"""" to the JPY and USD is and from to about de-

1Y'I\.o.1ni'4l111nr'ir on the for both currencies. The that more are ex-

to DEM fluctuations confirms as a 'i"1Y''4I,f''''I1l"'il''''l''''''

When the two exposure

to both the JPY and USD, when
rate the DEM shows a different 1l""'\\...,,~I--fI-A"1l'·1n

£""IItr'ir'"t"\"II-lI"'1Ii'""'"S\1ni"'I"\\T A'V1l'"\A"'iC"rI,rij to .o.V""h~,,.t'il.n....rIl

~"-lI--fl-n1l'"'1I""II makes sense
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Table 3: A ~u:mnl1atv of hX1DOlSU1~eCoefficients for Individual tXlcn~ln~~eRates
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Sub-Period I Sub-Period II

Panel A. German Mark (OEM)

Mean -0.20 -0.68 -0.39 0.04 0.01 -0.49
Median -0.32 -0.74 -0.41 -0.04 -0.05 -0.43
Std.Dev. 2.23 1.60 2.40 0.85 1.30 1.66

FX 38 46 66 68 58 73
(21%) (26%) (38%) (20%) (20%) (31%)

Panel B. Japanese Yen oPY)

Mean -0.06 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.03 0.26
Median -0.11 -0.10 -0.08 -0.10 0.03 0.29
Std.Dev. 1.01 0.52 0.66 0.62 0.79 1.01

FX 23 27 37 96 94 82
(13%) (15%) (21%) (29%) (33%) (350/0)

Panel C. U.S. Dollar (USD)

-0.01 -0.07 0.10 -0.01 0.14 0.57
-0.05 -0.07 -0.02 0.03 0.14 0.41

0.98 0.78 1.18 0.74 0.85 1.22

FX 23 34 35 43 91
(13%) (19%) (20%) (13%) (39%)

Panel Overall Results

FX 69 85 103 160 160 165
(38%) (48%) (59%) (48%) (56%) (70%)

0.16 0.27 0.47 0.16 0.24 0.36
180 176 174 333 287 235
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U/.4.:f-'l>A ""'.11. A"".""'''' 11.11. expo-
iV .... .J!.• .Jl."-" ..~6 1I"'I""ll1i""\\'1l"QC'Q"t"II'Ih1ntl'""ll' almost of

.... L ..:..- • ..-"."fL:> Q·v·...... n'C''11'11I'''n is

a

currency. The answer to this is 1r"IIl",aCt::l\nf'ori!

"'Ii"lr4lr~"t"II1l-!"i"'7 .4.11."-' .... .4."'-"'......... 11.; we find that no less
sure to at least one ...... llll·'il"'"Il"I,r,._ ......TY

firms in the C-::il'1t"\I"\1i""\\IIQ

even

are "'-~.Jl.fl..U'JL'>oA.'..... ..Il.. ...............

search on n"'V''''''h~1nnr,.,



Table 4: Rate across Industries

Industry N TCW FX DlEM JPY USD FX

Engineering 46 0.23 24% -0.08 0.17* 0.22* 59%
(0.18) (0.15) (0.10) (0.11)

Paper and Pulp 14 0.47* 14% 0.13 0.27* 0.07 29%
(0.28) (0.23) (0.12) (0.18)

Retail and 32 0.12 9% -0.01 0.01 0.20 380/0
Consumer Goods (0.25) (0.22) (0.15) (0.17)

Construction 38 0.44 8% -0.90* 0.85* 0.81* 71%
(0.69) (0.40) (0.28) (0.30)

Shipping 12 0.06 17% -0.50 0.11 0.73* 75%
(0.36) (0.32) (0.20) (0.27)

Financial 33 -0.04 18% -0.05 -0.01 0.21 67%
(0.17) (0.15) (0.08) (0.13)

Chemical and 21 -0.24 14% 0.10 -0.34* 0.15 38%
Pharmaceutical (0.18) (0.16) (0.10) (0.13)

IT and Services 33 -0.16 18% 0.43 -0.38 -0.17 73%
(0.39) (0.39) (0.24) (0.24)

Miscellaneous 58 0.18 22% -0.06 0.00 0.44* 470/0
(0.22) (0.24) (0.15) (0.14)

All 287 0.17 17% -0.12 0.11 0.36* 56%
(0.23) (0.19) (0.13) (0.11)

79

The table compares and contrasts the exchange rate exposure of equally weighted industry portfolios
with the exposure of individual firms in different industries. All refers to an equally weighted portfolio
of all firms in the sample. The return horizon is one month and the sample period covers January 1993
to December 1998. N is the number of firms in each industry. TCW refers to the exposure coefficient in
the regression of the portfolio returns on the percentage changes of the TCW index, with the standard
error reported in parentheses below. FX (column four) shows the fraction of firms with significant TCW
exposure at the 10% level. DEM, JPY, and USD refer to the exposure coefficients in the regression of
the portfolio return on the rate of return on individual currencies, with standard errors reported in
parentheses below. FX (column eight) shows the fraction of firms with significant exposure to at least
one currency at the 10% level. Standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation
as in Newey and West (1987). An asterisk marks a coefficient significantly different from zero at the
10% level.
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ate regressions of industry-specific portfolio returns on in the individ

ual exchange while the final FX column the share of in an.

with significant to at least one of the at 10%

nificance level. Somewhat surprisingly, the construction is the

with exposure to all three currencies. The ...........JI'a>.IU4.IL.............. .IU4. ••,.... ................ ...,....J .....

exposed to JPY and U5D, while the financial, and IT industries do not

seem to be affected by any currency fluctuations in the aggregate. However, a

look at the fractions of firms with exposure completely the

picture. No less than 73% of the IT firms are exposed to at least one of the cur

rencies. Shipping and construction firms also show fractions of exposed

firms, 75% and 71%, respectively, while firms within the and and

chemical and pharmaceutical industries seem to be less "-F"-eJ~...7'!o-'l.A.

rate changes.

Once we illustrate the associated with across

firms and currencies. The and pulp which is the indus-

JI-.'....,~l 11..4."-, ..........., with significant exposure to the rate shows the

lowest share of firms with significant exposure to individual currencies. Con

versely, the financial industry has a TCW coefficient close to zero, and still two

thirds of the financial firms are to at least one of the three

curren.cies.

We also whether rate is related to the firm char-

acteristics introduced in Section 3. More we rank the ac-

cording to a characteristic, sort them into and, for each we

calculate the share of firms with to the TCW index. The

results from this are in Table 5. In the contain-

the smallest firms, the market is SEK 100 ....... IL.lL~L ......."'-'..... ,

and 12% of the firms show exposure to the TCW index. the

the are SEK 25.7 billion and 26%.3 .............Jl.lL.... ''-J1

a relation seems to exist between the size of a firm and its av,"'ho:il'no-a

'!o-.F.... IIJ"-' ...'\l.A.JL'..... When firms are ranked to their the low-

est that 7% of the firms are exposed to the TCW while

of the firms in the top show exposure. No mono-

3 Recall that we measure exposure without accounting for hedging activities. Anecdotal evi
dence suggests that large firms use derivatives for hedging purposes more often than small firms,
suggesting an even bigger difference in unhedged exposure between large and small firms.
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Table 5: hxc:haln.ge

Market Capitalization

TCW
Individual

Export Rate

TCW
Individual

Foreign Ownership

TCW
Individual

Foreign Listing

TCW
Individual

81

Rate and Firm Characteristics

Quintiles

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 N

0.1 0.3 0.8 2.4 25.7 287

12% 17% 120/0 17% 26%
49% 52% 56% 53% 68%

18.0 36.9 60.9 80.2 93.4 135

7% 26% 19% 19% 220/0
630/0 41% 37% 33% 67%

1.2 4.4 10.2 21.0 47.4 287

9% 14% 11% 26% 26%
44% 50% 68% 60% 56%

0 287

14% 35%
55% 60%

The table shows the fraction of firms with significant exposure at the 10% level for the
period January 1993 to December 1998. The return horizon is one month. Firms are
ranked according to a characteristic, sorted into quintiles, and the average characteristic
within each quintile is reported. Further, the fraction of firms with significant exposure
to the TCW index, and to at least one of the individual currencies DEM, JPY, and USD, are
reported. The quintiles are labeled Q1 (low) to Q5 (high). N is the total number of firms
used in the ranking. Market capitalization is expressed in SEK billion. Export rate is a
firm's export sales divided by its total sales (in %). Foreign ownership is the fraction of a
firm's equity held by foreign investors (in %). Foreign listing is a dummy with a value of
one if a firm's shares are listed abroad. Otherwise, the value is zero.

the firms

while thewith

tonic increase in rII'V'li""\rI>':""illl'1l"C is observed when from the lowest to the

1I'"\1I0-II"'IICIC'1I" "-1 ......JI-Il,. .....lL.lL''-I but firms with low sales seem to be less L"lI'V'lI""1.ru:'rllt4I

to CV'.... hO:::krlil"'lrC rate fluctuations than the rest of the firms.

ATA:rn.ol1"'c\l'''iI1n seems to be related to rate ",",,'V'li""\"'I"lIl1"".I"'lI

JI.....,JI. ........ ,...,JI. .. ...., .... JI. ....... Jl.L.,.J1.L.J1.t-'/ 26% show exposure to the TCW

is 9% for the firms with the lowest i".n.1I""C1n"T"il A"1"AT-r\C1I"'lCh1"il""\

C'1I1'''''''il''''\,'''''1I'''i" the that +"'"ft"',,",il""'~ investors affect the

of a firm.

Table 5 also the share of with to at least

one of the individual for each we find that firm

size is related to rate fluctuations. The share of firms with C'lInM"'ll1l4h,,",-:~rlii"

,,",""I,",""""4141"rII is for the smallest firms and 68% for the firms. Il-IrI>"'CAYrII''i."T£\1YO

we find no relation between the exposure to individual currencies and the

rate or One is that the char-
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two 1""IIA-&....,_r1C'

Bartov and Bodnar

acteristics are not If we knew the g/e~.)f~J~·2Lr,'r~/~?........ J'"'lI..,,,..,+-.....11k..,11 ..... __ of

sales and and ranked ~JI"'r·n1i"'''''1'll1t'''l...".. to 1i"'£:lI"r'llrl,1n_C'1""IIa""'''Iihl.,..,

sales and the result be different.

When the results Table 5, recall that we the share
of firms with some as well as A C£:lI£:lln"il"ll1t"'ltf'd .... T flat

relation between a characteristic and exposure could hide £:lIrlf"'il1t"'lr'1i'Yl\11""~II""T

esting for instance, 63% of the with the lowest rates
'1na;:'17"-:lINI'l:TOII'l:T .r1>·V~/"C'.a.ri! to at least one while 67% of the firms in the

'-J'-~./'U'~'l!",ALJL.''''''. To check whether any such relations

...... llA.JL.'... '-"l. ........................ the average for each "-'I'-"l.JI..... lLlI.....lI. ......

.......... 1;..' 11 but found a weak positive relation between a firm's

rate and the coefficient for the German mark. The lack of relations

between exposure and the characteristics makes it more difficult

to the in Table 5. to several of the
~_,ll-IhI""",""'rI>"'" introduced in Section we should the firm attributes to be

related to the not to their in absolute

terms.

Swedish data a number of h."..\1I{I- ....~{l-lIr""ll""II".., the most notable

the size. We include as many firms as ll-''U'I..JI~LIVJl.'- in both in order

to enable a more in different sets of firms in the

two To that any difference in the results from the two 1l-' ...... Jl.,Jl.'U'''-'d.u>

is not due to firm we also on the firms

that are included in both The results are unaffected..............J>. ........ ''-I!

we have not lUl.U' I~ JI-"' ' our "".., different firms in the

C'lIl1rlrl"1l"a,C'i!- that investors make errors

oV/"\h~ftntf'1r£:ll rates in the stock

argue that this is because the between firm value and ex-

"- ~ rates is very Another reason on stock

should not be that firms transac-

tions over the near future up to nine To test these
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under

Ji...... §-.,....ll............ To
C"II"T(::!t'O-Ir'Y\'::lIt'1d"'" risk is

CVIf"'h~11l4il11l"'n rate of

........ 1>0".....,.................. , reveal that
,f"'l"""1''"'l+C'\l''Y'I"i'"\'''''''1I''~1I'''iId~''''''''ll1lC'.......lI.UA.Jl.Il.'"" .......... In

other

one

common to

"lI""'Ii""",-Il-hcccC' we extended the with

.............' .......Jl... , and three months. The results
,f"'lhr:ll.1I"'iIrrd~C' affect stock that

,f"'ln'~1I"'iI.r""cC' does not affect the share of firms

This that our results
,f"'ln'~lI,",/""CC" were included in the rocr1"CU:!C1tf"l.nC
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An

risk ~J~~~:"'~":""'::". Whether this

ers, which cancels out when the rate index is used as a proxy for
'-/'\..~'/IlV'L1~Jl.',,",. Even when firms are sorted to firm or "Il1l"'\l .....I"Il"llt"'+."...... 7

we find that exposure is canceled out for """-,....J............. ,.... ............. 11'-"....".......ll.....,....~c....,u.

obvious lI1l""t+·'01"1t~~;€~tJlcln of tl1ese is that n'V',"lh"",1I""ln"...,. rate exposure is

U'''"'' If that is the case, economic that

rate related risk should not be associated with

is the case is in the following section.

"'~"'0""''''''~'':l1l'll1l'"'lt''lI associated

allovvs for

As our ~~A,""~A""",~i-'I,,",,,~ of Swedish firms are a"\l'lI""\"",,,c:oa.rll

to rate 'Il~"'£'\"\lAtr,C'1!-'Il~rr ;-"'Il"ll,""\t"'i-'1,,",1I"'\I is to what extent in-

vestors are rewarded for .ov'.... Ir'l~ln(1rtO rate related risk. If risk associated

with rate fluctuations is ..!l.1l.'-.ll.~"'.ll."'-1 then its should be
zero. if diversification is ~"",,,IC"C"IJIh.ma we should not

investors to take rate risk without

average return.

In a world of the standard CAPM

be extended to an international Extensions involve for the

fact that the distribution of real returns on a investment is not the

same for investors from different countries due to th.e existence of real ex-

,-,n
r
::ll"1nlnrL:ll rate risk. Solnik and Sercu international asset

1i'"\"il""IJA""lll"Yl,il""ir' models under of deterministic inflation in. other

the difference between nominal and return.s as '/vell
as the difference between nominal real a'V',"'Ii"\\"5I~l"'l"a

the lLnear rI"IJ"II"'\\A""l'11-'I"",,,"!I"'\\

rates.

and Dumas we
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be-

to test an asset ~""'''Ili''''l''ll""",,",,,, model without inflation as a factoro As we still wish

to allow for at least the we add the

returns on the local stock market as a factor. we test the model

J

E (ri) == Az13 il + Aw 13iw + A~13is'
j==l

where Al and are the risk I!'-' associated with the local and world mar-

ket and ).~ is the risk associated with j I where J

is the total number of currencies.
The estimation of the model in would be C'+-"lI'"""llllrrrh,+-+-r-.."li''TAT''''I"lI'"r\!

we knew the true betas. the is conducted

tas estimated in a first which introduces an error-in-variables r"r-..1I"V'll"Y'll1l11r"''''lI_

tion. There are two related to this. the measurement errors

induce a downward bias in estimated risk This bias can be reduced
rfr"ll'"r1,111'lr'\\"I11i"'1lrfr stocks into the the beta

estimates. Previous on has usu-

examined Dumas and

and with
.,.........,. .."!l"'il'V'1\.!1I""lI.,.... returns
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and then use the time-series to estimate

for each month t, we run the

In and (1998) show that when is

taken into account, corrected test statistics are not better behaved.

Based on these uncorrected standard errors, with the

caveat that the test statistics should be used with caution.

We follow the .. _1I-·...... 11~...... 7,..... H.... 7 ""'"1-'1!-' ..... I\,.<Ll~!Ul.1~LZ'~'1l"'In.r<£:llr\ll'11'1l"'r1I su~~ge~sted in Fama and Mac-

Beth that we run a cross-sectional '1l"'Ar'1r'1l"'nlC"C''11rl.''in at each in time

and standard errors. _IT'O'-""l''''-'_

least square .a. .... p"".a."-U'U'... ....,.Jl. ..

Tit ==

J
-- . --j

+ Alt/3il + Awt/3iw + A~t(3 is +
j==l

where estimated

time

time-series

heterosl<edastic-

J .LVI

+ + -I-
j==l m==l

+

is

to ensure that

vv-here the characteristic of

associated that the characteristics

are known before the returns used to c;:{r~jll.~.'lj""',I..' V\le I!"',r,.'II'''\lC''''I,('>JrII'Il'''
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of the book-to

Jagannathan

as measured the of market calPltalIza1tlOJn,

market ratio as characteristics (see,

and and Daniel and .£. ........L..............c ..,

The standard Fama-MacBeth involves the use least squares

'li"a("r'li"a'~Cl,("",nc (L5) to estimate the risk premia. While L5 have attractive

..........................A...... ..." it has the undesirable feature of being sensitive to in this

case outliers in firms' returns, estimated and characteristics.

Complications associated with outliers are to appear since betas are

measured with errors, as well as the use of size and book-to-market ratios

as characteristics. Recall from Table 2 that betas estimated on

between -4.6 and 14.3 for the second while

the betas in the hAlo middle vary between -0.5 and 0.6. There-

we incorporate a robust regression into the Fama-MacBeth

Il--'L'-''- ..... ' ...............~ ..... that is less sensitive to outliers. Knez and (1997) the

use of least trimmed squares which trims a fraction of the observations

and then fits the remaining observations L5. The estimated coefficients

are then used to generate a new set of residuals, which are and

the remaining observations are used for estimation. This iterative vJl.'1J .......... 'l,AL.ll.Iol.JI. .....

continues until it We would like to that we view this

approach as a robustness check; in other we are not suggesting that

non-used observations are incorrect.

The second period results are in Table 6.4 Panel A the

LS estimates. The results can be summarized as follows: (i) are

and statistically (ii) there is no evidence of rate

risk premia, and (iii) in the L5 regressions, the non-risk characteristics enter

significantly and the estimated Ao is different from zero. The and

economically as well as statistically premia some

I.J ..........',....,~....... for a CAPM type of model. the of the

varies somewhat across the the premia are in line with the real-

ized excess returns of the local and world market in Table

1. At the same time, the of the estimated

4 The first period results are similar to those of the second period. However, since the real
ized excess return on equity markets was negative and the exchange rate movements were much
smaller, the first period results are more difficult to interpret. Hence, for the sake of brevity, we
only report the second period results.
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Table 6: Estimates of Risk Premia and Characteristic Premia

Ao

0.49
(0.38)

2.14*
(0.81)

0.34
(0.37)

1.98*
(0.78)

Equity Premia Exchange Rate Premia

Al Aw A;CW A~EM AJPY A~SD
s

Panel A. least Square Estimates

1.52* 0.39 -0.09
(0.67) (0.54) (0.30)

1.22* 0.44 -0.01
(0.67) (0.57) (0.29)

1.74* 0.68 -0.02 -0.06 -0.18
(0.64) (0.54) (0.34) (0.58) (0.44)

1.58* 0.80 0.08 -0.10 -0.11
(0.63) (0.54) (0.34) (0.57) (0.44)

Panel B. least Trimmed Square Estimates (0£ == 5 %)

Characteristics

-rSize -rB/M

-0.25* -0.22
(0.09) (0.19)

-0.24* -0.03
(0.09) (0.15)

0.43
(0.33)

0.15
(0.67)

0.36
(0.32)

0.13
(0.66)

0.78 0.82* -0.06
(0.55) (0.41) (0.19)

0.50 0.66 -0.01 0.05 0.02
(0.54) (0.42) (0.19) (0.07) (0.13)

1.00* 0.84* 0.08 0.51 -0.27
(0.50) (0.42) (0.24) (0.38) (0.27)

0.99* 0.99* 0.17 0.30 -0.20 0.04 0.17
(0.50) (0.43) (0.24) (0.38) (0.28) (0.07) (0.11)

The table presents estimated risk premia based on monthly returns during the period January 1993 to
Deceruber 1998. Panel A reports estimates from least square regressions. Panel B reports estimates from
least trimmed square regressions, which involves an interative process of trimming a fraction (a) of the
observations and then fitting the remaining data using least squares. The table reports the results when the
trimmed fraction is 5%. Standard errors, adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation as in Newey
and West (1987), are reported in parentheses. An asterisk marks a coefficient significantly different from
zero at the 10% level.

against the model in other risk is not com-

and returns are affected other factors.

Panel B shows the LTS estimates with a trimmed fraction of 5%.

the results are the non-existence of rate risk """"""'......~.~ .....
is robust in that coefficients are close to zero in all "lI"'Ol"'r"ll"'OC::'C'll/''YnC' 1l'Yn""Oll"'\Qll"'ll.r\l,01l"'\\1I-D"Ir7

of whether is measured to an index or to individual or

whether are entered in the This result the
'1"'\"lI"',O,,{T"Ir'\l·llC' sections. If it is to eliminate rate ex-

posure then to economic we should

not to find any risk that the characteristics have

cant coefficients in the LS regressions, but not when observations are ........./I.... IUl.~"IL..... ""..... ,

indicate that the LTS estimates significantly reduce the error-in-variables

this could be due to some extreme observations in
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the characteristics themselves. We considered trimmed up to 25%

without obtaining different results. In fact, Knez and

(1997) found that the on size that was estimated by Fama and French

(1992) completely disappeared when the 1% most extreme observations were

trimmed. Nevertheless, our main conclusion the non-existence of

exchange rate risk remains valid in both cases.

The conclusion that exchange rate risk is not priced is consistent with other

studies of exchange rate risk (see, for instance 1991). We consider a

relatively short with the maintained assumption of constant exposure

toward fluctuations in foreign markets. For sample _..... JLJI."'-" ......UI1

with changes in the business cycle and economic conditions, we would like to

take into account the time-variation in risk exposures and risk as

for instance, Dumas and Solnik (1995) and De Santis and Gerard (1998).

6

In this paper, we show that a share of Swedish are affected ex-

.f"'1h':::!InnrQ rate fluctuations. a of stock returns

and rate we conclude that the lack of sig-

nificant rate exposure documented in studies is

due to the use of too economic variables. We examine the ex-

.......... Lv..<l.Jl.L;;q rate exposure over return horizons of one one and three

Jl.JI. ".Jl. u, and find that it increases with the of the horizon. We also

the cross-sectional of exposure, across industries as well as sev-

eral firm attributes. When firms are at an we do

not find exposure when the rate index is used as a proxy

for when individual currencies are we find
some """"V"'''"'"......~'1l'1l"&~'''''' at an "I'1l"'\l""'I"I"!£""'~'Il:7

nitude. We .............".... "1""""..,"'"""1'11"'1"1I that the of Ihn"Il"Y"ilr"\.nrClr1"11£:l1l1T"\r7 of an 1I-n"...tllllC"'1I"'''\r7 is an

and firms with are more ex-

to rate fluctuations than other firms. ~""',TATj(""7r"~1I'" firms in these

groups show both and exposure, that exposure

"I~1t'"\A';"T-:ll1l''''Tdeterminant of £:lIV/"'Ih~I-nnr£:ll rate I"II"V"1 ' ,.~I"II at an "In"...UlIlIC1H!""\r7

firms are sorted to various + a--. ....

with
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is diversification, even firms with similar attributes.

we conclude that exchange rate is This

conclusion is confirmed in the evaluation an international asset ~"Il""JI""'II'1l'"'1,rtr

model, as the exchange rate exposure of a firm does not show any relation
to the firm's risk ~1l"'i""1I"V"Il'1~
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t II ti n

1

h.n.TA,TaTT,n~ fund maJnagers'

to the in returns.

Since the birth of financial investors have tried to future

asset returns. An number of academics have to share this
interest.1 their interest is in issues such as market a1l"1l'""'il ..... l1i!.),11"'\\r'''II"T

Over the last years, we have seen. a in the Swedish mutual fund
"Il1l""llr3"1l"llC'-il-1l"TT Assets under have increased from SEK 71 billion at the

end of 1987 to SEK 897 billion at the end of 2000. Individual investors

have realized that could be obtained diversi-

number of securities. If investors care

only the mean and the variance of the return on their invested
standard C'''Il''ll"".".".r.C"'il-C' that mutual fund construct

folios with the lowest 1""'\A<coC'"I1lhDa risk for a return. As we will see,

to create such on their ca-

o I have benefited from discussions with Hossein Asgharian, Magnus Dahlquist, Bjorn Hans
son, BertH Naslund, David Smith, Patrik Safvenblad, Torbjorn Sallstrom, and seminar participants
at the 1999 European Finance Association meeting.

1 Early examples are Campbell (1987), Chen (1991), Fama and French (1989), Ferson (1989),
Ferson (1990), Ferson and Harvey (1991), Ferson and (1993), Harvey (1989), and Harvey
(1991). For evidence on Swedish asset returns, see Hansson and Hordahl (1997), Loflund (1994),
and Nummelin (1994).

9S
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and implications for optimal while investors have a more obvi

ous financial interest. In this paper, I describe a number of variables that have

the ability to security returns. I also test the economic of

predictability by designing dynamic asset allocation strategies conditional on

these variables.

In a Bayesian Kandel and (1996) show that al-

though the return predictability can seem weak when described by standard

statistical measures, the current values of the variables can exert a

substantial influence on the investor's portfolio decision. They conclude that

a moderate predictability can be of large economic importance. Solnik (1993)

proposes a test of the economic significance of return predictability by de

signing dynamic allocation strategies, and finds that the performance of the

strategies are to several benchmarks. The is not

statistically but also large. Loflund finds

in a using Swedish asset returns that strategies increase the

average return and reduce the standard deviation. Klemkoskyand

Bharati (1995) study the predictability of U.S. stock returns and conclude that

dynamic strategies perform better than strategies. Cavaglia et

al. (1997) and (1994) produce similar results, when the pre

dictability of emerging market stock returns.

The of this paper involves constructing conditional allocation

strategies and compare their performance with that of unconditionally effi

cient portfolios and with a strategy in the market If

returns are with respect to the information set, the conditional

strategies should outperform their unconditional I evaluate all
C+"'II"'-:ll+.c,.n-liC:llC on an basis the ratio as the

performance measure.

When t11e asset allocation I consider two groups

includes a small stock the market
O"A"'{TD1"lr'i-rn,ant- bond while the second includes 10

lrl1 ...."'l1l1(::'T1"'rT_c-n.'O.("'llrBI"'" v'V.L ...... 'I.,J..IUL'l.,JU. When to the first asset the condi-

tional strategies unconditional strategies. it appears that

the conditional strategies succeed in The ra-

tios for the conditional are up to six times than the ratios
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for their unconditional the ratios are between two

and three times that of holding the market When the second asset

is the conditional do not the uncon-

ditional strategies. The reason for this is that virtually no !I-'.Il..'I..'I.4..Il..'l..Il.Ul.VJL.l..Il..1I.

detected for these assets, and this in tum is due to the lack of lnr'll11lC'1I"1I"'\r"_lC'"Y'\Q,("l'11I"1,("l

instruments in the information set.

When predictability is close to zero, the strategies based on the global min

imum variance portfolio produce the best since these strategies

do not use the information on expected returns. In other words, when trying

to exploit low predictability, the amount of noise in the forecasts becomes

so large that the conditional strategies do no better than their unconditional

Finally, I consider a strategy based on the maximally 1I-' .......~ __.... '....... lIooAL..., ...._

lio by Lo and While this

mean-variance its may cause it to

'U''-''I.IIoo __........ ...., .............. mean-variance efficient strategies when evaluated ex-post. The

results show that the strategy based on the maximally II-' .......~-- .... ' ............. ,..., ...._ 11-'....,............' ...........,

.f"\11·MnL:lI1i"'-t-r\1I"'-rY'lllC' several benchmarks when the ~""....,.rII .......+..,.,k .. llI+Ty

sets is moderate to when the assets' is

performs with strategies that do not on
~1I"'.....,.r1IlI,("l-t-~,hll !ll-t-"'iT to the same extent.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the asset allocation strate-

gies are Section 3 describes the data and motivates the instruments

used as information. I also discuss the instrument selection
lem. Section 4 the results of the asset allocation lC'-t-1I"'':l-t-tCllil"llt.::lllC'

and the summary and remarks are offered in Section 5.

This section introduces the method used in the In the first two subsec-

the difference between unconditional and conditional choice

is while the last subsection describes the allocation str;ategles.
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1

The in this is a risk averse investor. Risk is referred to as

the in returns and is measured the standard deviation.

the task is to create a portfolio with the lowest possible for a given
.n."V"'1i''''lI.n.rt-.n.1'"''\'I return. The return is determined the Y'\ir"loi",oI1"'O,nr£:l>C

of th.e investor. this can be written as

min
{w}

subject to and W't = 1,

where w denotes the (n x of asset TA7£1I1n-lhTC' V is the (n x

covariances, fJ is the (n x of £lIVl""'lI.n..f"'il-.n.rII returns, t is the (n x

of ones, and n is the number of assets.

The unconditional strategies involve solving the in at the end

of each investment and the over the next The

iC'T1l"~+"."n-1£'lIiC' are unconditional because the returns used are the

historical mean returns. More when upon the first al-

..II.~'-\\,.4l.l\.""'lJJLIL, the return is the historical return up to that

in time. For the next investment to include

the last observation of the realized is reallocated.

HH"''''Il"llrrh this allows the returns to as new obser-

vations enter into the estimation the historical means assumes

that the best forecast of future returns is their averages. This

t:"l+~""'+i"'l•.n-TT is when stock follow a random in other

when returns are In the same way, the covariance matrix in-

cludes the historical covariances. the covariances cannot over time

in a more way.

In the conditional asset allocation I use a more C'A"II",h11C'M.f"''SIil-.n.ril forecast-

..........................IL""'1I ............ than the historical average. Let Zt denote the of

instrumental variables observable at time t f and consider the linear

for i = 1, 2, ... , n,
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where rit is the return on asset i, from - 1 to t, 13i is a x of

coefficients for asset i and cit is the error with E [cit /Zt-l] == o.
r.,~IC"....,.r'llllCl'"Ii"\·ll-li'lrT I assume that the conditional of the return on asset

i from t - 1 to t, the information known at t - 1, can be written as2

for i == 1, 2, ... , n.

Similar to the unconditional asset at each in tin1e the c~1t'V'I~II£:lI

is to include the last observation and the model is re-estimated.

Given the forecasts are delivered and the
~tr;,"t'".f-t-.,....,.hr., is reallocated.

The also a forecast of the covariance matrix.

Consider the conditional covariance between asset i and j:

and the covariance between asset i and can be

rewritten as

the conditional covariance is the forecasted value of the of the

residuals from the of asset i and j on the instruments. This

fication contrasts with its Ul1.conditional in that it allows the con-

ditional covariances to be modeled. For a GARCH model

would include in the information set.

In a forecast of the covariance matrix can be cal-

culated in the same way as the forecast of returns. for

several reasons I choose an alternative when a linear
i"A1l"'£:lII""'::lIC'T1Inrr model there is no that the forecasted variance is

tive. without a number of cross-sectional the covariance

matrix may not be definite. a full model of the covariance ma-

2 If we assume that the joint distribution of asset returns and instruments falls into the general
class of spherically invariant distributions, then the conditional expectation of returns will be a
linear function of the instruments. I-Iarvey (1992) compares linear models of expected returns
with non-linear alternatives and finds that linear models perform as well as non-linear in out-of
sample evaluations.
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'1I"'....",rr"ll"ll"'il'll""-" a number of Since the most

for asset allocation are returns, this fore-
..... ~C"+"'iI,...,.".". 1I""l\,'1I"''''..... £:lIr1"'i1''11'1'·Q for the covariances is difficult to motivate.

The of this paper involves the unconditional mean of the
1I""l\'1I""n..rII·1"11 ..... ·!l"C' of the residuals as the forecasted covariance matrix. The -:ll1l""\l.1l""\'1I"'''"\-:llF''~

'1l-nt"'ll·lI'"'\i1 ......1+-I,;T assumes that the of the residuals are not '!l""'>'1I"'.nr!l·w ..... -ll-."'l\kll....",

is unfortunate since has showed that these

ucts indeed are at least some time-variation in the
111l""\1.r11~i-.n. the estimates a ~1f"'\!'T'1l,...,.rr

window average. has its own draw-
backs. Since all observations in the have the ~';T;~'1I"'-::IIl"\'"£:lI

tend to move up when confronted with a shock but then decline

as once that observation falls out of the estimation sam-

One way to this is to use an where

the latest observation carries the the mean. This

~1l"'\1I"'''II'1I'''''''~''''''~ has two The first one is that the historical

average reacts faster to shocks as recent data more in the estima-

tion. The second is that a the measure declines .rv""''''':~r'Il'·"'iI~UI'\!'T

the of the shock observation declines. I use the Qv,n""n£:ll"ll"'lih,·.."i '1I"'Ir'llIf'"\.... T"II"Il"'lrr

average with a A, of 0.9. This means that the cumulative

for the last 20 observations is 90%.3

I examine four asset allocation of two '-.A.ll.Al.oJ.";JI'l",,oJp "Il"'l~'1I"'Ir"il£:llD';T invested
and market The first class does not allow 1I""'IIA,C'"ll+-11f'"\1I"''!IC' in cash.

In other the investor has to invest in assets even she has

a of the market. This situation to some mutual

3 Denote by hit the conditional mean of the squared residual from the regresson of the return
on asset i on the instruments. The exponential forecast can then be written as

hit+l = (1 - A) Crt + Ahit

where 1 - A is the weight carried by the latest observation. This specification can easily be viewed
as a special case of the GARCH(l,l) process

hit+l = 'Y + Oicrt + j3hit

with l' = 0 and Oi + f3 = 1.
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1: The Asset Allocation ::;tr'ate~,giE~S

figure illustrates the allocation strategies. refers to the global minimum variance portfolio. TAR is
the target volatility portfolio, that is, the portfolio on the efficient frontier with a specified target volatility. The
optimal portfolio, OPT, is defined as the combination of the tangency portfolio and the risk-free asset with a
given target volatility. MPP refers to the maximally predictable portfolio proposed by Lo and MacKinlay (1997).
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funds. The in the second class allow the investor to take a full or

~""tC'''+'1''''1l'''o in cash if she wishes. She can also borrow funds at the risk-

free rate of return to increase the in the ~~."Yt"*"il"""B.. ,...

The are in 1. The invested

class includes two In the all the funds are invested

in the while the invests all

the funds in the The former is motivated the fact

that it does not wh.en the asset

it is insensitive to errors in the return forecasts.
and Baker show that this has a tC'"I1"11'1t""\Q"Yt"lIA"Yt" ""1l1l ..._r'l, ..._c'~1l"'o1'\~IIQ ,'''LBT'TU\\T'_

mance when to other ~tf""'l,"Yt"il"+'''''!''IA L"'~I'\""ll.,...nC'

returns are used as forecasts of future returns. The

ous role in a like this. It is the ex-
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return for a level of for a invested investor. The
.... Y,...U'"'ll-ll-1II11+'.... Y is chosen to be measured as the annualized standard devia-

tion. This to the of the market "l!"'h,...11"-ll--ll- ........ 11I .........

the evaluation II'"""-.Jl..... ....,~......

The market class also includes two In the

the funds are invested in the This

means in a linear combination of the and the risk-

free asset with a of 15%. If the risk-free rate of return exceeds
the return of the minin1um variance the +~'1t".".nrcb1.,tf'"''{r

"l!"'h,...'yoii"+r"I1I ........ will not be defined on the efficient of the mean-variance fron

tier. In this case, all funds are invested in the risk-free asset.
DD_.c+""~+£:lI.nr'{r I draw on a result Lo and .l..Vll..I!.~""'ll..'~IULllA.

show that it is to create with

of the individual assets included in the More C'1V"i>£)\r"1lt"1ltf'"'~nhT

struct a 4 The MPP is an ad hoc __ ........ '''' ....".,..''1"11 ........

the sense of the construction

of a mean-variance efficient is based on return forecasts driven

the of individual assets, which are not as pre-

dictable as the MPP. In other many ex-ante domi-

nate the MPP, may cause based on the MPP to
""1I"11'~~1I"+"",1I""1I"'V"l other when evaluated return on

the MPP exceeds the risk-free rate, all funds are invested in the combination of

the MPP and the risk-free asset that has a of 15%.

all fLmds are invested in the risk-free asset.

Since many investors are often unable to take short II-''U',U'..... ''JL'U'..... ILU'

the in this are constrained to have in

I!-lI ~',{AY.r"ll'\':Yrl\1I" short in the risk-free asset are allowed for the

market

4 A derivation of the maximally predictable portfolio is presented in the appendix.
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1

I study weekly and returns for the period from 1988 to 1996. I choose

to start my analysis in 1988 since reliable data for bonds and some of the

instruments are not available before that date. Two groups of primary as

sets are considered: (i) a three-asset group, consisting of the market portfolio

(AFGX), a portfolio of small stocks (SX-OTC), and a government bond index

(Datastream's five-year benchmark bond), and (ii) a ten-asset group consist

ing of industry-specific stock constructed by Affarsvarlden. The

two groups are referred to as the SB and SECTOR group, respectively. All

folios are value-weighted.

Table 1 presents summary statistics of the returns. the sample pe-

the unconditional mean return is on the aggregate stock market

than on the small stock (15.8% versus per The same

~"i"iI-""""w·"t'"ll is found for the standard deviations. The market has

than the small stock (18.2% versus 17.6% per These

JLJL_ ...... .JL ...~U' contrast with most studies based on U.S. where the

tern is a near-monotonic increase in both mean and standard deviation when

""""''''''TT''II''''''''""," from of to smaller ranked on market value.5

bond index return of 12.4% is caused a downward trend in inter-
est rates the C'f"l\1I"VII __ ,IA ~''''''.L.L'V__ •

Within the SECTOR group, the annual return varies from almost 25% for the

retail trade to about 5% for the of construction stocks. The

miscellaneous has a low standard deviation of 15.9%, which is even
lower than that of the market. The bank and insurance __ ".....·,.,..++I"illr"C"I

are both homogeneous and consist of few firms, have

standard deviations.

The unconditional autocorrelations are also Consistent with

other studies on correlation is found with the first

The small stock first-order autocorrelation

while most show moderate autocorrelationo The last two columns

5 See, for example, Harvey (1989) and Fama and French (1992).
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Table 1: Statistics of Asset Returns

Mean StDev Skew Kurt pI p4 Min Max

SB Group

Market Index 15.76 18.20 -0.01 4.13 0.10 0.00 -14.28 13.92
Small Stock Index 14.20 17.58 -0.07 2.64 0.27 0.05 -11.79 8.50
Bond Index 12.43 5.42 -0.05 7.21 -0.10 0.07 -3.44 5.41

SECTOR Group

Manufacturing 21.54 22.02 0.20 3.26 0.05 0.01 -14.56 16.86
Pulp and Paper 11.82 28.91 1.36 10.89 0.07 0.06 -13.36 33.49
Retail Trade 24.78 22.66 0.81 4.87 0.04 0.01 -11.07 19.04
Construction 5.15 30.67 1.71 13.89 0.13 -0.04 -16.47 36.75
Miscellaneous 18.29 15.90 -0.46 3.54 0.06 -0.02 -13.72 8.13
Mixed Investment 16.98 25.18 1.18 9.92 0.13 0.03 -11.63 28.63
Pure Investment 10.40 27.99 0.28 3.26 0.09 -0.02 -17.29 18.95
Banking 18.03 36.23 1.89 16.16 0.07 0.01 -20.37 45.85
Shipping 7.72 29.10 0.63 4.85 0.02 -0.10 -15.09 23.48
Insurance 7.39 33.86 0.49 3.61 0.08 0.00 -18.30 22.56

The table reports summary statistics of weekly returns from January 1988 to December 1996. Means
and standard deviations are annualized and reported in percent. The market index is constructed by
Affarsvarlden, the small stock index is the GTC-index calculated by the Stockholm Stock Exchange, and
the bond index is the return on a 5-year benchmark bond produced by Datastream. The sector-specific
portfolios are constructed by Affarsvarlden.

the lowest and highest return the U'bAl..JL,Jl.LI!-'JI."'- period. For

most portfolios, the highest return. occurred in the week Novem-

ber 19, 1992 when the Swedish currency was devaluated. In this 11'-" ....

banks, the construction sector, and the and paper ....,.....,.......... .....,-L.Jl.,'OJ'

high returns. This event also in the
skewness and kurtosis for these ..... r..''I!'"++''·~.I"l1r'l:"'

Table 2 the w1conditional correlation between asset returns. The

highest correlation (0.78) is between firms and mixed invest-

ment while the lowest is between firms in retail trade and

banks. The average correlation for the SB and SECTOR groups are 0.47 and

I checked whether correlations were driven

co-movements connection with the devaluation of the Swedish cur

rency, but found no such relation. In correlations than those

"It"ClI"lI"'\r.."It"·ll-ClIrt in the table were found around the time of the devaluation. How

ever, correlations were also for the as a whole when

the devaluation was excluded. This indicates that the correlation

tern was IIdifferent" the devaluation than the rest of the
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Table 2: Unconditional Correlations of Asset Retums

5B Group

Market Index 1.00
Small Stocks 0.66 1.00
Bond Index 0.45 0.29 1.00

SECTOR Group

Market Index 1.00
Manufacturing 0.55 1.00
Pulp and Paper 0.51 0.76 1.00
Retail Trade 0.41 0.42 0.36 1.00
Construction 0.62 0.60 0.50 0.34 1.00
Miscellaneous 0.54 0.73 0.61 0.39 0.56 1.00
Mixed Investment 0.54 0.78 0.73 0.36 0.65 0.70 1.00
Pure Investment 0.59 0.67 0.60 0.41 0.70 0.61 0.65 1.00
Banking 0.53 0.37 0.29 0.22 0.63 0.40 0.39 0.50 1.00
Shipping 0.42 0.55 0.51 0.28 0.42 0.53 0.50 0.48 0.33 1.00
Insurance 0.43 0.51 0.43 0.24 0.63 0.54 0.49 0.54 0.54 0.45 1.00

The table reports unconditional correlation coefficients of weekly returns from January 1988 to December
1996. The indices are defined as in Table 1.

I choose instruments that are to contain information about the time-

series variation in risk I would like to the

information that investors use in 1l"'"\>."ll""~,("Ii"'·1,("1£:ll but such an informa-

tion set is difficult to access.
Recall that the value of a C"'~"...... .".... -Ihry can be written as the 'li""Il ....,Cllc.clln ... value of its

future cash that is

00 CFt +s

s==1 (1 + Yst)S ,

where is the current CFt +s is the cash flow s and Yst is
C'_lru..JI1I"'1ir.,....-0l '1l"'ar1l111111"aril rate of return. A useful instrument ~""A""rf"ll"""'C"' ,("Ih'~n.r".ac

t"'lra1na't'°':1l"'lnt"'lr ,("I':1IlI''"II':1I,..'lil1'T of a the discount or

"'~"'.lL~ vv ...... ,_'- instruments are used:

on a 5-year benchmark

JLlLlL..J'II.11--"-IL.c.. average.

.,....n.-:~n.nr£:ll in the bill rate, that is, the rate on 3-month

both. In this

(i) Bond yield.
bond less its "!""111Y'tr"'ll'i T11 tI'",-"I '1 Ct

(ii) Bill rate. The
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to ~"'+"II"i'1l'·'Il1l-"lrT on a

(iii)

n"",,,,,t"'IlC"'Il'll""'TT bills less the rate of the """'1l"'£:lI'\\:T'II"'"'Il"'llC' week.

is the to 'lI"V'Il"'IIih1111l"'"II+"lrT on a

t1r'A"Tal'·n1n~a1l"'1lt- benchmark bond less the rate on 3-month n """"'''''C''Il'll1l'''''IrT bills.

(iv) Default spread. This instrument is defined as the
'lI"V'Il r"1l"'+r"..~.nrQ bond less the bond

(v) Exchange rate. The ch.ange in the "'-"'"................Jl...;;, ..... rate defined as the
~a'l"'ra'nt'':lICTOchange in the currency index.

(vi) Interest rate spread. This is defined as the on a Swedish

"'-JL ... Il.Jl. ..... ' ......... 'I. bond less the German 5-year CTA'U01r"1n'nI"'l101l''IIt- bond

(vii) Earnings yield. Next year's forecast the '::llt1r'{1l"'1l"'at1r''::lliha market

divided the market less the 3-month bill rate.

(viii) Market-to-book ratio. The market value of divided by the book

value of

Inverse relative wealth. This instrument is defined as the r~~(~l~~:"'1"(,",,{.."'.~.L of

stock market wealth times its 13-week 1i"'\"lI1"'''lrTllnt1r' average.

3.2.1 U\/in1rnff":ll''lrlnn of the of Instruments

Instruments (i) to (vi) carry information on the The level

of the bond (BOND) is a natural instrument since

it is a of the rate of return.6 The bond can

also be seen as a proxy for which is correlated

with the economic The economic affects the

size of future cash flows. it is not obvious whether bond

are related to future asset returns.

The in the 3-month bill rate (BILL) is used as a

proxy for central bank in the market. The central bank is gen-

believed to have information on the economic which

is then used when it acts in the market to fulfil its Ide-

I would have a more short-term but data series on

instruments with shorter are of low since these instruments

6 To avoid problems associated with data series being close to non-stationary, I study the yield
to maturity on a 5-year government bond less its previous 13-week moving average. This method,
often referred to as stochastic de-trending, is used in Hodrick (1992), among others.
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were in the when ............... #'... "...,""0 .... ./10·• .-..._ ag(lill:st the Swedish

currency took
r"rtr~il"rll'l1nlrll' to the of interest an "il"l""",TAY"'llil"rll

curve indicates that investors have £:llV'lt""ll£:llr'i!--:ll;r'''ilA'''''C of rates and

vice versa. of

be as

"1I"ll"'lI"'\\"Y'>r"l,il"+ ....l-rll+ when of asset

the curve, defined as the
rIl'A'irT£:llil"1""'111l"'!t"ll,Cll1nl+ bond less the on 3-month U """"' ......... 'lI .. ""'.......

This instrument is referred to as the

turns.

a

The default
~ 1f"\\1l"'''ir' .....,..,." r~A bond less the

as indicator of future

strument to ""'~l~M''I1il''n

y 9
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a~"Il"1"':li1no-lIno- terms, the risk as a sum of dividend

.n-tI"'r~TAT-\l'·h and {a linear transformation in excess of the risk-free

rate. The second term is the instrument referred to as £'\~'1!'."It""l.'1l'1l''"'IlIl'lrC''

It is defined as the next year forecast for the

divided its in excess of the on a 3-month bill.

Given that firITIS clean the dividend discount

model can be rewritten even further? the same notation as

'"I\r'II~"'1I'1l'"'\\rIf' B as the book value of and as the measure for

return on it can be shown that

- == 1+
(r~i - y)

function

is one when the return on I is

y.8 A market-to-book ratio
11,"'ArW'1l'1l'1l1"'Ad""I'I return, or both.

for the risk aversion of investors. Tirne-
-II-'1l'l!"'lt'\A_"<l'7~'1I"V71l~rw risk for £CJlV1nU -::l\'1l"Y"l'\l'\Y'llr'll'

.................. """''-I! the market-to-book ratio

to the rate of

instrument
vT-:ll'lY'TTl1'\Y'1lr'll' risk aversion can be as "l!"II'V'\\1................1Y·-II-""II1Y'b-ll-

the variation in risk Consider the \ , "'_""""-/ power

u
1-j!

and r > 0 risk aversion
relative risk RRA, rfta'''''' ....£CJl-:5lcd::l!C

w > 0 is a C'11i1il''''C1C.~ih'::JI1t'''d''''£CJl'N'here lIV

in
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Table 3: Statistics of the In.strumen.ts

Mean StDev Skew Kurt pI p4 Min Max

BOND -0.08 0.56 0.63 1.26 0.92 0.72 -1.77 1.86
BILL -0.01 0.52 3.01 68.90 0.12 -0.13 -4.25 6.51
MAT 0.16 1.60 -1.52 7.85 0.96 0.79 -10.09 3.30
DEF 0.72 0.38 0.96 0.62 0.98 0.93 0.21 2.14
FX 0.03 0.92 4.64 54.22 -0.05 0.08 -2.45 11.59
IRS 3.35 1.38 0.11 -1.17 0.98 0.93 1.01 6.09

EY -3.80 3.31 -0.17 0.56 0.98 0.92 -17.33 2.79
MB 1.32 0.23 -0.10 -1.01 0.99 0.94 0.84 1.80

IRW 0.99 0.07 1.16 2.44 0.92 0.65 0.82 1.34

The table reports summary statistics of the instruments based on weekly data from
January 1988 to December 1996. The instruments are defined in Section 3.2.

Ilmanen and use the ratio of the subsistence level to current

as an and refer to it as inverse relative wealth The

subsistence level is defined as the 13-week of stock Inar-

ket wealth. stock market wealth a small fraction of

it is correlated with most other of wealth

and is 'Ii'""lI"lI",,,,,h'':lIhU'''T the most volatile of wealth. it is suitable as a

proxy for wealth.

Instruments

the instruments in Table 3. The C-::ll"Y~41'1i'""l1iia

covers some extreme events the Swedish economy. November
Swedish r'l1l"1l1l'"1I",o."'iY'\\r'l"li"T

past COllsump1tlon.
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Table Unconditional Correlations of Instruments

BOND
BILL
MAT
DEF
FX
IRS
EY
MB
IRW

1.00
0.24
0.07

-0.07
-0.04

0.31
-0.11
0.07
0.48

1.00
-0.11
-0.03
-0.10

0.06
-0.09
0.03
0.12

1.00
-0.58
-0.00

0.23
0.78
0.63

-0.27

1.00
0.16

-0.54
-0.58
-0.53

0.18

1.00
-0.01
-0.09
-0.08
-0.04

1.00
0.01

-0.09
0.10

1.00
0.77

-0.21
1.00

-0.32 1.00

The table reports unconditional correlation coefficients of the instruInents based on weekly
data from January 1988 to December 1996. The instruments are defined in Section 3.2.

average correlation

EY and MAT

as and

absolute is 0.21. The ~"1\"lIn·h.n.::,+ coefficient is be-

FX and MAT '-';'~",,",,"""'''''"iI'' to uncorrelated as
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the critical values of the "'II r1111'1l "Il ...... 'lI-nr"'ll

uine is to measure the model ~n1A-lt-..,,1i"'~''''II1I'''IIr'.,..,.

is done in Section 4.

'll""'iI1I""~.f"'iI'-1,.,n investors seem

of
iH'lnr"'liO_,,{T'::ll"1I"'''!.'T'1l'll''lltr''ir n~'Il"~"Y1niOt"a1"C:in

The regression of returns on the instruments is in Table 5. The

bond (BOND) has a negative for all It is {at the

for the return on the bond index and for the

bank and insurance This the conventional wisdom that

these industries are more sensitive to in interest rates than the average

At a first glance, it seems obvious that th.e bond coefficients

for all discount rates to a

low 'll""'iI1I"'c.~C01l''''t' value of interest rates can also be asso-
ciated with and .f"''"'''ll'''llC'£''~.f'''iI'1!'ln1l'''ll... hT

.... 1>A.~~Jl.ll..JLJL ..hlJ. This effect increases the
to react r!i"ilt·...n'1l'·n'1l"'\ ... hT to interest rate .f"'1n'::ll'1l"'\l""irOC' J"'iln1V"l.Q'1t"llr!i'1l1l"'lltr"ir on the current

the business

Section 3.5.

The .f"'h-::ll1l"'lll"'lrO in the bill rate (BILL) is related to future returns on

the bond index. It is also 'll""'iI,""I;:'''il'''''il''{Tnl''1.'T related to three out of ten sec-

and paper, and mixed investment
u .......... "....,... up construction. and have a C'''iltf''llr'1t'''ll'1lil"''1I.f"'''"lI1I'''II-lt-H''1.'T

tive relation to the in the bill rate. With similar "'111i"''''II"'1!''Il"ll'"".".,..,.'n-lt-......

.........."".....,...._'-' in th.e bill rate can affect returns in two ways and the "'-"J.....,.JI. ... Il...JI...JI.L~"Jl..JI. ...,...

effect seems to on the of the business

The (MAT) is related to the return on small

stocks while the default (DEF) shows no relation to any re-

turn. As of the domestic currency increase of is
~..".:"'''Il+"il·''TL"'l\U''T related to the returns on the market and is also C'"'In"1l"'ll"iliH.f"'~~1I"'II-lt-

for three of the 10 The interest rate
Clltf"llr""n\lt'1I""'::ll1l""lit'K,,{T related to the return 011 insurance 1"",",,1i""ir'\1l""Il'::ll'1l4il0C

The valuation measures EY and MB do not show any IJ ,.., c ...

relation future returns. The is the return on the miscellaneous
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Table 5: Results of Asset Retums

BOND BILL MAT DEF FX IRS EY MB IRW R2

SB Group

Market Index -0.43 0.45 0.05 0.38 0.29 0.16 0.13 -0.01 -3.24 3.5
(0.31) (0.30) (0.15) (0.74) (0.13) (0.17) (0.08) (0.01) (2.53) [0.01]

Small Stocks -0049 -0.18 0.34 -0.58 0.03 -0.19 -0.12 0.00 -6.28 10.6
(0.29) (0.18) (0.14) (0.57) (0.13) (0.15) (0.08) (0.01) (2.23) [0.00]

Bond Index -0.21 0.20 -0.02 0.13 0.02 0.07 0.04 -0.00 0.07 3.7
(0.09) (0.10) (0.04) (0.21) (0.04) (0.04) (0.02) (0.00) (0.56) [0.00]

SECTOR Group

Manufacturing -0.38 0.87 0.09 0.54 0.29 0.14 0.11 -0.02 -3.88 2.7
(0.37) (0.39) (0.19) (0.87) (0.15) (0.21) (0.10) (0.01) (3.18) [0.04]

Pulp and Paper -0.56 1.58 0.22 1.76 0.07 0.35 0.20 -0.03 -4.49 4.9
(0.50) (0045) (0.23) (1.56) (0.17) (0.33) (0.12) (0.02) (3.46) [0.00]

Retail Trade -0.03 0.49 0.24 0.20 -0.13 -0.26 0.04 -0.01 -7.24 3.4
(0.36) (0.29) (0.18) (0.60) (0.16) (0.15) (0.11) (0.01) (2.55) [0.01]

Construction -0.92 -1.29 0.12 -0.34 0.93 0.21 0.01 0.00 -1.98 9.3
(0.51) (0.47) (0.25) (1.32) (0.60) (0.30) (0.14) (0.02) (3.53) [0.01]

Miscellaneous -0.28 0.18 -0.05 0.09 0.21 0.15 0.14 -0.01 -1.40 1.8
(0.27) (0.25) (0.12) (0.53) (0.10) (0.12) (0.07) (0.01) (2.30) [0.01]

Mixed -0.58 1.09 0.12 0.95 DAD 0.17 0.20 -0.02 -5.89 5.4
Investment (0.44) (0.44) (0.25) (1.31) (0.22) (0.29) (0.10) (0.02) (3.25) [0.01]

Pure -0.89 0.17 -0.06 0.34 0.34 0.26 0.13 -0.01 -4.91 2.7
Investment (0048) (0.28) (0.24) (0.87) (0.25) (0.21) (0.12) (0.01) (3.91) [0.02]

Banking -1.27 -1.69 0.21 -0.61 1.42 0.06 0.00 -0.01 -6.57 16.0
(0.57) (0.67) (0.28) (1.24) (0.69) (0.27) (0.15) (0.02) (3.26) [0.00]

Shipping -0.57 0.49 0.29 -0.18 -0.13 0.21 0.05 -0.02 -3.10 1.6
(0.54) (0.32) (0.25) (1.39) (0.20) (0.29) (0.12) (0.02) (4.44) [0.05]

Insurance -1.27 -0.72 0.05 1.30 0.64 0.60 0.13 -0.00 1.18 4.7
(0.55) (0.90) (0.31) (1.13) (0.31) (0.27) (0.15) (0.02) (4.22) [0.01]

The table reports the results of regressing weekly returns on the instruments defined in Section 3.2. Constants
in the regressions are not shown. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (2 lags) standard errors are
calculated as in Newey and West (1987), and reported in parenthesis. R-squares are reported in percent with t-he
p-value from a Wald test of joint significance given in square brackets below.
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is

which is related to the 10 The rt,....."'+1hlrt",r"ll"i"'l\+ the inverse

relative wealth has a sign for most v....,·.......... 'OJ.IUI.'....,LJ/ and is LJ.L1=:IJLIUL~LJL"-""'.L""

for small and banks.

In the SB the is for the small stock

folio than for the market 10.6% versus 3.5%. This is consistent with

earlier in the literature.11 For the bond index return the R-

is 3.7%. In the from AR(l) regressions, that

when the returns are on the are 0.8% for the market

v...., ......L ...., ........ ...., as well as for the bond while the small stock AR(l)

an of about 7%. at least the instruments seem

to carry more information than is contained in returns. In the SECTOR

group, the for banks is 16.0%, which is a The value

may be by the fact that banks are influenced four

the instruments. a more is that some outliers

in with the devaluation of the Swedish krona affect the

estimate.

I also run the with returns.12 As shown in Table 6

the size of increases when

returns. In most cases the also increase with the return horizon. For
..... .A.@AJl.J.iq..... J.II"../ when for the market __'l".q.+r.. i",....

while when returns it is This demonstrates that

·:I-'Il",('1'.r'\'1'\l111O\1rl\,rt"il'T data often contain a considerable amount of noise as a

consequence, are difficult to v ..........~...L...~,~.
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Ta.ble 6: Results of Asset Returns

BOND BILL MAT DEF FX IRS EY MB IRW R2

SB Group

Market Index -2.05 -1.02 -0.42 3.19 1.26 1.24 0.35 0.01 -6.50 6.1
(1.09) (0.64) (0.62) (2.27) (0.50) (0.58) (0.29) (0.03) (11.5) [0.00]

Small Stocks -2.91 -0.75 1.19 -0.05 -0.02 0.08 -13.6 16.8
(1.27) (0.50) (0.65) (0.58) (0.61) (0.05) (10.0) [0.00]

Bond Index -1.18 0.37 0.02 0.70 0.14 0.32 0.10 -0.01
(0.32) (0.18) (0.13) (0.56) (0.14) (0.14) (0.08) (0.01)

5.8
[0.00]

4.6
[0.00]

12.6
[0.00]

2.22
(16.4)

0.00
(0.04)

-0.03
(0.06)

1.89
(0.63)

1.23
(0.91)

3.54
(2.47)

7.96
(4.57)

0.1 8
(0.92)

0.14
(0.64)

-0.22
(1.07)

-0.59
(0.55)

returns on the instnunents defined in Section 3.2. Constants
He·terc)skE~da.sti(:ityand autocorrelation consistent (2 standard errors are

in parenthesis. in percent with
jOlTtt slgnlhGmo~gIven in square brackets below.

(0.61)

-0.69
(0.68)

-2.76
(1.95)

-2.66
(1.69)

-3.60 -2.80
(1.50) (1.12)

Pulp and Paper

The table
in the regreS:Sl0I1S

SECTOR Group

Manufacturing

Retail Trade

Banking

Insurance

Construction

IViiscellaneous

Shipping
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1l"al"'1r1l"£:l,CClIA1n !l-" .............Jl.J1. ....... '........... ,U'. ''-I''''''::llIl'''U''Iir in recession the

that is the discount factor domi-

the discussion in

al'"'f'1nf"'-nr4l'l7 is the situation is the To

~JLJL'I,A."'JL"""'..4.LU', I tried the model of time-

for i == 1, 2, ... , n,

where Oti == Oti2 ..• Otik]' and 6i [6il 8i2 ... 6ik]' are x of
This is based on the that the caii""!\cll+·n ... 71li.... 7

of future returns to the instruments is related to the level of the stock

market as the MB. This is motivated correlation
betvveen MB and economic ':l\r""i!"·ni7"ii"li1;7

Recall from of

-0.43.

from -1.22 ll'1 October 1992 to 1.28 at
sistent with resllits from the SUIIJ-S,an'lDile 1i"~:::J)""'ll"aCClIr\\nc

1i"al"'1r1l"C,C Cl' Ain with n.""l~"l"rhiC'C'-a r.."1l4l

of coefficients C''l1tr''1r"il''''ll1lf""\l,rl'"ll"1l4l''i!"!VT ,rl!"il+{hn"ll"'("'II"1l4l1.!.

Tables 6, mlJ.st
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function.14 The two n<;\'l"~1rlr"liD1l"D1l"Care r = k/2 and s = - k - 1)/2, where

T is the number of observations. the value for the can

be written

is the inverse of the cumulative beta

of when the
TAy"",D"ITT data. IJU'lI .. rr-"'''''....... rr-

Ul,. .... 'Y\,aI1l"......L:lIn+ cut-off level is

be that the instruments

show how to the cut-off value of

.rIl '::l'!l"'::l_ICnl''"\A1l'''lIllnn- biases. use extreme value to derive

':llCliT'YY'i\1n+rh+ll"" distribution of the maximal Their for

the level is

where a is the level and

distribution function. Table 5 ,.."'''1'"1>...,.,...11-''''

market is on the instruments
in the relevant in aVl'"\1l"'C~CC'1IAn

as low as

F-1
T,S

ofthe

denoted
!l-'''-J •• '''- .......-''-'''''''' ... 1l"Q{"!r1l"£:!IC'Cd""1l"C al-

Doksurn

m*

we find that the cut-off level for our "'v~~'"l1""'It"'t'~I'" is

A.A..........."-,'-, the of market ~"""lAii-ii-.r\.Il'1l"'" 1l"'Dlf"lr1l"aC~Clr"~n

shown that

had been level would have

would have been different from zero.

squares in Tables 6 different from zero, use l\,.,~i../.1!.."-.WlWI.II..,,-,.1!..1l.

,.,......,'W'_"'i!""\\>-.'lIii-,-,. U~._1l"'lI£:!11l"'''''''tC:ln'1l'- cut-off for m. This
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Table 7: ftU1USteU

S8 Group

Market Index
Small Stocks
Bond Index

SECTOR Group

Manufacturing
Pulp and Paper
Retail Trade
Construction
Miscellaneous
Mixed Investment
Pure Investment
Banking
Shipping
Insurance

117

of the

Weekly returns Monthly returns

R 2 m* R2 m*

3.5 11 6.1 0
10.6 91 16.8 13
3.7 11 13.1 10

2.7 9 5.8 0
4.9 15 4.6 0
3.4 10 12.6 10
9.3 63 4.9 0
1.8 9 3.0 0
5.4 18 8.9 9
2.7 9 5.6 0

16.0 308 16.7 13
0 6.8 0

14 0.7 0

The table reports the adjusted R-squares (in percent) of the regression of asset returns on
the instruments. The corresponding 95-percent cut-off levels for m* are also
m* is the maximum number of potential regressors allowed without achieving re
ported R-square through random chance. In the regressions where the R-squares are
not significant using standard cut-off values, m'f is reported to be zero.

to conclude that the observed "i'~1Y'''''"\r''I''I1,'''''1'''"'!I'&'"'l>''I1 is

11.ot in a statistical sense.

So
this subsection maximize """""1l"rlIrll·'1,,...-if-"5\~'I\"I1h-l:~\i7
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Table 8: Predictable Portfolios

Weekly Returns MontWy Returns

Short sales
allowed

Short sales
not allowed

Short sales
allowed

Short sales
not allowed

SB Group

Market Index
Small Stocks
Bond Index

R 2

1.24
-2.36

2.12

16.9

0.00
1.00
0.00

10.6

0.50
-0.79

1.29

36.1

0.00
1.00
0.00

16.8

SECTOR Group

0.00
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.68

18.8

0.39
-0.86

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.65

maxinlaHv ~~re(iictablep1ortJrolios of SB and SECTOR
from the regressions

-0.60
0.00

-1.21
-1.47

The table
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Il-l!r..'i"ATO'[TO't" when the MPPs are constrained to have non-

'1I""'\'t""i~"51't""Tassets, the increase of the are lower.

Section 3 the data and based on the full

tC"""l\1I"lt"I~IIO from 1988 to 1996. when the of the

asset allocation use can be made of the information known

at the time the are formed. I evaluate the in

the from 1994 to 1996. The time up to December 1993 is used to

estimate the model.

1

r..llll·lI-_r..·!t"_C ..~1I"lt"I·r'l>I£:lI ~1l"'l~riI'1l"..."'..."h"lli"inT of the model is measured the

+r..BBr..TJIT"II".-"rr o·'VnA~1"l1,rn.o,n-t· The asset returns are on the instruments of

the data for the from 1988 to December 1993.

't"£:lIl"lr't"OC~C'1r.~n result is then used to make a forecast. This

cedure is 1l"'£:lIr"£:lI-:lI'l!-£:lIriI for each until December 1996. the realized

returns are 1"OC)"1"OCCQln1 on the returns. The coefficient of determina-

tion from this is referred to as the ,,"",,"Il"ll~I-__ ,,"",,1f-_C'''',~,Y''\>U'''''' 1l.'--'::'II.-ll'-'ilUL'l;;:..

Table 9 the n"i1l1~-_n11"_C'''.:5l'1l''''lr'''l·n.a 1l.'--~\..\IIUl.ICI..Jl.'C.~.

are lower than their m-sarnp.Le rtd"'''Il''ll1l''.,. ....,..,.,I''~...,,1l'''...tC''

returns in the 5B group, Table 5 3.5% for the

market while the 0.9%. For the small

stock the are 10.6% and 4.7%. for

the bond the standard is lower than the out-

_C'/"1!"!"Il""l\'1",.,..,.. 3.7% versus 3.9%. Also the in-

crease with the return horizon. The measures are 5.1%, and 20.4% for the

and the in-

_'-'"'' ",'""rif-'l than the standard
the are tC""IIr."1I"\I"1l-ll""'rt'"l,"1Y"\I~IITT

oC"'+""'li"'IIr'oI,,.,,,,,"'" ll'--Cl'~'-'!l(u...Jl.\...~. While the latter from 1.6% to 16.0%,

.n"'_.C'':ll''¥'''l'''iI~na !l.'--~41Ul.U..li.'l;;;;c) range from zero to 2.0%, with the number re-
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Table 9: \ J1LH-dllT=~.armIlIP K=S~QUlarE~S from Predictions

Weekly Returns Monthly Returns

SB Group

Market Index 0.9 2.3
Small Stocks 4.7 5.1
Bond Index 3.9 20.4

SECTOR Group

Manufacturing 0.2 0.9
Pulp and Paper 0.2 1.0
Retail Trade 0.4 3.5
Construction 0.0 0.1
Miscellaneous 2.0 10.7
Mixed Investment 0.2 0.7
Pure Investment 0.0 0.1
Banking 1.2 0.6
Shipping 0.9 1.6
Insurance 1.0 0.7

The table reports out-of-sample R-squares from regressions of realized returns
on predicted returns. The model in Equation (4.2) is estimated using data for
the period from January 1988 to December 1993, and a one-step-ahead forecast
is generated. This procedure is then repeated for each period until December
1996. Finally, the realized returns are regressed on the predicted returns. The
R-square from this regression is referred to as the out-af-sample R-square.

for the miscellaneous portfolio. The low figures are most the

result of the lack of instruments in the informa-

tion set.

To evaluate the of return I create of assets

in the SB to the allocation strategies described in Section 2.

The are restricted to contain asset weights, but I do

not explicitly account for transaction costs.1S The are evaluated with

the Sharpe ratio as a measure. As a reference

15 Strategies not using time-varying expected returns, that is, the unconditional strategies and
the conditional MIN strategy, show a low turnover rate. In these cases, transaction costs are low.
The conditional TAR, OPT, and MPP strategies show turnover rates from 8 to 12 times a year,
when reallocated on a weekly basis. With a one-way transaction cost of 0.2%, this implies that
annualized mean returns, on average, would be 4% lower if transaction costs were included in
the return calculations. With monthly reallocations, the average turnover rate is 2.5, which would
reduce the annualized returns approximately 1%.
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Table 10: Results of the Allocation with SB Assets

Weekly Returns Monthly Returns

MIN TAR OPT MPP MIN TAR OPT MPP

Unconditional model

Market Return 2.59 11.70 5.33 2.45 10.83 4.95
Standard Deviation 6.05 14.26 16.64 6.28 12.86 16.09
Sharpe Ratio 0.43 0.82 0.32 0.39 0.84 0.31

Conditional model

Market Return 4.35 21.48 36.56 14.29 2.63 20.62 23.87 12.50
Standard Deviation 6.17 14.74 17.26 10.64 6.32 19.39 15.08 12.54
Sharpe Ratio 0.71 1.46 2.12 1.34 0.42 1.06 1.58 1.00

Sharpe Ratio Difference

P-value 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.30 0.18 0.02

The table reports annualized excess returns, standard deviations, and Sharpe ratios of the strate
gies when the assets in the SB-group are employed. The evaluation period covers January 1994
to December 1996. The first (second) panel shows the results for the unconditional (conditional)
strategies described in Section 2. The third panel reports p-values from a test of equal Sharpe ra
tios for the conditional and unconditional strategies. For a graphic illustration of the allocation
strategies, see Figure 1.

the strategy in the market has an annualized excess

return of 11.3% for the 1994 - 1996. The standard deviation is 14.6%,

which a Sharpe ratio of 0.77. strategies in the small

stock portfolio and the government bond index have ratios of 1.16 and

0.41, respectively.

The results of the strategies are presented in Table where the first

the results for the unconditional strategies. Using

minimum variance portfolio (MIN) an excess return of 2.6%, a

of 6.0%, and a ratio of 0.43. The is fully invested in

the bond index during almost the entire evaluation v ..... J1.JI.'-P ...A..

The (TAR) anexcessretumof11.7%and

a standard deviation of 14.3%. These are close to those for

the market An of the asset shows that the TAR

~ro.,;-o++r'l>.H"Ilr'l>. is invested in the market with the of a small

'1t""IIr'I>.C'11Hr\n in bonds at the of 1995 when the stock market remained

flat and the bond This minor reallocation the

Sharpe ratio of 0.82 for TAR versus 0.77 for the market v""........JI..V.JI..JI.• ...,.
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assets are 1I"'\1l1t1l"'r"."'Il-:llc'arllth.e fact that the

Over the evaluation the mean-variance is
'"'iI __ 1r1111"'r"'''V"'I·lr'o/'\\~,i-ai,[T a scaled version of the MIN The difference is that the

OPT is in that it the fraction of risky assets over
time. ,...."lI"\Y'jl __ '"'iI1I""~rr the MIN ratio of 0.43 with the OPT ratio of 0.32 there

is no market of the OPT This is not Cll"ll11"'__1I"1C1114lrlr"

that the unconditional is based on historical averages.
With a returnt"\1I""1I"1I'71rll1l4l the isthatinstead-.e- ...·· ... ....",,...Y,Y .......

averages, historical averages of With low

autocorrelations in the return series, averages are of

averages. the strategies based on a .JL ......"-J.JLIL ...... IL.JLY

coincide with those of a horizon.

In the second of the table, the 1I"\a·Il"'i-1I""1I"'"lI'Y\~1I4l,,....aC'of the conditional strate-

.JL .... ""J'6,J.JL .............. As the MIN realizes a low return and a

low deviation of 4.4% and 6.2%, Since returns
are not used for calculations of the MIN __1I"""1l"'ii"+r",,,1I"" '[ATc.n.nrlhi"c

in to the unconditional is that an a"V1~rlI1nall""ll+llt~Ymov-

average of the is used instead of the average.
The calculations of the asset of the TAR are ,.,.""..... 0 .. ' ..... +1 .......

based on the return forecasts from the should

be able to benefit from asset returns. It realizes an excess return

of 21.5% and a standard deviation of 14.7%, which ratio of

1.46-almost 1.8 times that of the unconditional TAR and 1.9 times
that of the market This is an indication of rr"""." .... 'I~,.,. 1I"\1I"'Jl::ll.r'"'l1l1r>+~.hlllllMT

~ .... ,,,.,,,.r""""+l1"1!""11"" that it is for an investor to the allocation __1I"'r"'r"rl\l("'lC'

and achieve A look at the asset '[ATcnnrlhf-c C"lIl1"\1""I\"IY"\\r","\I"OJ,!-C" this

'lA. j"' .JLIL Due to the short-sales the invested

in one asset at a time. the is not a result of diver-

sification. it is driven

and sold at the time.
can be more Oil"TlIr"1l£:l11r'llil"Y'(T o"V1I"\1IrlI1-ll-arll

eti-1Il"''"'iIi-.r''I,nr'(Yallows The OPT 1I""Il1I""'1"ii"J,!-r",Yllf'"

ers an excess return 36.6% with a standard deviation of

a ratio of 2.12. is more than six times the ratio of the uncondi-
tionalOPT and almost three times that of the market "V'A'" ................ ,,_
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lio. there is no doubt that of the asset returns is of eco-
nomic For an investment of 100 in the market ~"·r,..{l-+r.. ! .. ,,

increases to 140 over the evaluation while the OPT delivers 300

at the end of the same with a minor increase in risk.

The MPP alters between a combination in small stocks and the

risk-free asset and a full in the risk-free asset. This is no iC'''''"l1''1I'''II"",,'"liC'n

the the MPP in Table 8. The excess return of the

MPP is 14.3% with a standard deviation of 10.6%, a ratio of
which is than for all unconditional Ct-"II"~t-£:llrrlltt:.~C .. "Y'1II"'lm .... ...-.r .. "I!'"\\r'<r

'"ll"t"\/'""1I_II"'~,",I"'ln,rrthe market 1I"'II"-"'lA{l-{l-r.. ».. "

The last the results
the conditional are C'"r.r"1nl"1!"~"""o"'\\"t"\i\on'l!"l"

unconditiollal "'''-'''!"Il"Y'1\"{l-n.,."''ll'''\\''I\",,,,+''''' 16

_Inl'"":il"i!t'"1r'~.o\ ratios

statistical

the l'1ull
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Table 11: Results of the Allocation ~tr'atE~gu~s

Weekly Returns

Unconditional model

Market Return
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio

MIN

17.38
14.15
1.23

TAR

21.61
18.08
1.20

OPT MPP

14.49
13.93
1.04

with Sector Assets

Monthly Returns

MIN TAR OPT MPP

16.26 12.85 13.41
12.02 21.41 11.46
1.35 0.60 1.17

Conditional model

Market Return
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio

Sharpe Ratio Difference

P-value

12.81
12.82
1.00

0.78

6.70
24.32
0.28

0.94

12.01
19.11
0.63

0.82

1.67
7.23
0.23

14.97
13.21
1.13

0.89

16.88
26.58
0.63

0.44

23.52
17.19
1.37

0.26

11.30
10.25
1.10

The table reports annualized excess returns, standard deviations, and Sharpe ratios of the strategies
when the assets in the SEcToR-group are employed. The evaluation period covers January 1994 to
December 1996. The first (second) panel shows the results for the unconditional (conditional) strate
gies described in Section 2. The third panel reports p-values from a test of equal Sharpe ratios for
the conditional and unconditional strategies. For a graphic illustration of the allocation strategies,
see Figure 1.

in Table 11 differ in many from what was found for the SB assets.
With SECTOR the conditional Cil-'1Y'':llil-L:l,rIl"1£:lIC 1l1"1nrll£:ll'1Y'1~£'l>11"il-"''1Y'1I'''!I''1\ their uncondi-

tional which that return forecasts 1rII,o"Ir'fr'A'1Y'1i"YI\

worse than historical the instruments are not

well suited for the SECTOR returns. However, this i:'"'i"ln,l""'1Illrll,rIl"

should not be the low A"iI1l·Ii"_A"ll"_C~:JI1i"YI\'nl£:ll

the unconditional v ii9JL U'/ the MIN "',..-Il-+".."u,-"'"" "ll"lA""...,l'I-.l/"l".'I\ the best
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program -does not seem to the allocations-at least not over this eval-

uation period.

A striking indication of the SECTOR returns is

the fact that the MIN portfolio has the best even when the condi-

tional model is employed. The mean return is 12.8% with a standard deviation

of 12.8%, yielding a Sharpe ratio of one. As expected, the asset weights of the

MIN portfolio coincide with those reported for the unconditional model.

A look at the asset weights of the TAR portfolio explains some of the poor

performance of this The weights fluctuate extremely, usually from a

100% holding in a particular industry to a 100% holding in another industry in

the subsequent period. since the out-of-sample R-squares are

the changes in asset weights are driven purely by noise, which explains why

the Sharpe ratio of the TAR is not higher than 0.28.

The OPT has a Sharpe ratio of O.63-twice that of the TAR port-

folio. This improvement is attributed to the of the aggregate

market, which is higher than that of the individual SECTOR returns. Although

the asset weights for the different industries fluctuate as wildly as for the TAR

portfolio, the OPT portfolio is not always fully invested. it is leveraged

when expected returns are high for all assets, while a large portion of

the risk-free asset when the general market conditions are poor.

When predictability is low for the assets, the MPP should not be

expected to produce superior returns, since it is supposed to a pre-

dictability that does not exist. Not surprisingly, the Sharpe ratio is only 0.23.

The monthly re-allocations produce similar results.

The unconditional TAR portfolio realizes lower returns than when updated

On the other hand, the conditional TAR and OPT portfolios 11--' "' ......

higher returns when re-allocated Nevertheless, the null

Sharpe ratios cannot be .......... '..... "IIr'.............

5

The existence of 1rll"i"'£Jll'"ill,f"'it"-:llhla it"11l1"'lr"~a_"':T-:ll"i"',,{T1I1I"Ilrr"., ..... '1I"V'Il,'ll""l.,,-.,."""""""i-C'" in conditional ""....,"IY.... """.,+-""i"'l!

returns has been This paper adds to the literature

by investigating returns in Swedish stock and bond markets. As
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expected, I find components in the time-variation of re-

turns also in these markets. The lion's share of the literature

focuses on the statistical significance of In this paper,

the focus is on its economic significance. The idea is to expand the investment

opportunity set by adding strategies based on the observed

return predictability, and to measure whether the strategies outperform un

conditional (buy-and-hold) strategies. This is done for two groups of primary

assets: a group of broad stock and bond and a group of industry

portfolios. Predictability is shown to be lower in the second due to the

high portion of idiosyncratic risk that cannot be forecasted by the instruments

used in this study.

The main result shows that, given a moderate the out-of-

sample of the conditional strategies is to that of un-

conditionally efficient strategies, as well as to the market

11-''''-'......... ....,' ..........,. However, due to low the conditional strategies based

on the industry-specific portfolios do not well. Even with moder-

ate predictability, the economic can be The forecasts

for the aggregate stock and bond less than 5% of the vari-

in the forecasting regressions. allocation strategies ex-

II-'JL..., ......JLJLIL~ this predictability produce returns almost three times

higher that of the market portfolio. indicate that the pre-

dictability of portfolios can be v-...",v ...

industry-specific instruments in the information set. A full of

such instruments would constitute a natural expansion of this and an

interesting for future research.
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"~,,,,",.r1I""'IIriI"II~ summarizes the result of Lo and To define

1I"'\1I"'l:llrt11"'1I-~h111f-"'{Tof a denote Tt the (n x I)-vector nil- ,n1l"''1I''1Y'\l''\-::~1I'''''ll:T

returns. Assume for convenience that rt is a

stochastic with finite J-t and finite autocovariance matrices

fk == E[(rt-k - tt)(rt - ,u)']. that the conditional of rt

with to Zt-l, Tt == E[rt IZt-l], is a linear function of the n-r£l_t'1,Ot-.o-r1Y'!l"\11"'\\£l!lrtl

economic that is

rt == B . Zt-l + ct,

where B == LB~ f3~ ... f3~]' is a (n x k)-matrix of coefficients. Let ~ denote

a linear combination of the assets and consider

the of this combination as measured

Var("/ft )

Var(,'rt)

where == Var (ft ). R2(~) is the fraction of the "ll:T~'1I"lI~Ir'llllRlIi""'ll:T

in the return, its conditional ~'ft. For
C""II'1t"'\or"'ll1l"'\ 1"11 ""'''11;;''''''7 consider the case where there is one asset. In this case, it is

seen that the folf'o is the R-square of this asset. To

F"'!J ....~c ..'""'.I1........ .l1..l1..4..J'""'1 define the (n x G == ra-It'o. it is shown that
iPl1 O'iPn':T~ 1111 iP~ of the rnatrix G are to the of the corre-

Since a can be inter-

Here follows a of the result of Lo and ... ".l1........... .l1.'''-Jl..ll.lU........

(~) to the constraint == 1, the .l1.'-".I1..4.'-" VI VI ............... L..I ...... 1-'"il.l1. ...........F"'!JA....... .l1. ....
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and consider the first-order condition

8L

8~

2ry*'tory* *
----2rO~ - fJt == O.
(~*'rory*)

1*' and using the constraint I' t ==

that is, -6 == 0, which indicates that the constraint~'t == 1 is not This

is not since we can rescale I without affecting R 2 (/). Thus

(A4) can be written:

8L 2to/*
8ry I*'fory*

2ry*'to/* *
----.".-2fory == o.
(r*'fo/*)

(A6)

.... V.lL Il-" , _ (A6)

*'t *r * - I 01 f * - A*f *ory - *'f * Or - 01 .
'"'I 0'"'1

From this we have:

r -1r- * G * \* *o 01 == ~ == /\ ~ , (A8)

that the second-order condition for a maximum is

of we obtain the result of Lo and

and since it is easy to
C~{l-l1C{l-l1C.~riI when is the

(1997).

To constrain the ."....,.....'1"11-11-"..."1 ... ,..... TIITQl1nrht-c to be nA1l"'il_1I"'iIQnr':sdh''[TQ add the

term ¢'~ to the the Kuhn-Tucker ..u..Jl.Il...... .....,.Jl.. ....~.Il..II. .. g where ¢ is

the vector of for the constraints ~ ~ o.
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